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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study looked at how a major barrier to the wider development of biomass
heating in the South West can be removed. The barrier in question, a lack of good
quality and strategically placed exemplar biomass heating projects, was identified
collectively by local authorities, the biomass industry, Regen SW1 and renewable
energy agencies in the South West.
The South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) commissioned this project
with the long term view of establishing a number of biomass installations in the
region. The project team consisted of the managing agent, the Centre for Sustainable
Energy (CSE), along with Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership (CSEP), Devon
Association for Renewable Energy (DARE), Severn Wye Energy Agency (SWEA),
and biomass heating installers Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd. The project was
funded by SWRDA, with match funding from the Countryside Agency and Dorset
County Council, Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd provided funding in kind.
The project’s objectives were to:
•

•

Stimulate demand for biomass heating, by working together with local
authorities, the biomass industry, and renewable energy agencies in the South
West to:
•

raise awareness among key local authority stakeholders of the technical
possibilities and potential economic, environmental, and local employment
benefits of incorporating biomass boilers as part of boiler refurbishment
programmes, and as part of new-build projects

•

bring together the above key stakeholders with potential suppliers of
woodfuel – e.g. local farmers and woodland owners, machinery rings and
agricultural co-operatives

•

produce detailed biomass heating feasibility studies for 8 sites, covering
local authority, public sector and housing association buildings in the South
West, that would form the basis for bids for capital grant funding and
tendering processes

Identify several sites within protected landscapes in the South West, in particular
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs).

Initially, the project team identified sites potentially suitable for biomass heating and
contacted the relevant stakeholders. Following registration of interest, stakeholders
were asked to complete an application form for their site. Of 49 sites that registered
an interest in the project, 23 submitted applications. Based on scoring criteria
developed by CSEP, applications were assessed and site visits from Econergy Ltd
and Wood Energy Ltd were arranged for 16 short-listed sites. The two companies
then chose the eight most feasible sites for biomass installations, aiming to have one
per county.
Detailed scoping studies were carried out for these eight sites, assessing the
technical and economic feasibility of installing biomass boilers. Securing financial
support is a critical element in assessing the viability of all sites and therefore
potential sources of funding in the seven counties were investigated.
1

Regen SW is the renewable energy agency for the South West
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Dissemination seminars were held for stakeholders in each of the counties to feed
back the results of the eight feasibility studies. CSE has continued to obtain updates
on each of the projects.
The Bioscope project has revealed significant levels of interest in biomass heating
within the region – all project partners reported enthusiasm amongst stakeholders for
the technology. In addition, the project has further stimulated interest in biomass
heating by effectively engaging with regional and county contacts, officers and
decision makers within councils. In doing this, Bioscope has met one of its principal
objectives - raising awareness amongst key decision makers about the suitability of
biomass heating as a practical alternative to fossil fuel heating plants.
The dissemination seminars fulfilled several objectives, firstly in assisting the project
team to develop their understanding of barriers and constraints for the biomass
heating industry; and secondly, raising awareness of the technology by discussing
the identified barriers with stakeholders. Another crucial objective was achieved at
some of the seminars; inviting South West Wood Fuels to each seminar began the
process of bringing together site stakeholders and potential woodfuel suppliers.
At the time of writing, three sites look likely to progress to installation; Duchy Square
redevelopment, Devon (70kW); Cannington College, Somerset (500kW) and
Pencalenick School, Cornwall (200kW). If the three sites go ahead with installation,
an installed capacity approaching 800kW would be achieved. The Cornwall County
Hall (500kW) project is dependent on the establishment of a reliable local pellet fuel
supply, the development of this project would increase the overall installed capacity
to approximately 1.3MW.
Of the short-listed sites two decided not to progress because of technological factors
(e.g. site accessibility and changes to building design) and three sites chose either
mains gas boilers or oil over biomass heating, because of issues within the
organisation in question, such as lack of funding or senior level support for biomass
technology. Unfortunately, not all of these issues could have been identified by the
project team prior to their inclusion on the final shortlist.
The installation of biomass boilers at the three sites would provide the following
benefits in addition to cost savings:
•

The systems will have strong marketing value and contribute to renewable
energy targets across the region

•

They would help to create a market for locally derived wood residues, thus
creating local jobs and helping woodland management, farm
diversification and the local economy

•

The boilers would help to demonstrate the mature renewable energy
technology of biomass heating and help establish biomass heating across
the South West

•

Result in a reduction in CO2 emissions of about 225 tonnes per year and
5,625 tonnes of CO2 over a 25 year period.

It will be possible for organisations to apply for grants from the Low Carbon Buildings
Programme and the Big Lottery Fund, which replaces the Community Energy
programme. Sites may need assistance with grant funding applications.
CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
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Although only three of the short-listed sites are likely to progress to installation,
Bioscope has raised the profile of biomass heating within the counties and in the
majority of cases, for example in Dorset, biomass installations are now receiving
increased support as a result of this project.
Bioscope considered both pellet and wood chip boilers, however the uncertainties
surrounding the establishment and reliability of a local pellet supply across the South
West meant in most cases pellet boilers were not a feasible option.
The project has served to highlight important barriers and issues at county and
district levels that will need to be tackled if the wider uptake of biomass heating in
public buildings is to be achieved.

Conclusions
The Bioscope project has been successful in raising the profile of biomass heating
amongst local authority stakeholders. It has served to cement existing activity and
foster new interest within the sub-regions of the South West.
The project also highlighted barriers to be overcome if biomass installations are to
become commonplace in public buildings. Some of the most critical issues that must
be addressed include:
•

The region needs exemplar biomass heating installations to demonstrate the
technology

•

The absence of a coordinated reliable local woodfuel supply chain undermines
confidence in the technology

•

In many cases local authority decision makers do not believe biomass heating
presents a credible alternative to fossil fuelled plant

•

There is, at the time of writing (early 2006), a lack of coordinated effort across the
South West with biomass initiatives, leading to a piecemeal disconnected
approach and duplication of effort, subsequently undermining the credibility of the
industry.

Recommendations
Based on discussions at the county seminars and general findings of Bioscope, a
number of cross-cutting themes were identified. The following key recommendations
are for the region to address:
1. There needs to be a regionally coordinated seminar to establish current activity,
available skills, installed projects and woodfuel supply initiatives.
2. Bioscope phase II would give the opportunity for some of the sites identified to be
developed into strategically important regional demonstrator projects, and deliver
sustained support for future projects.
3. There is significant interest in using biomass heating in the South West. However,
there is a lack of capacity in the private sector to meet this demand. Support from
the region to build capacity in the sector is critical. This needs to happen in
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tandem with the coordination of efforts by agencies to create and maintain levels
of interest and demand for biomass heating installations.
4. Proposed biomass installations within public buildings still encounter significant
objectors from within local authority departments. There needs to be a concerted
effort to educate these client groups about the benefits of biomass technology.
5. Related to point 4, there are no large scale biomass heating installations in the
South West which can be reliably used for site visits. Bioscope sought identify
potential sites where such a system could be implemented.
6. Engaging stakeholders throughout the project proved relatively straightforward,
the importance of SWRDA funding and the regions role in developing biomass
should not be underestimated and gives initiatives such as Bioscope added
creditability.
7. The South West needs commercially viable woodfuel facilities and robust supply
chains to provide an affordable, reliable and high quality fuel supply.
8. One site identified in the Bioscope project stands out as a potential exemplar
project; Cannington College. With courses covering biomass heating to be
offered on site, energy crops grown locally to supply the boiler and accessibility of
the site for public awareness raising it meets all of the projects criteria. SWRDA
should investigate the provision of capital support more fully with the site contacts
and Somerset County Council to enable the project to proceed.
9. There should be further contact with all Bioscope applicants to establish whether
any assistance is required to facilitate biomass heating installations.

CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope and purpose of project
Although biomass heating technologies are in use to a wide extent throughout
Europe, reservations about the technology still exist in the UK and fossil fuel systems
remain the preferred option of choice. The lack of good quality and strategically
placed exemplar biomass heating projects has been identified as a major barrier to
the wider uptake of biomass wood heating in public buildings across the South West
(and the UK generally). This study looked at the potential for removing this barrier
through the installation of a number of biomass heating systems.
With boiler plants in many public buildings nearing the end of operational life,
alternatives to standard fossil fuel plant should be a serious consideration for key
decision makers involved in boiler replacement. Unfortunately, these individuals often
seek reassurance from technologies proven within their own locality, namely mains
gas, oil or LPG. The Bioscope project aims to challenge this status quo by
establishing exemplar projects to generate confidence in biomass technology as a
proven alternative choice of heating provision.
The South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) funded this project, with
matched funding from The Countryside Agency. Details of the project managers, The
Centre for Sustainable Energy, and the rest of the project team can be found in
Appendix 1.
The project’s objectives were to:
•

•

Stimulate demand for biomass heating, by working together with local
authorities, the biomass industry, and renewable energy agencies in the South
West to:
•

raise awareness among key local authority and housing association
stakeholders of the technical possibilities and potential economic,
environmental, and local employment benefits of incorporating biomass
boilers as part of boiler refurbishment programmes, and as part of new-build
projects

•

bring together the above key stakeholders with potential suppliers of
woodfuel – e.g. local farmers and woodland owners, machinery rings and
agricultural co-operatives

•

produce detailed biomass heating feasibility studies for eight sites, covering
local authority, public sector and housing association buildings in the South
West, that would potentially form the basis for bids for future capital grant
funding and tendering processes.

Identify several sites within protected landscapes in the South West.

Following a brief regional search the project team identified eight sites suitable for the
installation of biomass heating systems. Detailed feasibility studies were carried out
for each site, considering both technical and economic issues. Both woodchip and
pellet boiler systems were considered by the project team. However, the uncertainty
surrounding the establishment of pellet production facilities in the South West gave
rise to reservations about recommending large-scale pellet boilers.
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Following the completion of the eight feasibility studies seminars were organised to
disseminate their findings and explore further the challenges facing biomass heating
installations in public buildings.

2

METHODOLOGY

The project team (Appendix 1) was assembled from the South West county
champions group. This offered several benefits. Firstly, county champions had
experience of biomass heating installations at the community scale; secondly, the
team could leverage existing relationships with the wood heating installers Econergy
Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd, and local authority stakeholders; thirdly, the aims and
objectives of Bioscope would complement existing efforts and work in progress within
the seven counties
The project was scheduled to run from September 2004 to March 2005. Within this
timeframe the project had to be set up, marketed to site stakeholders, site surveys
completed, feasibility studies completed and dissemination seminars organised. The
project extended significantly beyond this timescale with difficulty encountered during
step [3] below; this is discussed in more detail in Section 3.

2.1 Critical task path
For the project to meet its aims and objectives a critical task path was formulated.
These steps represent the project milestones.

Launch meeting

Design application process

1

Stakeholder engagement
2

Application process
Shortlist of sites

3

Site visits
Feasibility studies
Dissemination seminars

4
2.1.1 Preparatory
phase [1]
Final report
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2.1.1 Launch meeting/ design application process [1]
Launch meeting
Discussion focused on how potential sites could be contacted and how they might
express their interest in participating in the Bioscope project. It was decided that
using an application form (Appendix 2) was the simplest and most effective way to
engage stakeholders with the project.
Designing the application form/ process
It was important to design the application form so only contacts serious about
exploring the potential for biomass heating would take the time to complete it. The
format chosen meant contacts had to invest time and carry out basic research
themselves. Questions were designed so that they could be evaluated and scored by
the project team and stakeholders.

2.1.2 Stakeholder engagement/ application process [2]
Stakeholder engagement
Stakeholders within local authorities and housing associations/ social housing (e.g.
M&E2 service teams, energy managers, procurement teams, capital projects and
property services) were identified as the most appropriate contacts for Bioscope to
engage with. Their support was essential due to:
•

the potential for considering biomass heating as an option when refurbishing
existing boiler plant and/or designing and installing heating systems for new
building

•

the high heating requirements for these sorts of buildings (e.g. schools,
county halls, social housing tower blocks, leisure centres)

•

the potential for this audience to take a longer term view, and to balance rates
of return with wider sustainable development, community strategy/ climate
change strategy objectives

•

the “public” nature of such sites makes them ideal as exemplars

Application process
Forms were distributed to those who registered an interest in the project and, once
submitted, assessed in terms of relevance to the Bioscope project objectives. CSEP
developed a scoring criterion to assess the suitability of sites. The scoring system
consisted of 15 criteria with weightings to reflect the project objectives and factors
relating to site suitability.
Applications were rated on a scale of 1 (does not meet criteria) to 3 (meets criteria)
for all 15 criteria. Scores were then totalled and the 16 top scoring sites assigned a
visit from one of the two wood heating installers (see Appendix 3).
An important factor determining the site selection was proximity to Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The Countryside Agency were keen to see that
the project include as many sites situated within or adjacent to AONBs.

2

Mechanical and electrical
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2.1.3 Site shortlists, site visits and scoping studies [3]
Site shortlists
Using the scoring criteria developed by CSEP, from the completed application forms
each project partner selected the site they considered most suitable. The project
team then collectively agreed a shortlist of 16 sites.
Site visits
These 16 short-listed sites received a site visit from Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy
Ltd. The site visits qualified the information supplied on the application forms and
facilitated the assessment of sites in terms of:
•

Site layout – is it physically possible to fit a biomass installation and fuel store on
the site and get fuel to it?

•

The attitude of site contacts. Would a biomass installation be supported by senior
level decision makers as well as by the staff on the ground (e.g. caretakers,
engineers, head teachers)?

It was decided that Wood Energy Ltd would cover Cornwall, Devon and Dorset; and
Econergy Ltd would cover Former Avon, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Somerset.
Due to the limited budget and time available Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd.
were not asked to produce site visit reports for all 16 sites. Based on their experience
of biomass heating feasibility studies and installations, and assessing the sites
against the project objectives, the two companies selected the eight most suitable
sites.
Scoping studies
It was decided the eight feasibility studies should cover sufficient detail to allow them
to be used for future grant funding applications. Both Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy
Ltd use standard feasibility reports that were used for the eight sites.

2.1.4 Dissemination seminars/ final report [4]
Dissemination seminars
A series of seminars involving county and district level stakeholders were held to
feed back the results of the scoping studies.
Final report
This report includes details of all sites that took part in the project, the completed
scoping studies, summarised feedback from the seminars and project
recommendations for grant funding and facilitating installations from the chosen sites
and others.

2.2 Timescales and budget
Bioscope commenced in October 2004 and was scheduled for completion in March
2005. Figure 1 below shows where the main delays occurred to the project due to
difficulties encountered during the site visit and feasibility stage [3]. These are
discussed further in Section 3.2. See Appendix 4 for project budget.
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Figure 1. Simplified Bioscope Gantt chart

Bioscope project
Task

org

Launch meeting

All

Design application process

CSE

Stakeholder engagement

All

Application process

All

Site visit short-list

All

Site visits

E&WE

Feasibility studies

E&WE

Dissemination seminars

All

Final report & comments
from SWRDA

CSE

Oct-04 Nov-04 Dec-04 Jan-05 Feb-05 Mar-05 Apr-05 May-05 Jun-05

Planned completion
Actual completion

note: E&WE refers to Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd

Jul-05 Aug-05 Sep-05 Oct-05 Nov-05 Dec-05

3

RESULTS

3.1 Site selection
In total 49 sites expressed an initial interest in the project (see Appendix 5). Of these,
23 completed application forms were received (see Appendix 6A and 6B). Using the
scoring criteria the 16 top scoring sites were assigned a visit from one of the two
wood heating installers (see Appendix 6A).
Of the 49 sites that expressed an interest in Bioscope, eight are located within
AONBs and eight are located adjacent to AONBs. All 16 could source woodfuel from
within the boundaries of an AONB (see Appendix 7). Of these 16 sites two were
selected to receive site visits and one, Cannington College is likely to progress
installation of a 500kW biomass boiler, subject to funding.
The quality of applications and potential suitability of sites for biomass heating was
extremely diverse. From sites that were no more than ideas on the drawing board to
sites waiting for boiler replacement with a keen interest in biomass as a heating
option.
With more time available a thorough survey of potential sites across the region could
have been conducted, that may have resulted in more applications from larger sites.
In all seven counties local authority stakeholders were in the process of looking at
sites for biomass heating. Perhaps this duplication of effort limited applications to
some degree, in the case of Somerset only one site was offered, Cannington
College.

3.2 Site visits
Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd visited 16 short-listed sites in order to
corroborate the information provided on application forms and select the final eight
sites to receive feasibility studies. Sites were evaluated on their suitability for
biomass heating. The following site attributes were investigated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing boilers and heating controls
Heat loads
Biomass boiler sizing, volume of woodfuel required and specification
Boiler location
Space for woodfuel store
Access to woodfuel store
Existing pipe work and chimney/ flue condition
Capital costs, running costs, grant options

All site visits were conducted in the presence of the site stakeholder(s).
Unfortunately, Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd were unable to complete their
tasks (step [3]) within the allotted timescales. The problems encountered were
caused by the inability of both organisations to meet the demands placed upon their
time by the project in the face of growing demand for their services from other
potential customers. This problem is symptomatic of the lack of regional biomass
heating installer/ supplier capacity. The delays with arranging site visits and
completing the feasibility studies served to undermine stakeholder confidence in the
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ability of the installers to deliver installations. Stakeholders naturally cautious about
progressing with biomass heating installations would not have been encouraged by
this problem.

3.3 Feasibility studies
Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd selected eight sites for feasibility studies based
on their findings from the 16 site visits.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cannington College, Cannington, Somerset
Cornwall County Hall, Truro, Cornwall
Cotswold AONB offices, Northleach, Gloucestershire
Duchy Square Redevelopment, Princetown, Devon
Jumpers Road Christchurch Development, Christchurch, Dorset
Pewsey Sports Centre and Schools, Pewsey, Swindon
Rowdeford School, Devizes, Wiltshire
Severn Beach Primary School, Severn Beach, South Gloucestershire

Figure 2. Potential installed capacity of eight bioscope sites

Site
Jumpers Road, Christchurch, Dorset
Rowdeford School, Rowde
Cannington College, Somerset
Cornwall County Council, Truro
Cotswold AONB Offices
Duchy Square Development,
Princetown, Devon
Severn Beach Primary School
Pewsey Sports Centre
Potential installed heat capacity

Estimated
installed heat
capacity
500 kW
80 kW
500 kW
800 kW
100 kW
50 kW
70 kW
500 kW
2.6 MW

Appendix 8 contains the feasibility studies carried out by Econergy Ltd and Wood
Energy Ltd.

3.4 AONB Coverage
As a key funding partner, The Countryside Agency set a key deliverable for the
project; to include sites located within AONBs or sites adjacent to AONBs which
could source their woodfuel originated from within AONBs.
The project engaged with AONB officers and encountered a mixed response, with
some officers keen to work with the project and others not, those not citing limited
time, resources and suitable sites as a reason.
The following sites are located inside AONBs (in bold indicates feasibility study):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cotswold Heritage Centre. Northleach, Gloucestershire. AONB Cotswolds.
Ilfracombe Swimming Pool, Ilfracombe, Devon. AONB North Devon
Calvert Trust Outdoor Activity Centre, Kentisbury, Devon. AONB North Devon
Grimstone Manor, Yelverton, Devon. AONB Tamar Valley
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Ruskin Mill Educational Trust, Gloucestershire. AONB Cotswolds
Cotswold Chine School, Stroud, Gloucestershire. AONB Cotswolds
Cerne Abbas First School, Dorchester. AONB
Cornwall County Council school child care centres (some)

The following sites are adjacent to AONBs and could source their woodfuel from
within the boundaries of AONBs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Tapeley House, Bideford, Devon. AONB North Devon
Cockington Court, Torquay, Devon. AONB South Devon
West Devon Borough Council Offices, Tavistock, Devon. AONB Tamar Valley
Anchor Wood Bank, Barnstaple, Devon. AONB North Devon
West Buckland School, Barnstaple, Devon. AONB North Devon
Cannington College, nr Bridgwater, Somerset. AONB Quantock Hills
Tamar Valley Centre at Drakewalls - the project lies just outside the AONB
but will house the AONB team, it has sweeping views over the AONB and
beyond to Dartmoor National Park,
Pewsey Leisure Centre, Pewsey, Wiltshire, AONB Cotswold

Of these 16 sites two were selected for the final shortlist of eight and two were on the
list of 16 sites that received visits from Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd. Of these
sites Cannington College, approximately 3 miles east of the Quantock Hills AONB, is
likely to progress through to installation, pending additional funding.

3.5 Probable installations
Of the eight sites assessed for the installation of biomass heating systems, three
projects show promising signs of progressing through to installation.
•
•
•

Cannington College, Somerset - 500kW woodchip boiler
Duchy Square, Princetown, Devon – 70kW woodchip boiler
Cornwall County Hall – 800kW pellet boiler (dependent on a reliable local pellet
supply)

A further project likely to progress to installation is Pencalenick School in Cornwall
(200kW), despite missing out the application process they received support from
CSEP and participated in the Cornwall dissemination seminar.

3.6 Stakeholder engagement and responses
This project has successfully engaged stakeholders in some aspects, for example
Dorset County Council’s involvement with the Jumper’s Road project helped raise
awareness about the potential for biomass heating in council-owned sites. Where the
project was not so successful was engaging with unsupportive decision makers to
challenge their reservations about biomass heating. Indeed, a major weakness of the
Bioscope project has been the inability to help stakeholders drive projects forward, as
a result of limited resources to offer more long term handholding support to engage
properly with decision makers and overcome objections.
The timescales imposed on this project resulted in a number of projects being unable
to complete applications within the allotted time. In addition, pressure was put on
counties to identify projects and it is possible that the quality of sites selected was not
up to the standard it could have been had more time been available for the initial
survey of interested sites.
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Of the 49 sites that applied to take part in Bioscope, many were immediately
identified by the project team as unsuitable for further consideration. Others,
however, were found to be unsuitable during or after the feasibility studies had been
completed. In some cases this was due to basic issues such as woodfuel delivery
and sourcing not being identified as problematic early on in the application phase.
These basic issues should have been picked up at the site visit stage, and ideally
beforehand in the application process, so that alternative sites could have been
chosen.
As part of the application process, applicants were asked to include information
about the attitude of relevant decision-makers towards the installation of a biomass
heating installation. It was also made clear that this project was aiming to establish
exemplar biomass projects in the region, in order to provide future projects with
confidence in the use of biomass technology. In several cases, it emerged late in the
project that some applicants did not provide accurate information about these issues
and had not fully informed key stakeholders involved in their site about the nature of
the project.
For example, in the case of Pewsey sports centre and Rowdeford School in Wiltshire,
installations were rejected based on a lack of funding, lack of council policy to
encourage renewable energy developments and the perception that wood heating is
an unproven technology. It was difficult for the project team to foresee these
problems based on the information provided in the original applications. Bioscope
has helped highlight such issues and will therefore inform future initiatives to
encourage biomass heating in public buildings.
A number of projects that were deemed unsuitable as sites for biomass installation
have potentially paved the way for future biomass projects. The Jumpers Road
proposal in Dorset has helped raise awareness amongst members and the planning
department of biomass technology. As a result of this, support for other sites is
gathering momentum and Dorset County Council is now actively seeking to install
Biomass Heating in public buildings. Cornwall County Council have stated they are
still very much interested in installing a biomass boiler once a pellet supply chain has
been established in the area and the fuel is more financially viable. Wiltshire has
begun to develop its cross-departmental working as a result of Bioscope, and
progress is likely once the Renewable Energy Action Plan gains political support.
Bioscope has had a significant impact in terms of awareness-raising. However, there
is still an obvious need for more consistent, long term support. For example, to
provide assistance to projects, beyond general advice provision and feasibility
reports, to handhold them through to realisation.
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BIOSCOPE SEMINARS

In order to feedback relevant information and the results of the feasibility studies to
key stakeholders, seminars were organised for each of the seven counties. For
detailed notes see appendix 9. A summary of the recommendations and action is
listed in appendix 10.
Below is a summary of the key points from the dissemination seminars.
Barriers:
•

Perceived barriers to the wider uptake of biomass heating vary from district to
district within the same county

•

There is a general lack of knowledge about biomass heating technology to enable
objective decision making

•

Early biomass installations elsewhere used as reference sites are perceived as
“fraught with problems” which has created a negative impression of biomass
heating technology with decision makers

•

The lack of a co-ordinated quality woodfuel infrastructure

•

Installers do not have the resources to respond to the demand for information

•

Capital cost (rather than running costs or environmental benefits) is still the
principle criteria by which decisions for new boiler plant are justified

Actions:
• Establish impartial advice network
• Training programme for stakeholders
• Training programme for plumbers/installers
• SWRDA to adopt policy for consideration of biomass heating and CHP in major
developments
• A long term support programme is necessary
• Establish quality pellet and woodchip supply in each county

5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Awareness raising
The Bioscope project has been successful in raising the profile of Biomass heating
amongst local authority stakeholders. It has served to cement existing activity and
foster new interest within the sub-regions of the South West. The project has been a
catalyst for new initiatives and projects, particularly within Dorset, Gloucestershire
and Wiltshire.
Three of the short-listed sites are close to installing biomass heating systems,
totalling just under 1MWth of installed capacity. Should Cornwall County Council
move ahead once a reliable pellet supply is available, an installed capacity of
approximately 1.5MWth will be achieved.
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5.2 Regional coordination
There is significant interest and activity amongst the public and commercial sectors in
the use of biomass heating. This level of interest is reflected in the large number of
applications submitted in the region to the DEFRA ‘Bioenergy Infrastructure Grant’.
Further evidence of activity is that all local authorities contacted by the project were
actively involved at some level with biomass heating projects. However, concerns
were expressed during the dissemination seminars about the abundance of activities
and projects within the region taking place in isolation of one another.
This uncoordinated effort has resulted in a failure of projects to maximise potential
benefits and a failure to create confidence in the supply chain. There is also the risk
of projects competing for the same resources. Missing the opportunity for sharing
knowledge and information has also lessened the impact of positive media stories
and the potential for public awareness raising about biomass.

5.3 Installer capacity
Commercial capacity and expertise in the South West is currently stretched.
Econergy Ltd and Wood Energy Ltd have historically been the main points of contact
for those sites wanting detailed technical feasibility studies. However, these two
organisations have struggled to keep up with the demand for their services, due to a
lack of resources. Both companies failed to meet the timescales set for the project,
delaying the project by several months, principally because they were focusing on
selling and installing systems, ahead of the feasibility work required for this study.
Further capacity is coming online both within these companies and as companies
enter the market but ensuring these organisations have sufficient skills and expertise
is an added challenge that should be addressed as a priority.
The use of pre-tender assessments and regionally co-ordinated pre-sales
qualification of enquiries would help to remove the ‘wasted journey’ problem and
ensure that installer resources are focused on good prospects with clear potential.

5.4 Woodfuel supply
Woodfuel supply is an issue which has plagued the wider uptake of biomass heating
in the UK. The existence of South West Woodfuels has enabled fuel suppliers to be
matched to users, both domestic and commercial. However, amongst stakeholders
there is still a perceived problem with sourcing reliable woodfuel, as reported in this
project. Reasons for this include negative press about early installations that
(naturally) experienced problems with fuel supply, as befits any early adopter of
technology.
The development of a wood pellet production facility has been an aspiration voiced
by the commercial and public sectors, but has yet to happen with any success.
Problems with producing a suitable quality of wood pellet have led to the two main
suppliers, the Shepton Mallet facility and Welsh Biofuels in Bridgend, importing
pellets from elsewhere in Europe, which again sends a negative message to decision
makers.
Another problem experienced at existing biomass installations is the lack of
competition among suppliers of quality woodfuel. Often a site may rely on a single
supplier leaving them exposed to price increases; a more robust woodfuel supply
network gives the end user a choice of supply options and greater protection against
price increases.
CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
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5.5 Funding options
Further challenges to overcome are the funding of biomass heating installations, their
higher installed cost and subsequent longer payback times. These all act to
discourage stakeholders. The uncertainty of government support is a further barrier
to the wider uptake of the technology. Securing capital grants would serve to make
biomass heating installations competitive with conventional gas heating. If grant
funding is a reality the challenges discussed above are more likely to be addressed.

5.6 Lack of exemplar sites
High profile exemplar installations would serve to instil confidence amongst decision
makers and generate valuable interest in the wider deployment of biomass heating
within local authorities. The lack of these in the South West hinders the ability to give
decision makers ‘hands-on’ experience somewhere similar to their own
circumstances.

5.7 Bioscope project model
The success of Bioscope was limited by the project timescales and budget. Where
no internal support was available, the Bioscope project team had insufficient
resources to spend time with decision makers to help them overcome barriers and
address objections. However, where projects were supported internally by a ‘wilful
individual’, they were more likely to progress because objections could be managed
and political backing built, as in the case of Cannington College.

6

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Recommendations for the South West
Based on discussions at the county seminars, and general findings of Bioscope, a
number of cross-cutting themes were identified. The following key recommendations
are for the region to address:
10. There needs to be a regionally coordinated seminar to establish current activity,
available skills, installed projects and woodfuel supply initiatives.
11. Bioscope phase II would give the opportunity for some of the sites identified to be
developed into strategically important regional demonstrator projects, and deliver
sustained support for future projects.
12. There is significant interest in using biomass heating in the South West. However,
there is a lack of capacity in the private sector to meet this demand. Support from
the region to build capacity in the sector is critical. This needs to happen in
tandem with the coordination of efforts by agencies to create and maintain levels
of interest and demand for biomass heating installations.
13. Proposed biomass installations within public buildings still encounter significant
objectors from within local authority departments. There needs to be a concerted
effort to educate these client groups about the benefits of biomass technology.
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14. Related to point 4, there are no large scale biomass heating installations in the
South West which can be reliably used for site visits. Bioscope sought identify
potential sites where such a system could be implemented.
15. Engaging stakeholders throughout the project proved relatively straightforward,
the importance of SWRDA funding and the regions role in developing biomass
should not be underestimated and gives initiatives such as Bioscope added
creditability.
16. The South West needs commercially viable woodfuel facilities and robust supply
chains to provide an affordable, reliable and high quality fuel supply.
17. One site identified in the Bioscope project stands out as a potential exemplar
project; Cannington College. With courses covering biomass heating to be
offered on site, energy crops grown locally to supply the boiler and accessibility of
the site for public awareness raising it meets all of the projects criteria. SWRDA
should investigate the provision of capital support more fully with the site contacts
and Somerset County Council to enable the project to proceed.
18. There should be further contact with all Bioscope applicants to establish whether
any assistance is required to facilitate biomass heating installations.
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Appendix 1. Details of project team
1.1.1 South West Regional Development Agency
The South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) is the principal funder for the
Bioscope project. The project fits with the overall sustainability aims of SWRDA, which are:
• To tackle the effects of climate change as detailed in the ‘South West Region Climate
Change Impacts Scoping Study: Warming to the idea. Meeting the challenge of climate
change in the South West
• Increasing renewable energy capacity in the South West, mentioned in the ‘South West
Observatory: State of the South West 2004.’ See the section - spotlight on renewable
energy

1.1.2 The Countryside Agency
The Countryside Agency is a major funder for the Bioscope project. By funding the project,
the Countryside Agency aims to encourage sustainable land use within Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB), either through the installation of biomass boilers in buildings located
in AONBs and or supporting sustainable wood fuel supply from within AONBs.

1.1.3 Dorset County Council
Dorset County Council worked with CSE and stakeholders in Dorset to draw up a short list of
potential sites for the project. They also contact South West Wood Fuels at an early stage in
order to locate potential sources for wood fuel supply.

1.1.4 Centre for Sustainable Energy
CSE, as the lead partner took responsibility for co-ordinating the project, managing the
finances and for reporting to the South West Regional Development Agency.
Bioscope also contributed to the aims and objectives of the South West County Champions
group, of which CSE is a member, responsible for promoting renewable energy and helping
to increase installed capacity within former Avon.

1.1.5 Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership
Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership (CSEP), were responsible for working with key
stakeholders in Cornwall to identify initial potential sites and apply screening criteria, and to
feedback results of study to the county.
Bioscope also contributed to the aims and objectives of the South West County Champions
group, of which CSEP is a member, responsible for promoting renewable energy and
helping to increase installed capacity within Cornwall.

1.1.6 Devon Association for Renewable Energy
Devon Association for Renewable Energy (DARE), engaged with stakeholders in Devon to
identify possible sites, gather and shortlist applications and finally to deliver the results of the
scoping study at a dissemination seminar.
Bioscope also contributed to the aims and objectives of the South West County Champions
group, of which DARE is a member, responsible for promoting renewable energy and
helping to increase installed capacity within Devon.

1.1.7 Severn Wye Energy Agency
Severn Wye Energy Agency (SWEA) engaged with stakeholders in Gloucestershire and
Wiltshire to identify possible sites, gather and shortlist applications and finally to deliver the
results of the scoping studies at a joint county dissemination seminar.
Bioscope also contributed to the aims and objectives of the South West County Champions
group, of which SWEA is a member, responsible for promoting renewable energy and
helping to increase installed capacity within Gloucestershire and Wiltshire.

1.1.8 Econergy Ltd
Econergy is a leading wood energy company, with 15 years experience in offering heating
and CHP solutions. With an office in Bristol Econergy Ltd were well positioned to carry out
site visits and feasibility studies for Bioscope. See www.econergy.ltd.uk for more company
information.

1.1.9 Wood Energy Ltd
Wood Energy Ltd is a leading supplier and installer of fully automatic biomass
systems. Wood Energy Ltd is a South West based organisation with a good
understanding of biomass activity in the region and.

Appendix 2. Application form
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project

f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler

replacement).

Alastair McMahon, Centre for Sustainable Energy, The Create Centre, Smeaton Road, Bristol, BS3 1EB
Email: alastair.mcmahon@cse.org.uk

Appendix 3. Scoring criteria
Criteria

Weight

1. Environmental benefits: C02 savings/ fuel displaced

10

2. Site location: Building status (public - residential - commercial community etc)

2

3. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an AONB?

2

4. Economics: fuel type - total energy demand/ fuel expenditure cost of heat main - will there be cost savings (e.g. relative to fossil
fuels?) - extent of capital costs - Climate Change Levy (whether
current fuel attracts this, oil is exempt)

7

5. Wood fuel supply: Is there a viable local wood fuel source?
Local sawmill, woodland, forestry commission, farm

5

6. Site & Plant infrastructure: State of existing boiler housing - Is
there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main? Location of boiler
and fuel store - storage space. Will there be space to store wood
chip/ pellets on site? What will be costs of doing this?
7. Social benefits: Tackling fuel poverty/ increased comfort - Local
employment potential - Fit with other regeneration/social projects?
Potential for linking to neighbouring sites.

5

8. Suitability of load profile: seasonal heat/ cooling demand, large
heat users nearby.
9. Legal/ planning issues: Any contractual constraints to changing
fuel type - Any planning constraints to installing biomass boiler? –
e.g. listed building?
10. Plans for boiler replacement/ refurbishment: Is the timescale
of this likely to fit with installation of biomass boiler/ funding streams
for this?
11. Stakeholder attitudes: Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g.
tenants, O&M staff, caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

Scores

Total

6

6
5

3

7

12. Demonstration potential/ public visibility: public access,
visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential

10

13. Operation and maintenance: Are O&M staff available on site?

7

14. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs/
match funding: How attractive is project likely to be to funders? Is
any additional funding leverage available with site?

3

15. Fit with Bioscope timescale: scoping study by March 2005,
installation within 2 years.

7

Total Score
Panel Comments

Scoring System:
Step 1: Give the project a score for each of the criterion;
(1) does not meet criteria
(2) may meet criteria/ insufficient info./ ambiguous
(3) meets criteria
Step 2: Multiply weighting (based on importance) by score to calculate criterion score (e.g. If a project
scored 2 for Environmental benefits, calculation would be 10 x 2 = 20
Step 3: Add together the totals for all criteria to calculate overall total score for the project.

Appendix 4. Project budget

Activity

Project team

Budget

In-kind
support

Funding *

Preparation and launch meeting

CSE

750

750

Design application process

CSE

3,250

1,250

2,000

Stakeholder engagement

All

4,000

1,000

3,000

Application process

All

3,000

1,000

2,000

Site visit short-listing

All

3,000

1,000

2,000

16 x Site visits

E&WE

3,000

1,500

1,500

8 x Feasibility studies

E&WE

22,000

11,000

11,000

All

10,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

2,500

2,500

54,000

25,000

29,000

Dissemination seminars

Final report & comments from SWRDA CSE & SWRDA
TOTALS
* SWRDA £20,000 & Countryside Agency £10,000

Appendix 5. Site list – registered interest
Cornwall
For further information about the sites below contact Dionne Jones at Cornwall Sustainable
Energy Partnership.
Site name

Address
Truro
Nr Exeter
Kerrier
Multiple
Truro
TBC
Falmouth
Roseland

Application
form (Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

Study
(Y/N)
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Cornwall County Hall
Tamar Valley Centre
Tuckingmill Centre of Excellence
Cornwall CC Child Care Centres
Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust
Bical
Falmouth Docks
Roseland Peninsula Housing Scheme
Carrick District Council
Penwith Housing Association
Kerrier CPR Regeneration
Combined Universities in Cornwall new build
West Country Rivers Trust, new HQ
The Eden Project
Penwith DC – community centre
Carrick DC – village hall
Pencalenick School

Penwith
Kerrier
Cornwall
Colliford Park
St Austell
Penzance
Nr. Truro
Truro

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Devon
For further details contact Paul Baker at Devon Association for Renewable Energy
Site name

Location

Application
Form (Y/N)
Duchy Square Development
Princetown
Y
Ilfracombe Swimming Pool
Ilfracombe
Y
West Buckland School
Barnstable
Y
Exeter Civic Centre
Exeter
Y
Hatherleigh Community Centre Hatherleigh, nr Okehampton Y
Mill House Retreat
Tiverton
Y
Chumleigh College
Chumleigh
Y
Calvert Outdoor Activity Centre Barnstaple
Y
Cockington Court
Torquay
Y
High Bickington
Umberleigh
Y
Ockment Centre
Okehampton
Y
Tapeley House
Bideford
Y
Woodwealth project
Okehampton
N
West Devon Council offices
Tavistock
N
Clyst Vale development
Exeter
N
St Pauls Church
Newton Abbot
N
Pixies Holt Outdoor Centre
Dartmoor
N
Holsworthy Town Hall
Holsworthy
N

Study
(Y/N)
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Somerset
For further information contact Alastair McMahon at the Centre for Sustainable Energy
Site name

Location

Application
Form (Y/N)
Cannington College
Bridgwater
Y
Wondertree Project
Taunton
Y
Radstock Regeneration Norton Radstock Y
Bridgwater CHP
Bridgwater
N

Study
(Y/N)
Y
N
N
N

Dorset
For further information contact Mike Petitdemange at Dorset County Council
Site name

Location

Application
Form (Y/N)
Jumpers Road
Christchurch Y
Cerne Abbas First School Dorchester
Y

Study
(Y/N)
Y
N

Former Avon
For further information contact Alastair McMahon at the Centre for Sustainable Energy
Site name

Location

Application
Form (Y/N)
Severn Beach School
Severn Beach Y
St Bernadettes Primary School
Bristol
Y
St Bernadettes Secondary School Bristol
Y

Study
(Y/N)
Y
N
N

Wiltshire
For further information contact Graham Ayling at Severn Wye Energy Agency
Site name

Location Application
Form (Y/N)
Swindon Southern Development Area Swindon N
Roves Farm
Swindon Y
Pewsey Sports Centre
Y

Study
(Y/N)
N
N
Y

Gloucestershire
For further information contact Graham Ayling at Severn Wye Energy Agency
Site name
Location Application Form (Y/N) Study (Y/N)
Cotswold Conservation Centre
Y
Y
Rowdeford School
Ruskin Mill

Appendix 6A. Applicants and short-listed sites
Sub-region

Site details

Cornwall
Cornwall

Tamar Valley AONB gateway, Saltash
County Council Child Care Centres, 9 sites in
Cornwall
Cornwall County Council, County Hall, Truro
Kerrier District Council, conservation centre of
excellence, Camborne
Cornwall County Council, Pencalenick School,
Truro
Somerset County Council, Bridgwater College,
Cannington
Kevin Lindegaard, Wondertree project, Taunton
Deane
Norton Radstock Regeneration Project, Radstock
Bristol City Council, St Bernadettes Primary
School, Whitchurch
Bristol City Council, St Bernadettes Secondary
School, Whitchurch
South Gloucestershire Council, Severn Beach
Primary School, Severn Beach
Gloucestershire Conservation Board, Cotswold
Heritage Centre, Northleach
Duchy Square Development, Brownfield
business centre, Princetown
North Devon District Council, Ilfracombe
swimming pool, Ilfracombe
West Buckland School, boiler replacement,
Barnstaple
Exeter City Council, Exeter Civic Centre boiler
replacement, Exeter
Hatherleigh Area Project, Hatherleigh
Community Centre, Okehampton
Mill House Retreats, Rocknell Manor Farm,
Westleigh, Tiverton
Dorset County Council, Cerne Abbas First
School
Dorset County Council, Jumper Road
Development, Chirstchurch
Roves Farm, Swindon
Wiltshire County Council, Pewsey Sports Centre,
Pewsey
Rowdeford School, Devizes

Cornwall
Cornwall
Cornwall
Somerset
Somerset
Avon
Avon
Avon
Avon
Glos
Devon
Devon
Devon
Devon
Devon
Devon
Dorset
Dorset
Wiltshire
Wiltshire
Wiltshire

Site visit

Scoping
Study

9
9

9

9

9

9
9
9

9

9
9
9

9
9

9

9

9

9

9

Appendix 6B. Completed site application forms
Cornwall
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?

Cornwall County, Council, County Hall, Truro. TR1 3AY
Denis Mattos xtn.6810
e:
dmattos@cornwall.gov.uk
New County Hall -- Boiler plant
Truro.
Re-boilering of existing building County Council main
office
The existing dual fuel gas/oil boilers will be replaced by
new boilers to provide 24mW of power from wood
pellets.
An alternative solution would be to provide a base load
(16mW) from a wood pellet boiler and leave one or two
of the existing boilers as a peak load back up. The
existing basement boiler room would be used with the
old oil tank room modified for wood pellet storage.
Mains Gas/Oil

This is a project in a major high profile building which
could be used for demonstration purposes. The project
would attract considerable interest from ESCO that could
be used to supply/fund plant and fuel.
No

9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
14. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff, caretakers) likely to be
supportive of the project? Extent of local political support?
15. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs

a: 1,120,000 kWh.
b: £15,000.
c: 11,400m2
d: 800 employees + the rest of Cornwall
e:
not known at this time
f:
24MW or 6MW for the alternative scheme
Truro saw mills, CCC Farms ?

Provide local employment and provide a local use for the
local “waste” product

a:
b:
c:

6 months
No
homes / supermarket across the road

The building is listed but this project should not be a
problem as no external alterations are required apart
from perhaps the boiler house access.
This is supported politically and by site managers

The existing site has good vehicular access and plenty
of space is available. Access to boiler house would
probably need changing.

The site has engineers available at all times
Should be attractive to ESCO

How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

The project is in the early stages of development

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

Tamar Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Cotehele Quay
St Dominick
Saltash
Cornwall PL12 6TA
Contact Tim Selman
Tamar Valley Centre at Drakewalls
Drakewalls, Calstock in Caradon District Council.
New build development.
The building has several proposed uses.
1. An orientation centre for the AONB and World
Heritage Site
2. Recreational and tourism hub for the area
3. Parish and community centre, including a
Calstock Parish office
4. Marketing and retail centre for local products and
services
5. Two workshop units for local businesses
6. Arts, interpretation and education focus for the
valley

7. Offices for the AONB unit

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).

11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;

None

The Centre will be a public building and visitor centre
which we want to be an exemplar of good environmental
practice,
The project lies just outside the AONB but will house the
AONB team, it has sweeping views over the AONB and
beyond to Dartmoor National Park,
The building will be about 495 m3, it will have office
space for about 10 people, 2 workshop units and public
space. It is expected that we will get a large number of
visitors through the building, so the benefits for the local
community and tourists will be large. The build budget is
about £450,000, we have the majority of the funding
sorted, the rest is reliant on an objective 1 bid.
There is extensive woodland in the area and we have
had SW Woodfuels and others involved in discussions
already about wood fuel boilers. We have just appointed
a new post in the area to expand the woodland supply
chain. One of the aims of this work is to develop
woodfuel.
Outside of the immediate and direct benefits of heating
the building as a community centre itself it is possible to
look at expand the system to other buildings and it is as

potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?

aspiration of the project to use some land adjacent to the
Centre for local needs housing.
The building will be designed to be as energy neutral as
possible and is being developed along Bill Dunsters ZED
philosophy, it is hoped that the heating demands will not
be excessive. It is hoped in that case that the finished
building will not require excessive heating or cooling.
There is potential for CHP, but that is dependant on the
economm8ics of the project. Additionally there is a
cemetery church owned by the parish and Delaware
Primary School within easy reach who could be
approached as beneficiaries of a district heating
scheme.
No

13. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
It is hoped that political support is there. The Parish
14. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff, caretakers) likely to be
Council have just agreed to own the finished building;
supportive of the project? Extent of local political support?
the District and County Councils are funders of the
project and the County Council currently own the
building site.
There is currently as plant room designed in on the
15. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this ground floor which has been positioned so it can
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some accommodate fuel storage and deliveries.
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
Yes
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
The project is already mostly funded. It is part of a £2.1
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
million project of which 1.5 million has been raised and
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
£600.000 is currently being bid for from Objective 1. We
are very optimistic that this will be available in the new
year.
Outline planning has been sought and we hope that this
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
will be place in the new year. We will then develop

planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

detailed plans for the building. The build should start
later next year, so it is an ideal time to get involved.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

Andrew Walters-Kerrier District Council-(Liveability
Officer Education&Development) 01209 614471
Tuckingmill Centre of Excellence / conservation
Tuckingmill Valley Park, Camborne Kerrier District
New Build, focus on conservation and sustainability. It
will be a council owned building for public/community
use whilst housing key organisations involved in
conservation and conservation education.
Urban parkland, The site is located adjacent to A30, and
is highly visible from Tolvaddon Road and the college
campus to the East. Main access is via East Hill the
main Camborne/redruth road. Building will be situated
within existing park and will form part of a flagship
development for the liveability project
There are no services to the site apart from electricity so
oil or LPG would be only other options. These would be
displaced if using a renewable alternative.
As project is part of the ODPM’s liveability project it
benefits from a very high profile nationally. CABE Space
and IDEA are monitoring project to demonstrate best
practice nationally. Its one of only 27 Authorities in the
country to enjoy this status. Public access is unrivalled,
as it is in one of Kerriers most visited parks. The range
of partners involved in the project also ensure national
coverage. The scope of the project includes possible

café/course and residential facilities again ensuring a
wide audience for renewable technologies

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building

e) Capital cost of new build project

No, although the site is located within a designated
public open space.
a) This would depend on the scale & design of the
building, which is still being investigated. It is
planned to have as sustainable structure as possible
within the scope of the budget. As such it is expected
that savings compared to a regular building of
comparable size would be significant.
b) Approx. 200m^2.
c) The building will house a few office staff and a
meeting room for up to 20 volunteers, students and
members of the community at any one time. There
are options for a café, public toilet facilities and even
a small residential facility.

f) Size of boiler needed (if known)

10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).

11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;

d) 200-250K in the first instance with options of further
funding being investigated.
e) Unknown.
One partner is Duchy college who grow myscanthus,
Site has woodland areas and BTCV who will use the
centre will be responsible for site maintenance so
potential access to a range of fuel sources. The council
is currently undertaking an audit of land in its ownership
and could investigate feasibility of growing own biomass
on sites.
Obvious employment potential if council has to buy in
biomass. This could open up a market for existing
growers. Reducing running costs would increase the

potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
14. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff, caretakers) likely to be
supportive of the project? Extent of local political support?

15. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?

17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale

viability of the Centre, which will help provide both
training to local residents and environmental
improvements.

a) 8 months
b) possibly
c) There is a proposed hotel development adjacent to
one of the two sites

None
Stakeholders are supportive of the inclusion of
renewable energy technology in this Kerrier building. It is
also a target the Council has signed up to as part of the
Energy Strategy for Cornwall. Technologies that
minimise future costs (both financial and environmental)
link up very well with the main objectives of the Council’s
Liveability Project.
Depends on which site development takes place. There
is vehicle access to site

Tbc it is expected that occupants who lease building will
be responsibke for all day to day management of the
site. The lead organisation (BTCV) is very committed to
sustainable principles.
Project will very high profile at both a local and national
level as it enjoys liveability status (one of 27) nationally
and the only one to be developing a centre of excellence
in this way

What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Majority of funding is secured (liveability aspect is in
place (up to 250K) There is potential for another 100K
from CES (landfill tax) if other potential partners can
demonstrate they can fit in with liveability timescales.
The project has to be completed by March 2006 and it is
expected that building would commence towards the end
of 2005.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district

4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

CORNWALL COUNTY COUNCIL
(Paul Holman 01872 326946)
CHILD CARE CENTRES
GERMOE CP SCHOOL, JACOBSTOW CP, NEWQUAY
TRENANCE INF, PENNOWETH, PORTHLEVEN CP,
ST DAY CP, ILLOGAN SOUTH CP, TINAGEL CP,
TREVITHICK CP SCHOOL
NEW PUBLIC BUILDING ON A SCHOOL SITE

URBAN

OIL

PUBLIC ACCESS

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
14. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff, caretakers) likely to be
supportive of the project? Extent of local political support?
15. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
16. Operation and maintenance

NO
Typical for each
404.88 M2
14KW

7m
Adjacent to school of same name

TENANTS

THE SITES ARE ALL ON EXISTING SCHOOL SITES
REMOTE FROM THE EXISTING BOILER ROOM BUT
ACCESS IS REASONABLE TO THE PORPOSED SITE
LOCATION.
YES

Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

DESIGN AND OUT T0 TENDER BY MID JANUARY
BUILD / INSTALL SUMMER 05

Devon
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way

Duchy Square Development Steering Group
Duchy Square Development
Princetown
Business Development providing around 16 small
business units for local SMEs particularly those in the
Arts and Craft sector, a gallery and teaching studio.
The proposed site in in the centre of the village of
Princetown at the heart of Dartmoor. The site is “Brown
Filed” and existing buildings will be demolished.

Mains Gas

The building will be open to the public and will be highly

does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,

visible due to its location opposite the High Moor Visitor
Centre (120,000 visitors/year)
National Park
A)
B)
C)
D)

not known
not known
6,000/ 8,000sq m
16 SMEs, plus those using the studion and visiting
the gallery
E) circa 900,000
F) not known
Not Known

The project will provide space for up to 16 SMEs in a
deprived ward (IMD). The project will link into the
proposed Village Centre project that is supported by the
LSP.
A) 12
B) during summer months only background-high levels
of damp in Princetown
C) School, Visitor centre, Community Centre

The site is very large, so storage will not be a problem

Conservation area and National Park

The issue of renewable energy and environmentally
sustainable build is a high priority for the group

caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

They will be.
The group will be applying for 02 and RDA grants for the
build.
The project is about to appoint architects and is aiming
to apply for planning permission in the spring of 2005.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)

North Devon District Council
Hannah Streatfield, Community Development Coordinator
01271 388862
Hannah.streatfield@northdevon.gov.uk
Ilfracombe Swimming Pool
Ilfracombe, North Devon District
Replacement of boiler at existing swimming pool.

Ilfracombe swimming pool was built in 1972. A Hartley
and Sugden SCP250 gas boiler is currently heating the
building and pool. The exact output of this unit is
unclear but thought to be in the region of 500kw.
The boiler provides hot water for the Aquatherm
AA1000X, approx. 300kw heat exchanger which in turn
provides the pool with water at a temperature of around

28oc.
The gas boiler also provides hot water to a small
calorifier of about 100lt capacity for the domestic hot
water systems, showers etc. The building also has 2 airhandling unites that provide warm air to heat the pool
area and the changing rooms. The gas boiler provides
the heat for these units
There is a solid flue and heat main. The boiler house is
at the rear (North East corner) of the building at present
here is no fuel store.
The existing boiler and air handling plant is very old and
in dire need of replacement.
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential

Mains Gas
Assuming a current load is approx. 1000MWh there
would be a C02 saving of 200 tonnes per annum.
The pool is a public building with over 15,000 people
using the facility each week.
The pool is located at a highly visible site in a busy
tourist resort.
Yes – AONB. The site is also adjacent to Hillsborough,
which is a Local Nature Reserve, a County Wildlife Site
and a Ancient Scheduled Monument.
a) estimated at 1 million kWh/yr
b) Approx. £20,000
c) Approx. 700m2
d) Approx. 80,000 per annum
e) N/a
f) 500kw
There is ample forestry supply available locally and also

biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

an existing wood fuel co-operative called South West
Wood Fuels Ltd.
The concept of using renewable energy in a public
building is supported by the current regeneration plans
for Ilfracombe and area, which is based on green
tourism and sustainability. The project is part of the
Market & Coastal Towns Initiative.
There is a potential link to Ilfracombe Rugby Club’s
clubhouse which is situated nearby.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.

14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance

a) 12
b) There is a demand for summer heating
c) No other large ‘heat users’ although there are
proposals for a new youth resource centre in the
vicinity.

There is plenty of space adjacent to the existing boiler
house, which has very good vehicle access.
There is an option to excavate the surrounding ground
and construct a new store/boiler –room. The cost of
building such a boiler house would be in the region of
£8000.
None known
The staff have previously been consulted on this project
and are believed to be supportive.
The project would be strongly supported by the local
politicians.

Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

Yes
It is believed that funders such as EST and the Carbon
Trust would find this project attractive.
The project is also included in Ilfracombe’s Strategic
Action Plan under the Market & Coastal Towns initiative
through which additional funding will be sought.
Brokerage table to take place in May 2005.

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Two previous feasibility studies have been undertaken.
Replacement of the boiler is critical to the continued
operation of this important facility.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)

WEST BUCKLAND SCHOOL / Commander Roger
Jackson
01598 760270 / bursary@westbuckland.devon.sch.uk
Replacement heating system
West Buckland, nr Barnstaple, Devon
Replacement of central heating / hot water systems on
school campus
There are 14 boilers on site of various ages and condition.
They heat accommodation for over 100 boarders,
classrooms and other facilities such as dining hall,
laboratories, gym and swimming pool. The School’s main
boilers are old and due for renewal although they are
currently working reliably. Other boilers on site are of
various ages, the most modern being 5 years old.
Additionally, there are another 8 boilers in domestic

6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this

properties which would benefit if the whole campus
heating capacity were covered by a new boiler installation.
New build boiler area would probably fit in to existing
campus layout.
Primarily oil. A little electricity

Being an independent school then access would be
available at times.
No but on the edge of Exmoor
b) Existing cost around £50,000 p.a.
d) Approx. 820 people on site

Understood that woodland available nearby

Excellent opportunity to educate children of the benefits of
renewable energy. Other schools could visit to see plant
in operation
Heating for water 12 months a year. Heating rooms 9
months approx per year. Swimming pool throughout the
year.

School is on a relatively contained site but with plenty of
additional space if required. Good road access on site.

space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Main school building is grade 2 listed, other buildings are
not.
Yes and probably parents would support if this assisted in
lesser fee increases.

Yes

Project is at a very early feasibility stage.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler

Exeter City Council
Nathan Berry tel 01392 265834
nathan.berry@exeter.gov.uk
Civic Centre
Exeter
Existing building, 1970’s concrete office blocks, two of 5
stories, one single storey.
Administrative centre for council services.
Existing boilers 35 years old, oil fired, approaching end
of economic life, but currently serviceable.

housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?

Existing primary circuit and compensated distribution
circuits.
Existing 10,000 litre oil storage tanks, 2 off.

Oil

Highly visible landmark building in the centre of the
county capital, accessible by the public.
Relatively large scale installation.
No
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

570,000kWh
existing £10,600 /yr
9,000 m2
550
n/a
estimated 500kW

Not known.

Raise awareness of associated issues eg climate
change.
Educational resource for local schools and colleges.
Compatibility with other sustainable development within
the region.
Encourage development of local fuel supply chain.
a) Approx 7 months, October to April
b) No
c) Numerous offices and shops, and one swimming
pool within approx 500m.

c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

City Centre location, space is limited, but several
possible options for fuel storage within existing buildings.
Vehicle access easy.

Contractual: none.
Planning: the building is not listed, but is in a
conservation area.
Building occupants generally supportive.
Facility manager and directors supportive.
Council members supportive (renewables are a stated
objective in our Environmental Policy).
Operation yes, but only office hours.
Maintenance no, all subcontracted.
Assumed Clear Skies grant would be available.
Alternatively, a heat purchase scheme could be an
attractive option.
Preliminary investigation only. No dates set. No
deadlines other than possible termination of suitable
grant schemes.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)

Hatherleigh Area Project
John Simmons 01805623217 or Noel Cartwright 01837
810239
Hatherleigh Community Centre
Hatherleigh, Okehampton, Devon
New build Community Centre for Surestart, sports,
theatre and general assembly
New greenfield site on edge of small market town,
adjacent to River Lew and town bridge

Oil fired boiler or electricity (ground source heat pump.)

A public assembly building for Hatherleigh and
surrounding area, highly visible from the bypass and
main access to the town
Not designated AONB but stands in a beautiful river
valley adjacent to a conservation area.
Not determined
Not determined
825 sq.m
1200
£1,200,000 approx.
Not determined

10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Victoris Sawmills, Merton. Large areas of surrounding
woodland managed by local farmers
Reduced running costs for a community asset and fits
with the general sustainability ethos of the project.

Six months?
Possible summer cooling.
Site is isolated from the town by the River but the
primary school is just on the opposite bank.
Space is tight on the site but not impossible. Site access
is good.

No insurmountable restraints.

Committee would be fully supportive. Consider the local
community would also be supportive.

There will be a caretaker.
The project is to be funded by many major funding
bodies.
( DEFRA, Surestart, Community
Fund.) who would consider this a plus point.
Planning Permission secured. Funding 50% secured
with remainder in negotiation.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?

The Community College, Chulmleigh, EX18 7AA
Contact: Jon Pratt 01769 580215
Replacement of existing wood heat boiler
Chulmleigh. NDDC

New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential

Rural- edge of village location

Replacement of existing wood heat boiler, used as
primary heat source, with oil back up, at 600 pupil
community college.
Assume new boiler could utilise existing boiler housing
erected approx. 4 years ago. New flues provided at
installation. Oil fired boilers approx 20 years old

Oil

Project complements ground heat installed in
‘Classroom of the Future’- high public profile & publicity.
No

Pelleted fuel being produced from Eggesford Forest-

biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

approx 4 miles
Increased potential for agricultural diversification- links to
protection/ creation of jobs. Fits with SW Forest Scheme.

Good vehicular access and storage (bin storage already
on site)

No- already in place

Governors/ parents/ local community very supportive

Yes
Links to other schemes to promote health schools,
diversify rural economy.
Plant already on site

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

Mr Chris Slater
Calvert Trust Exmoor
Kentisbury
Barnstaple
North Devon
EX31 4SJ
TEL: 01598 763053 direct line
01598 763221 main switch board
Email:directorexmoor@calvert-trust.org.uk
Unlocking Potential and Phase 3 development
Wistlandpound,, Kentisbury Parish
Our proposal for biomass heating brings together two
major projects,
1.Unlocking Potential
This is a partnership project between the Forestry
Commission, South West Lakes Trust and Calvert Trust
Exmoor (CTE).
‘to build and promote an all-year round, fully accessible,
socially integrated, unique countryside experience aimed at
all abilities. It will provide and promote an active and fun
facility which generates greater involvement for all in a rich
and varied environment, whilst supporting and growing
economic regeneration in the area.’
Project Location
Wistlandpound reservoir is situated to the west of Exmoor
National Park in North Devon and is one of the few
lakes/reservoirs in the region. The reservoir is close to
Blackmoor Gate, which is known as the north-west gateway

in to Exmoor National Park, attracting thousands of visitors
per year. The eastern end of the reservoir is classified as a
winter bird reserve,
Main objectives are:
• To develop a high quality, all year round, countryside
attraction for people of all abilities.
• To provide full-accessible information and interpretation
on the environment found at Wistlandpound and the
surrounding area, through the creation of a Discovery
Centre and sensory trail, utilising IT and other media.
•
To fulfil the market demands of disabled and older
tourists, by providing a fully accessible site that will aim
to attract high spending visitors from a currently underrepresented group.
The project is specifically designed to cater for and to
benefit:
• walkers, wheelchair and pushchair users and those with
limited mobility
• those with visual impairments and learning disabilities
• older age groups and young families
• those in need of an incentive, challenge and specially
adapted facilities to lead a physically healthy life
• local communities
Activities planned
• The project will create two perimeter all-abilities trails
that will lead people through the woodlands around
Wistlandpound Reservoir. Constructed to ‘BT
Access for All’ specifications, the aim is to create
trails suitable for people with a range of physical
abilities.
• At the entrance to the Unlocking Potential site (and

owned by Calvert Trust Exmoor) is a disused GradeII Linhay barn that will be converted into an
innovative Discovery Centre. This will also house the
woodchip boiler in a specially built storage facility.
For further information please see enclosed
brochure.
Outcomes
• This project will delivery an all year round tourist
attraction that in year one will receive 20,000 visits,
year two 40,000 visits and year three 60,000 visits.
• It will aim to become a Centre of excellence in the
provision of fully accessible attractions and as such,
the partners will be making small but significant
headway in to the provision of new facilities and
attractions available to people of all abilities.
• the project will raise awareness and promote greater
involvement in the environment, which will foster an
increased commitment to conservation. The project is
centred on enhancing the natural heritage through a
range of biodiversity projects, which are designed to
improve its value.
Project Cost:- £1.3m
Timescales:
• May 2005 – start of tendering process for work at the
reservoir and the Discovery Centre begins.
• July 2005 – Forest Civil Engineers begin construction
at the reservoir. Construction expected to last 3
months.
• September 2005
– Trail construction and
disabled car parking completed. Construction at the
Discovery Centre begins and is expected to take 4
months.

•
•
•
•

November 2005
– Construction completed at
the Discovery Centre
December 2005 – Begin fitting internal furnishings
February 2006 – Installation of sensory installations
begins and is expected to last four weeks.
March 2006
–
Internal
furnishings
and
interpretation fully fitted – site opens in for Easter

Phase 3 development at Calvert Trust Exmoor
About the Calvert Trust
The Calvert Trust Experience combines education,
rehabilitation and recreation – a holistic approach leading to
real personal achievement for people with disabilities. The
Centre offers people with all types of disabilities, the chance
to take part in adventurous activities such as kayaking,
canoeing, climbing and abseiling, horse riding and carriage
driving, hill walking and orienteering, archery, zip wire and
the chance to relax in our beautiful swimming pool.
The Calvert Trust provides
• A wide range of adventurous outdoor activities and
meaningful challenges within a safe environment
• Skilled, qualified and caring staff able to understand
and meet visitors needs
• Fully accessible accommodation
• Facilities for family and friends to share and enjoy
the experience
Benefits include
• The enrichment of individual lives through adventure
and personal achievement
• Recreational opportunities which can be transferred
into everyday living
• Personal development and rehabilitation leading to

•

integration
The chance to enjoy countryside of exceptional
natural beauty.

Calvert Trust Exmoor
The Centre was opened in 1996, after £3.6 m was raised to
convert the beautiful Grade II listed model farm into fully
accessible accommodation and activity facilities. Since then
the Centre has gone from strength to strength, attracting
over 2,500 visitors each year and has successfully delivered
a first class service to those with disabilities, their family and
friends.
The Need
• There are at least 40% of the population who,
because of ill health, disability or financial
circumstance do not have the opportunity to take a
proper break.
• People with disabilities on average have an income
30% lower that the national average.
• The Centre has seen a 50% rise in the demand for
its facilities over the last couple of years.
• Growing need for further assistance from volunteers,
to ensure we continue to offer a high standard of
care.
Activities planned
Stage one
Developing the challenge :• New ropes course
• New outdoor riding arena
• Improvements to existing agricultural building to
develop a new games area with indoor climbing wall
• Volunteer accommodation

• Kitchen extension
• Infrastructural upgrades, including improvements to
the heating facilities.
Project Cost:- £577,362
Timescales
• May 05: Tendering process begins
• June 05: Fundraising completed
• November 05: Works begin
• Feb 06: Works complete
Stage two
Meeting the Growth in Demand:• New activities hall to accommodate 70 people with
break out rooms, bar area and conferencing facilities
• Fully accessible gym
• Sensory room
• Improved changing facilities at the pool
• New “Coach house” accommodation block
Project Cost: £1.8m
Timescale: Fundraising is due to be completed by March
2007 with works completed by March 2008
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat
main, location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?

Existing Boilers
• New boilers were installed at the time of the building
conversion in 1996 and are as follows:i) 2 twin oil fired boilers @ 163kw each for Main
Centre
ii) 1 boiler in the swimming pool @ 90kw (boilers i) &
ii) are supplied from a central oil store
iii) 1 boiler in the Farmhouse, (staff accommodation

New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)

across the other side of the road @ 60kw with
separate full supply)
• We have been advised that a 500kw biomass boiler
would provide enough capacity to heat all buildings and
new extensions
• The proposed biomass boiler would be located in the
converted Linhay in a new extension that would provide a
boiler room and wood fuel store. Fuels and heat mains
would all be new.
• Life expediency of present boilers is another 15 yrs

New Build Developments
• Calvert Trust is situated on the western edge and just
outside the Exmoor National Park boundary, within a 40
acre elevated site over looking Wistlandpound reservoir.
The project will utilise an existing but unused grade two
listed Linhay and include a new accommodation building,
new extensions and renovations to other listed and
agricultural type buildings.
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas –
Electricity - Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what
way does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile
exemplar scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO
potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of

Current Heating Fuels
• CTE has an annual heating fuel bill of £11,500 pa on
(2003 – 2004 figures)
The UP project aims to be be a Centre of Excellence in the
provision of fully accessible tourist attractions and as such, it
is hoped it will attract a great deal of interest. By year 3 the
site hopes to attract at least 60,000 visits. The Discovery
Centre could easily be used to display how Biomass heating
works and its benefits to the environment. The UP project
has a comprehensive marketing plan that includes an
events and PR programme , the use of biomass heating
could be added to this.
Calvert Trust is situated on the western edge and just

Outstanding Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following
information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)

10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any
potential biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill,
woodland, forestry commission, farm, food).

11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the
local community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for

outside the Exmoor National Park boundary, set within a 40
acre elevated site over looking Wistlandpound reservoir.
a) 720,000kWh/yr
b) Fuel oil
Existing usage
46,000 ltrs
Projected with new build 67,000 ltrs say@ 25p =
£17,000
Woodchips
Projected new build/ 500kw boiler 200ton@£50T =
£10,000
= saving of say £7,000pa
c) Size of Buildings (M2)
Current
Future
Linhay
178
242
Coach house 0
386
Activity Hall 317
369
Main Centre 2458
2812
d) Residential Visitors @ CTE x 70
Staff/volunteers
x 45
Public visiting UP Project x 20,000 in year one
e) Capital Costs
UP Project
£1.3m
Phase 3
£2,453m
f) Boiler size
500Kw
Main Suppliers – South West Wood Fuels
There are other potential independent producers, we are
already in partnership with the Forestry Commission with
regard to the UP Project Wistlandpound plantation is a
managed site and could therefore be a very local source of
fuel. Additional, Castle Hill Estate are looking into the
feasibility of producing fuel.

Benefits to the local Community

residents; local employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/
social projects; potential to link to neighbouring sites.

• As CTE is situated in a very rural location there are few
potential comfort benefits to the local community.
• However, the Centre has in excess of 2,500 residential
visitors each year who come from all parts of the country,
together with the projected 20,000 day visitors (year 1) to
the new UP Project; the project will raise awareness and
promote greater involvement in the environment which
will foster an increased commitment to conservation, this
has the potential to promote a greater awareness of Bio
Technology and the environmental.
• There are a number of other locations within the SW ie
Eden Project who are promoting the use of Bio
Technology
• The installation of a Bio Mass heating system at CTE
would be supporting the economic growth and
regeneration within the local area.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure
centre, hotels, homes)?

Heat requirements
• CTE visitor numbers have increased significantly and as
a result
• a) there are continual heat requirements for 12 months of
the year for:i) Hot water
ii) Swimming pool (water & air temperature is kept
higher than normal as our disabled visitors are less
mobile and therefore feel the cold
b) Central Heating – even in the summer, heating is kept
on as background heating for the same reasons as
above
c) No - CTE is fairly isolated

13.Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether
this space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler
house or some way removed from it and whether there is reasonable

Storage Space
• The location of the proposed Bio mass boiler will be in

vehicle access to the site of any / existing potential boiler site.
•
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there
any planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)

•

15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

•

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

•

purpose built extension to the Linhay, which will also
accommodate the partially underground fuel hopper.
Access for the delivery of wood fuel has been carefully
designed to take account of large vehicles.
There are no contractual issues regarding current fuel
supplies
CTE although Grade 2 listed has secured Planning
Consent for the full project
All Trustees and staff are very supportive of the
Development Project and are in agreement to find a
more environmentally friendly heat source.

CTE employ 2 maintenance staff 1 of which also acts as site
Caretaker and is accommodated on site
The U.P is in the final stages of an Objective 2 bid ready for
the Feb Peg.
It has also been put forward for Rural Renaissance funding
and is one of five projects currently being considered.
It has successfully received £125,000 grant from Sports
England.
£50,000 has been pledged by the EBM trust
Applications are in progress to the Community Fund,
Heritage Lottery and various grant making trusts.
Applications for Stage one of phase 3 Calvert Trust
development have only just begun. Calvert Trust has a very
good track record with Grant making trusts as the initial
project to develop the site required a £3.7m investment,
which was all raised from either public or grant making trust
donations.
Timescales:
Planning has been secured – Funding is ongoing however,
as the UP Project will be completed in advance (by Nov
2005) of other new buildings and alterations the installation

of the Biomass boiler, which will be common to all buildings,
is in the first stage. The distribution of hot water from the
biomass boiler on a flow and return basis via trenched
ducting can be added to other parts of the site as required.
It is likely that all ducting will be carried out in advance so
that disruption to the site will be kept to a minimum.
• May 2005 – start of tendering process for work at the
reservoir and the Discovery Centre begins.
•

July 2005 – Forest Civil Engineers begin construction
at the reservoir. Construction expected to last 3
months.

•

September 2005
– Trail construction and
disabled car parking completed. Construction at the
Discovery Centre begins and is expected to take 4
months. To include preparation of heat mains to all
areas.

•

November 2005
– Construction completed at
the Discovery Centre December 2005 – Begin fitting
internal furnishings

•

February 2006 – Installation of sensory installations
begins and is expected to last four weeks.

•

March 2006
–
Internal
furnishings
and
interpretation fully fitted – site opens in for Easter

Question
1. Applicant Details:

Torbay coast and Countryside Trust

Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district

4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

Cockington Court
Cockington
Torquay
TQ2 6XA
Tel: 01803 606035
e-mail: info@countryside-trust.org.uk
Cockington Court
Cockington Country Park
Torquay
Torbay
Devon
Existing building with wide range of community uses,
including developing sustainability centre for Torbay,
craft workshops, HQ for the Coast and Countryside
Trust.
Existing boiler house and boilers in good condition,
installed in late 1980’s. 3 large gas-boilers used to for
space-heating the Court. New boiler needed to replace
these estimated at 150kw. No means of supplying
wood-chip to existing boiler house, so new boiler house
is required in accessible location.

Mains gas
Estimated 290 MWh/year is current consumption
Cockington court is visited by over 150,000 people a
year and is at the heart of a very successful, awardwinning Country Park (voted Best Tourism Experience
2004 in the English Riviera Quality Awards). There is an
existing Eco-trail in place around the site, demonstrating
eg water conservation and other sustainable
technologies. There is a busy programme of events and
workshops already in place to encourage learning and
the Court is well-established as Torbay’s prime centre of

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes

environmental demonstration.
It is in a Conservation Area
a) 290 mwh/year
b) existing = £4300; proposed = £3000
c) approx 1300m2
d) 150,000 per year
e) New boiler house is required at cost of £47,000
f) 150Kw
South West Wood Fuels have confirmed ready supply
within 20km radius. Trust’s own woodlands also a
potential source.
Potential to link with other sites in South Devon and
increase viability of wood-chip supply, thereby
supporting jobs. Positive demonstration site will
encourage further take-up of the technology, adding to
employment and viability of the supply-side.
a) October – April
b) no
c) yes, Cockington Church

In new boiler house location space and access are good.

Full planning consent for new boiler house already
obtained.
Craft tenants and trust’s own staff are supportive. So

Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

are Trust members, numbering nearly 3000.

Yes, for basic tasks (site caretaker)
Not known

Ready to implement tomorrow!!

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

High Bickington CPT Ltd. (A Community Property Trust
registered as an Industrial and Provident Society,
Register Number: 29778R)
Contact: David Venner, Project
Coordinator/Administrator
The Meeting Point, North Road, High Bickington,
Umberleigh North Devon EX37 9BB. Tel: 01769 560161
Email: david.venner@highbickington.org

2. Project Title/ Building name
Little Bickington Farm Development
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

Parish: High Bickington
District: Torridge
New Build development unless otherwise indicated:
52 houses (of which 32 affordable, 16 open market, 4
self build) Refurbished and new build workspace (approx
1000 sq m in total)

Primary School and related Community Facilities (some
of the latter may involve re using existing buildings)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).

Rural, farm land and farm buildings on edge of village

Mains gas – electricity - oil
The project has high potential in all these areas. It will
be publicly accessible, visible, and at a scale that will
attract attention. The project has already received a high
level of media coverage and interest from agencies and
projects around the country.
No

Two sawmills in adjacent parishes: (RGB Chapelton and
Woodbills Ltd, Portsmouth Arms).
Forestry Commission plantation at Eggesford.
Significant areas of established and recent farm
woodland planting in parish and surrounding areas.
Small community woodland about to be planted
alongside proposed development, with

demonstration/education potential.
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)

15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

Cheaper, secure energy supply will be of particular
benefit to tenants/owners of social and affordable
housing units.
Sourcing fuel locally will benefit local businesses.
Managing fuel sourcing and delivery will provide one or
more jobs.
a)
b)
c) The project involves housing, workspace and
school/community buildings, enabling a spread of heat
demand through the day.

Being a predominantly new build development on a 20
acre site, the provision of sufficient storage space and
vehicular access have been taken into account at the
design stage.
Outline planning consent for the overall development is
awaited.
We are not aware of any specific planning issues
regarding use of
wood fuel. The core of the existing village including the
farm house and older farm buildings are within a
Conservation Area but the boiler is likely to be sited
outside this area.
The partners in the project (High Bickington CPT Ltd,
High Bickington Parish Council, Devon County Council
and Devon and Cornwall Housing Association) are fully
supportive. Tenants and staff have still to be identified
and so their views are not known. The community of
High Bickington have shown strong support (87% in a

16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

recent survey saw use of renewable energy as a key
aspect of the development).
N/A

The project has the potential to be a high profile
exemplar scheme.
Funding bids for other aspects of the development (e.g.
workspace) are being made. The sustainability
credentials of the project are an important consideration
in this work and will help to draw down funding to cover
any additional costs.
Outline planning consent awaited (application submitted
November 2003, approved by Torridge April 2004, now
with GOSW). Feasibility work on use of renewables is
required in early 2005 so that progress on this aspect of
the project can be made once planning consent is
obtained.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for

OCKMENT COMMUNITY CENTRE ASSOC.
OCKMENT CENTRE
OKEHAMPTON
EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITY

THE EXISTING GAS BOILER IS APPROX. 25YRS
OLD AND IS NO LONGER EFFICIENT. THE OCCA
HAS IDENTIFIED THE NEED TO REPLACE THE
HEATING SYSTEM WITHIN IT’S BUSINESS PLAN.

replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?

THE GAS BILL ANNUALLY COMES TO OVER 6K. THE
BOILER IS HOUSED IN A SMALL ATTACHED BOILER
ROOM WITH EASY EXTERNAL ACCESS.
MAINS GAS AND ELECTRICITY USED FOR
SUPPLEMENTARY HEATING.
THE COMMUNITY CENTRE IS AVAILABLE TO THE
PUBLIC 14 HRS PER DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK. UP TO
50,000 PEOPLE ACCESS THE CENTRE ANNUALLY.
NO
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

??
£8,000 (Gas & Electricity)
8,000sq m
50,000
NA
233KW

Not Known

The Centre acts as a hub for the voluntary and
community sector and is the venue for training courses
in ITC, and many other basic skills courses. If the Centre
were to close, this would result in those in the most need
having to travel to access information, services and
advice.
a)7 months
b) No
c) Yes

13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

There is limited storage space, but discussions about the
possibility of underground hopper system have already
taken place. There is good vehicular access to the boiler
room.

16. Operation and maintenance

Yes

Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Conservation area, building owned by DCC, although
OCCA has a 50 year lease.
Yes

OCCA has a proven track of attracting funding. The
Centre will feature in the MCTI Plan. As a registered
charity, OCCA is able to access charitable funding.
The replacement of the boiler can be carried out at any
time.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

Hector Christie, Christie Estate, Tapeley House,
Westleigh, North Devon.
Or
Chief Executive
Christie Devon Estates
Royal Sovereign Suite
Trafalgar Lawn
Barnstaple
or

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)

6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

Andy Bell, Northern Devon Coast and Countryside
Service, Bideford Station, East the Water, Bideford,
Devon, EX39 4BB
Tapely House and Historic Park
Tapely House, Westleigh, North Devon
To establish a heating system for Tapeley House, (a
listed historic building) that is as carbon neutral as
possible coupled with conservation measures that
ensure the house retains its character for which it was
listed.
The energy conservation of
the house is being reviewed.
There are plans to refurbish
some of the adjacent
buildings to use as a
development centre for
volunteers in Heritage skills
and sustainable construction
skills.
The building has several solid
fuel flues.
Oil based heating system.

The site falls within a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, the
only one of its type in the Country, where the functions
are to be international demonstrations of sustainability.
The site is sensitive in that it is an Historic Parkland and
House that are listed quality. Being located here will give
the project very high exposure to local and international
audiences. This is significant for the owners of this
house to demonstrate a commitment to SD. They have
also built a straw bale house on the estate as another

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues

demonstration of energy conservation. The house is
undergoing an energy review audit.
Part of the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in North Devon
(North Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty forms
part of the Biosphere Reserve)
A)Not known at this time
B)
C) 740 m2 plan area x 3 floors. Other buildings not
included. Could amount to a further 400 m2 x 2 floors.
D)
E)
F)
Local woodland owned by the estate and/or woodland as
part of the Tarka Trail managed by Northern Devon
Coast and Countryside Service.
There are aspirations to develop a volunteer base within
the immediate vicinity of the house to develop and
promote traditional skills.
The house and garden is open to visitors who will be
able to witness the heating system and have information
about how it works.
The estate has N thousand visitors per year.
a) 9 months (estimate)
b) No
c) None

Plenty of storage space

Listed Building

Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Stakeholders are owner occupiers, very supportive of
the project.

Yes
Keen to develop demonstrations of sustainable systems
within the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve generally. Other
funding leverage will be sought privately and through
other public and charitable sources.
Fits within investigation phase of Bioscope.
Refurbishment projects are aspirational at the moment.

Somerset
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:

Bridgwater College
Cannington Centre for Land Based Studies
Cannington TA1 2LS
Mark Livingstone, Services Supervisor
Ian Bright, SCC in advisory role to Cannington on this
project
Cannington College
Cannington, Sedgemoor District
New District Heating Main to serve existing buildings
(residential, student accommodation blocks, classrooms,
retail outlet, visitor centre) and proposed new small
animal unit. Plan of Existing Buildings attached.
1 x 378 kW oil boiler installed 1975
1 x 392 kW oil boiler installed 1988
1 x 50 kW oil boiler 1980s
5 x 50 kW gas boilers 1990
Small animal unit will require est. 200 kW new boiler
capacity
Existing College complex in rural location
Oil 598,490 kWh, 150 tonnes CO2
Mains gas 278,100 kWh, 55 tonnes CO2
Study of the technology would be included in curriculum
offered by the college
No
a) est. total annual current heat demand of buildings

a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

876,590kWh
b) £18,320
c) 7,300 m2
d) 300 full time students, plus staff and part time
students
e) not known
f) I.r.o 1,000 kW
Woodfuel will be supplied from existing sources of clean
woodchip produced by timber recycling companies in
Somerset
Heating System in this location will enhance the
economic operation of the College and increase local
employment in woodfuel supply operations
a) Seasonal heat demand variation typical of
residential units, small animal unit will require
continual heat.
b) Yes, for new small animal unit
c) No

Adequate space to construct storage facility adjacent to
boiler room in existing building, (east end of Block G on
enclosed site plan). Good access from main road for
bulk delivery vehicles.
No

O & M staff have been involved from the outset of this
project and are supportive. Feasibility Study has support
from senior College management. Somerset C.C.
Renewable Energy Strategy supports woodfuelled
heating and the technology enjoys support across the
political spectrum.

16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Yes
Capital funding would be sought from Community
Energy Grant Scheme and/or Clear Skies Programme.
Major review on refurbishment of Cannington College
Buildings is in progress.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name

3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity -

Kevin Lindegaard
35 Beaconsfield Road, Knowle, Bristol BS4 2JE
Tel: 0117 9089057, Mobile: 07989 333507
Email: Kevin@wondertree.org.uk
The Wonder Tree – a “working arboretum” with
renewable energy and sustainable building features.
Proposed for Taunton Deane area.
Not finalised
If commissioned …..
New build based on sustainable building techniques.
Visitor attraction open to public
Germination stage. In discussion with Taunton Deane
Borough Council over relevant sites. Although project
will take some time to progress I am hopeful that some
initial tree planting might occur during National Tree
Week in November 2005.

Hoping to use woodchip from SRC and other coppice.
New build so not replacing fossil fuels.

Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some

Excellent opportunity to inspire and inform on the
lifecycle operation of biomass heating from tree planting
to harvesting, processing and combustion. It is hoped
that this project will have close links with the Somerset
College of Art and Technology Genesis Project thereby
demonstrating sustainable building and renewable
technology.
Probably not. Site with greatest potential could be in
Bishops Lydeard which is on the outskirts of the
Quantocks.
Too early to say.

way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Dorset
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)

Dorset County Council
Mike Petitdemange, Property Management Division
Jumpers Social Services Development
Jumpers Lane, Christchurch
New build development. Existing buildings on the site
will ultimately be demolished and replaced by new
buildings serving same function and more.
The buildings are of various uses including Elderly
Persons Home, Day Centre & Offices, Extra Care
Housing (44 self-contained flats), Key worker housing
(12 flats) and 6 houses.
This is an urban site in central Christchurch. There is
currently a day centre and offices on the site. These
buildings will ultimately be demolished. However, the
development is to be built in stages to allow the use of
the existing buildings to be transferred to the new.

Mains gas

This scheme is highly significant for Dorset as it would
be the first wood-boiler installation in the county.
No, but wood could be sourced from AONB in future
a) Total Annual Heat Demand: 1,934,000 kWh
b) Burning gas at 2p/kWh = £44,480/year; burning

b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,

woodchip £14,900/year
c) Total development plan area:- 4500m2
d) 260?
f) 500kW
Local sawmill near Southampton (Giddings) at £25/tonne

1. The scheme allows the occupants of the site to pay
lower rents, in particular the occupants of the extra
care housing (44 self-contained flats), key worker
housing (12 flats) and the 6 houses. This could, in
certain circumstances, help alleviate fuel poverty.
2. The scheme could help generate a local supply of
woodchip benefiting local land owners, contractors
etc.
3. There is a large NHS property on a neighbouring site
that could potentially be supplied in the future.
a) Heating will be required by the site 365 days per
year.
b) The is a demand for summer heating and hot water.
c) The is a NHS property nearby and also a hospital
quite close.

This is essentially a new build project and space has
been allowed in the plans for a woodchip fuel store.

There are no known planning issues

Stakeholders likely to be supportive in view of economic
benefits

caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

There are no O&M staff on site
?

It is planned to start on site in May 2005

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity -

Dorset County Council
Cerne Abbas First School
Cerne Abbas
New build

Semi-rural new build

Oil

Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)

First new school where wood firing considered. Has
potential for repetition on many sites.
As yet Dorset County Council has no wood fired sites.
Yes in AONB
a) 70,000
b) £1500/£1000 est
c) 675m2 existing/replacement not yet fixed
d) 100
e) 1.5 million
f) approx 50kW
SWWF can get wood chip supply locally

Stimulation of local wood supply infrastructure.
Fits in with DCC aim of reducing CO2 output.

a) 8
b) no
c) no

Site is being designed now so any requirements for
wood firing can be taken into account e.g. wood store,
access, boilerhouse.

Conservation area – no constraint to changing to wood.
Gas is not available in the area. Only alternatives are oil,
lpg or electricity

15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Dorset County Council has sustainability policy that
encourages replacement of fossil fuels with biomass.
School supplort dependant on economics
No
Don’t understand this question

At outline planning stage

Avon
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name

Pat Casey, AMP Manager, South Gloucestershire
Education Service, Bowling Hill, Chipping Sodbury,
South Gloucestershire, BS37 6JX TEL:- 01454 863240 E
Mail:- Pat.Casey@southglos.gov.uk
Severn Beach Primary School Replacement Heating
system

3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district

Severn Beach Primary School, Ableton Lane, Severn
Beach, South Gloucestershire, BS35 4PP

4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

Replacement Heating system from current oil boiler to a
sustainable/energy efficient system.

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?

The two existing “Crane Whitehall” oil fired boilers are
approximately 40 years old and identified for
replacement this summer of 2005 as they have reached
the end of its economic life. The boilers provide the
heating and hot water requirements for the school. The
total boiler output is 220kW. The boiler house and oil
fuel store is a brick built structure and attached to the
main school building.
The school is in a small urban location surrounded by
countryside and coastline.

New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)

6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)

Oil

7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?

9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).

The proposal is for a replacement boiler for a rural
primary school. If the study demonstrates that a
biomass boiler is feasible for this site a programme for
replacement of oil boilers in similar establishments will
follow. The school is typical of many of its type in that it
is not energy efficient. The replacement of the boiler will
be coupled with a programme of energy efficiency
improvements for the school. The aim is to demonstrate
the potential for achieving improvements to a poor
quality building within a limited budget and to
demonstrate that renewable energy is both feasible and
possible and can benefit the local rural community.
Both the installation of the plant and the subsequent dayto-day use will be an exemplar project in terms of an
education asset for the school. It is the intention of
Severn Beach school to facilitate visits from other
schools so as the educational benefits can be as
widespread as possible.
The school is within the hinterland of the Severn Estuary,
Internationally and nationally designated for its nature
conservation interest so relevant environmental impact
assessments will be required.
A - 2000,000kwh as existing building
B - £3250
C - 1078m2
D - 500 including the community
E - £65000
F - Total output 220kW (2 no at 110kW)
Forest of Avon and the Authority are linked to look at a
scheme for encouraging wood fuel usage and we are
looking to set up wood chip stores. Tenant Farmers for
South Gloucestershire who are looking for diversification
in farming, Local Farm Wood chip supply, Large amount

11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. Reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?

13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)

of arboriculture waste from Council roadside hedging
which currently goes to composting/landfill and could be
used in the drying stores set up with Forest of Avon.
Also have 2-3000 cubic metres of Wood waste, which
goes for composting but is, more than required for own
use and some could be used as wood chip.
The Multiple Index of Deprivation identifies the area in
which the school is located as in the worst 20% in the
country with regard to geographical access to services.
It is a rural community and there are a number of tenant
farmers in the area. There is potential for enhancing the
work of the local farming community through the
development of waste wood storage and distribution
facilities.
Community Centre nearby which could take some of the
heat, but school will have heating requirements during
heating season, DHWS during summer. Currently no
cooling demand.
External use/Community use of schools is a major
objective of both national and local government. When
the school is more widely used by the community the
benefits of the replacement heating system will be more
widespread.
Plenty of Space as existing Oil Tank/Boiler house would
be used and good access from main road and for
delivery as existing oil deliveries are carried out.

No specific Planning Issues.

15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?

South Gloucestershire Council has a strong commitment
to promoting sustainable development and has set the
following targets in its Environmental Operations Policy.
To reduce overall Carbon Dioxide emissions (from
energy and transport) by 60% by 2050 in line with the
Royal Commission on Environmental protection’s
recommendations to Government.
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions from energy use in
all Council managed buildings by 15% over the next 10
years, against 1999/2000 figures.
To reduce the Council’s dependence on fossil fuels, with
at least 10% of our energy supplied from renewable
sources by 2010.
In addition the Council has signed up to the Local
Community Strategy and by working jointly through the
South Gloucestershire Partnership aims to protect and
enhance the environment for future generations and
more specifically manage and use resources efficiently
and increase the proportion of energy that comes from
cleaner or renewable sources.
The proposal has the support of all stakeholders i.e.
governing body of the school, head teacher, staff, local
authority members and officers
The school caretaker’s duties will include checking the
daily operation of the boiler plant and ensuring a
sufficient supply and storage of fuel. The Council also
has a 24/7/365 day service contract/emergency call out
contract with a local contractor.
As part of the project the Authority would ensure that the
supplier of the plant can provide adequate training to all
relevant school staff and that there is effective liaison
with technical officers of the Authority. In turn the
Authority would ensure that its own service contractors
could maintain the plant to the required standard.

17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Currently the authority is intending to allocate £65k in the
2005/06 Capital Programme. The school governing
body have agreed in principal to allocate devolved
capital funding when more details of the scope and cost
of the project is clarified. The Authority is also hopeful of
obtaining a Clear Skies Grant.
The project has the approval of all the stakeholders. The
timescale for the project will depend on the feasibility and
clarification of grants available.
The design and survey of the existing will commence this
month.
Work on site will be undertaken during the school
summer holiday period (Mid July to end of August).

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

Bristol City Council
Paul Barker
Energy Management Unit
CREATE Centre, Smeaton Road, Bristol, BS1 6XN
Paul_barker@bristol-city.gov.uk
0117 9224438
St Bernadettes Primary and Secondary School
Whitchurch, Bristol
Two adjacent schools in Bristol, St Bernadatte RC
Primary School and St Bernadatte RC Secondary
School currently have a mix of ageing oil and gas fired
boilers, the majority of which are due for renewal.
As both schools virtually occupy the same site a single
centralised wood chip boiler would be ideal in
conjunction with a district heating main to heat both the
schools efficiently.

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)

The primary school’s three gas boilers are over thirty
years old and so are coming to the end of their working
lives.
The secondary school has a total of three oil boilers and
one gas boiler of varying sizes. Of the three oil boilers at
least one that serves the main part of the school is
coming to the end of its working life.
Another part of the school is heated using off-peak
electric storage heaters.
Both school boiler houses are in a good state of repair

6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)

10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

but a fuel store would have to be built as part of the
project, although the primary school boiler room has an
adjacent room that could be used.
Installing a biomass boiler at this site would displace
approximately 140,000 kg of CO2 per annum from both
mains gas and oil.
• Both schools are also typical of most schools in the
UK so the project would be replicable to many other
sites in the South West.
• Both schools play an active part in the community and
have a high community profile.
• Excellent educational tool for the students to learn
about sustainability … (and would link with the primary
schools Eco schools status).
• If viable, an ESCO type agreement could be used.

No
a) Total = 594,000 kWh (Primary =174,000; Secondary =
420,000)
b) Total=£12,000 per annum (Primary =£2,000;
Secondary =£10,000)
c) Total GIA= 7601m2 (Primary School =1294;
Secondary =6307).
d) Approximately 750 pupils and staff.
e) N/a
f) 600kW (approximate)
Bristol City Council in partnership with the Forest of
Avon are currently looking to develop two wood fuel
stations in the Bristol area. One of these could supply
this project with wood fuel.
Would benefit the two schools through reduced energy
costs and would promote biomass heating to the local
community. Furthermore, this would support the Primary
school’s Eco schools status.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

a) Winter heating season i.e. October to April (7 months)
b) No
c) No

There is space on both the primary school and
secondary school site to house a wood chip boiler and
fuel store. Access to both current boiler houses is good
particularly for the secondary school, which receives
regular oil deliveries.
There are no contractual constraints to changing the fuel
type nor planning constraints.
Stakeholders at both schools are supportive of the
project. However, formal acceptance would be required
from both sets of school governors if a biomass heating
system were to be installed
A caretaker is available on site for general day to day
O&M.
There is likely to be monies available from both schools
particularly as many of the existing boilers at the sites
are due for renewal.
The project would be attractive to funders due to the
site’s importance within the local community.
The project is at an initial stage and requires a feasibility
study (with costs) to be completed first before a time
scale of action can be produced.

Question
1. Applicant Details:

The Norton Radstock Regeneration Company

Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)

Jeremy Smalley – General Manager
c/o The Hollies, High Street, Midsomer Norton, Bath,
BA3 2DP
ph 01225 396592
Jeremy.smalley@nrrcompany.co.uk
Former Railway Land, Radstock
Radstock Town Centre
Bath and North East Somerset
Predominantly new build development on 18 acres of
brownfield land. One building likely to be retained and
converted.
No existing fuel supply.

18 acres of derelict former railway and industrial land,
linear in shape from the town centre to the rural fringe.
We would need to calculate the savings if the
development as to be supplied conventionally
Development is led by NRR – a private company with
community participation and influence and a
commitment to reinvest ‘profit’
NRR could possibly become an ESCO
Link to local agriculture ‘market town’
Radstock founded on energy exploitation (Coal Mining)
Now a new USP – e.g. renewables, carbon neutral etc.
Town centre site – high visibility
No

Don’t know
D/K

c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

Possibly 200,000 sq ft residential, 10,000 sq ft retail,
10,000 sq ft commercial, 5,000 sq ft workshop, 15,000
sq ft community
Estimated build costs between £35m and £40 m
Local timber merchants and saw mill (2 miles from site)
and many local farms
Local control – income generation and reinvestment
Job Creation
New links (economic and social) to rural communties
Yes- school next to the site

Planning yet to be resolved – within conservation area

Yes – political support likely

Yes – NRR may be willing to reinvest some of its
nominal profit to reinvest in the proposal

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Aiming for submission of planning applications in
summer of 2005

Wiltshire
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

Swindon Borough Council
Lynn Forrester, Room 1.35b, Civic Offices, Euclid Street,
Swindon, SN1 2JH
Southern Development Area
Swindon
New Build – The SDA is a strategic mixed use
development, which will provide the engine for the future
growth of Swindon and the SW region. The development
involves 4500 homes; new schools; sports and
community facilities; major highway infrastructure and
landscaping works.
The site is currently a greenfield site

Mains gas and electricity

Renewable energy has a vital role to play in delivering a
sustainable and secure future energy supply. Delivering
appropriate local renewable energy generation within the
SDA will help the Borough to contribute towards
reducing carbon dioxide emissions and could benefit the
local economy. Renewable energy has the potential to
make a very significant contribution to energy supply, for
both heat and power Swindon.

Incorporating renewable energy use and generation in ,
what is planned to be a flagship sustainable
development will help the delivery of the renewable
energy target for Wiltshire and Swindon of 65-85MW of
electricity by 2010.
Additionally creating a major development incorporating
renewable energy, low energy and resource
consumption buildings, within a major development
area of the Borough may act as an exemplar to all
potential developers in the UK.
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the

No but it is adjacent to the North Wessex Downs AONB

A number of local farmers have already expressed an
interest in growing SRC and the proposed Roves Energy
project is situated with 3 miles of the site
A biomass heating system on the SDA will:• Help support the local rural economy by
providing local farmers with an outlet for their fuel
and provide Roves Energy the opportunity to
develop the processing plant for which DTI
funding has already been secured
• Reduce fuel poverty for residents if a district
heating system is incorporated into a sheltered
housing development as part of the agreed 30%
affordable housing planned for the site
Potential for use in sheltered accommodation (8 months

following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

demand) + leisure centre incorporating a swimming pool
(12 months)

N/a

A local Member task force has been set up to ensure the
SDA is developed as an exemplary flagship sustainable
development and the use of renewable energy is being
considered as an option to help achieve this.
N/a
The Council is the major landowner in the SDA, and will
be able to fund projects through its land disposal returns.
Outline planning permission for the site has been
granted. Full planning permission is expected in MidMarch 2005.

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details
2. Project Title/ Building name

Rupert Burr, Roves Farm, Sevenhampton, Highworth,
Swindon
SN6 7QG
ROVES FARM VISITOR CENTRE

3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;

Roves Farm

as above

Existing Farm Visitor Centre welcoming 40,000 visitors
per year. We hope to apply for permission to change
use of more buildings to extend the facilities – possibly
to include a Renewable Energy centre
The Centre is currently not heated. There are plenty of
options for siting a wood-fuel boiler – or range of boilers.
We would like to instal a range of boilers in different
buildings / rooms (eg pellet stove in tearooms, pellet
boiler in main existing centre, woodchip boiler in
expected conversion of 200ft by 80 ft barn). We would
like to heat the farmhouse (50 metres away) from one of
the boilers.
Current heat in the Centre is supplied by electricity and
portable (bottled) propane burners. The farmhouse is
heated by oil.
HIGH. The aim of the project (and the Visitor Centre) is
to inform and demonstrate.
No.
a) not known
b) probably around £500, but Centre is not used
during winter as a result
c) barn 1 – 36m x 18m; 2 – 50m x 18m; 3 – 60m x
25m; large farmhouse
d) 15+ employees and 40,000 visitors (increasing)
e) and f) not known
Roves Farm has been pioneering the growing of Energy
crops (Short Rotation Coppice) for 12 years. 24
hectares established on the farm.
Benefits through the Visitor Centre, which hosts
thousands of school children and a wide range of
interest group visits. Establishing a fuel supply

potential to link to neighbouring sites.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler

infrastructure would enable other wood-fuelled
installations to develop, which could use excess SRC
from the farm.
a) up to 10 months for space heating; 12 months for
water
b) unlikely other than for water
c) the farmhouse and possibly Roves Farm cottage
(200 metres away)

Absolutely no problem with any of this.

The farmhouse is a listed building, but it is not
anticipated that this would present any problems.
Removal of oil tank may be regarded as beneficial!
All staff very supportive.
Both Swindon MP’s, at least 2 MEP’s, all 3 local Parish
Councils, SWRDA, RegenSW, GoSW, Gt Western
Community Forest and officers and Councillors of
Swindon and VWH Boroughs have indicated support for
the concept of using Energy crops at Roves Farm. Noone, in 12 years of promoting the concept, has ever
objected!
Yes – me!
We would anticipate that the future extension of the
Visitor Centre will be grant aided by the RES scheme
available to farm diversification. Some private funding
from within the farm business.
It will all happen as soon as we have the financial and
planning support of the various Agencies and Authorities
involved – potentially phase 1 (heating the existing

replacement).

facilities and farmhouse) could be installed before the
end of 2005.

Additional information: Rupert Burr is the major partner, and Chairman, of Roves Energy. Roves Energy was set up to apply for NOF / DTI funding
from the Biomass Capital Project scheme. It was successful in it’s bid for funding of £960,000 to build a 2 MWe and 4MWth CHP renewable energy
station to be fuelled 80% from SRC and 20% from local woodland / riverside produce. Roves Energy was originally intended to use it’s heat to
process Energy crops for the co-firing market (following detailed discussions with RWE Innogy at Didcot power station). However, this market (and
DTI policy with it) has failed to establish and Roves Energy has been actively seeking a wood-fuelled community heat market.
The total absence of potential major wood heating projects (despite the verbal and policy support from local Authorities and developers) has
prevented Roves Energy from being built so far. We anticipate movement in the near future – provided the DTI enables it’s own policies to be
enacted! Once the project gets going, it will have the ability to process and supply up to 30,000 tonnes of woodfuel for heating systems in the local
area – from locally grown Energy crops. The project is suffering from not having any demonstration units in the area for people to see, or visit. Roves
Farm Visitor Centre hopes to start that process of education.
Having a workable, cost effective fuel supply chain is paramount to any biomass operation. An understanding and appreciation of the importance of
quality control is critical. Roves Farm is intending to apply for financial assistance from Defra’s new Bio-energy Infrastructure scheme to enable the
supply chain from Energy crops to smaller projects (such as this one) to be investigated and established. 12 years of actively growing SRC has given
me the knowledge, expertise, understanding, ideas and incentives to do this. To date we have a chicken and egg situation – no market, no fuel
supply…..but lots of talk. Roves Farm has committed 20% of it’s land to Energy crops for over 10 years – with no market. I ask for your support to let
the chicken out of the egg!!!!

Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district

Wiltshire County Council, Environmental Services
Department, County Hall, Bythesea Rd, Trowbridge,
Wiltshire, BA14 8JD
Contact: Tom Brewster (01225) 713257
John Shorto (01225) 713229
Pewsey Sports Centre
Pewsey, Kennet District, Wiltshire

4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)
5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for
replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)
8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an AONB
9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)
10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).
11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.
12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:

Existing Building, Sports Centre, Swimming Pool,
Sports Halls, Community Use.
Primary and Secondary School on Same site – possible
future extension of biomass to these buildings.
To replace the boiler may require the re-building of the
existing boiler house (small in size) the fuel for the
existing boiler is oil and stored adjacent to the boiler
house. Past problems with the existing boiler which was
installed approx 5 years ago.

Present Boiler Oil fired

Centre in use by whole community for sports and
community events.
Pewsey is within an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
a)
b) Figures for oil for the sports centre as follows these
are for the year 2000/1.
Hall-33,300 litres-£7329.54
Pool-60,200 litres-£11701.58
c) 2,035m2
d)Public/Staff 200 people/day approx
Close to Savernake Forest

Possibility of boosting local economy. Potential link to
school and education programmes, Environmental
benefits including reduced risk of oil spillage etc.
Possibility of improved fuel security for community
facility.
Heat demand all year for the swimming pool. Space
heating only part of the year.

a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?
16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?
18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

There is some space to the side of the boiler house
although this would need to be evaluated.

Not a listed building, but AONB area, possibilities of
planning restrictions not known
Not known

WCC would be looking for further funding to support the
project eg from ‘clear skies’ scheme or other funding
streams. At present cost levels are unclear and WCC
budgets are tight.
Early stages of considering potential for alternative
heating for site.

Gloucestershire
Question
1. Applicant Details:
Organisation - Contact name - Contact details

2. Project Title/ Building name
3. Location of building:
Town/ village & district
4. Project type and description
Please state if New build development or Existing building
Use (eg. commercial, residential, community, public building)

5. Present situation
Proposals for existing buildings: Describe the condition of the existing boiler
housing; size of boiler needed; Is there an existing (solid fuel) flue and heat main,
location of boiler and fuel store, when is the existing boiler due for

Organisation: Cotswolds Conservation Board (previously
Cotswolds AONB Partnership) / Cotswold District
Council
Contact: John Mills, Cotswolds Conservation Board
Contact Details:
The Old Police Station, Cotswold Heritage Centre,
Northleach, Glos Gl54 3JH
Tel: 01451 862000
E-mail: johnmills.aonb@cotswold.gov.uk
Cotswold Heritage Centre
Northleach, Gloucestershire
Cotswold Heritage Centre is an existing building, part of
which dates back to 1791. Cotswold DC’s museum
resource centre is also based on the site. It is owned by
Cotswold District Council. The Centre was run as a
museum until a couple of years ago, but there are plans
to refurbish the Centre and re-open it as an
interpretation centre / visitor attraction. The Cotswolds
AONB Partnership team has been based at the Centre
for several years.
Details of current heating system / boiler to be provided.

replacement/refurbishment?
New build developments:
Describe the site (eg. urban, rural, derelict land, existing structures)
6. C02 Savings/ Economics: What conventional heating fuel would be
displaced if a renewable alternative were used? Eg. Mains Gas – Electricity Oil -LPG – Coal - Other (please state)
7. Demonstration potential/ Publicity/ Potential for replication: In what way
does the project meet the funders’ criteria for a high profile exemplar
scheme? (eg. public access, visibility, significance, scale, ESCO potential)

Details of current fuel to be provided. Gas / oil?
As mentioned in 4 above, the Heritage Centre is the
base of the Cotswolds Conservation Board, which
coordinates the management of the Cotswolds AONB.
The AONB extends into 17 local authorities and three
regions, making it of trans-regional importance. All
these local authorities are represented in the Cotswolds
Conservation Board. In addition to the 17 local
authorities, the Cotswolds AONB Partnership also had
17 other organisations, including CPRE, CLA,
Countryside Agency, English Nature, FWAG, Wildlife
Trusts, NFU, Forestry Commission, National Trust and
the Woodland Trust. This provides an excellent network
for promoting the scheme within, and beyond, these
organisations. The Conservation Board has its own
newsletter, ‘Cotswold Lion’, and website
(www.cotswoldsaonb.com), which would be used to
promote the scheme. The Board also has regular mailshots to parish councils, farmers and other organisations
and individuals.
The woodfuel heating system would be part of an overall
refurbishment of the Heritage Centre, with a view to reopening the Centre to the public in 2005. Figures on
anticipated visitor numbers are not available yet, but the
Centre would tap into the 38 million annual visitors to the
Cotswolds AONB. The centre would also potentially
provide a venue for meetings, seminars and
conferences, which could also be used to publicise the

8. Is the project in a protected landscape such as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty?

9. Scale of project: where possible please supply the following information:
a) Total annual heat demand of building (Kwh/yr)
b) Annual cost of heating (existing/ projected)
c) Size of building (M2)
d) No. of people benefiting from building
e) Capital cost of new build project
f) Size of boiler needed (if known)

10. Fuel Supply Chain: Where known, please give details of any potential
biomass fuel sources near the site (eg. local sawmill, woodland, forestry
commission, farm, food).

scheme. The centre is located alongside the A429 (the
Fosse Way) and close to the A40, within an hours drive
of major population centres such as Bristol, Gloucester
and Oxford, making it very accessible for site visits.
Not only is the project in an AONB (the Cotswolds), it is
also the base of the Cotswolds Conservation Board (as
outlined in 7 above). The Cotswolds AONB is the
largest AONB in England and Wales (2,038 sq kms) and
the second largest designated landscape in England and
Wales, after the Lake District National Park.
a) Heating demand = 100Kwh (approx.)
b) Cost of heating – information to be provided
c) Size of building – information to be provided
d) No of people – currently a team of 10 staff (Cotswolds
Conservation Board), but will have additional visitors
from 2005 (figures not available yet).
e) Capital cost – not clear at this stage what new build
will be required.
f) Size of boiler – not known.
There are significant areas of woodland in close
proximity to the Heritage Centre, including a copse
immediately adjacent to the site. In particular, the area
between Northleach, Cirencester and Cheltenham (@ 10
mile radius) contains large areas of woodland, including
Chedworth woods. We would intend discuss the
possibility of tapping into this resource with the Forestry
Commission and relevant landowners (possibly as part
of the scooping study).
One of the objectives of installing a woodfuel heating
system at the Heritage Centre would be to help bring
local woods back into economically productive
management, which would also have the benefits of
enhancing the biodiversity and landscape value of the
woods.

11. Social benefits: How would a biomass heating system benefit the local
community? eg. reducing fuel poverty & improving comfort for residents; local
employment/business potential; fit with other regeneration/ social projects;
potential to link to neighbouring sites.

As part of a scoping study we would hope to look at the
potential to use the heating system to benefit the local
community.
As mentioned above, we would anticipate the project
helping to bring woods back into economic
management, which could have the knock-on benefit of
creating new jobs in that sector.

12. Heat Requirement (CHP/district heating potential). Please answer the
following questions:
a) How many months of the year will there be a demand for heating in the
building?
b) Is there a demand for summer heating or cooling?
c) Are there other large ‘heat users’ nearby (eg. school, hospital, leisure centre,
hotels, homes)?
13. Storage Space
Please indicate if the site is short of space / has plenty of space; whether this
space (if there is any) is local to / in / adjacent to the current boiler house or some
way removed from it and whether there is reasonable vehicle access to the site of
any / existing potential boiler site.
14. Legal/ Planning issues
Are there any contractual constraints to changing the fuel type? Are there any
planning constraints (eg. listed building, conservation area)
15. Stakeholder attitudes
Are the stakeholders at the sites (e.g. tenants, O&M staff,
caretakers) likely to be supportive of the project?
Extent of local political support?

The Heritage Centre stands at the edge of the village of
Northleach, which has several public buildings. There
are also a couple of housing development immediately
adjacent to the Centre. The potential to link in with these
could be reviewed as part of the scoping study.
a) There will probably be some heating demand all
through the year (will seek to provide information on
current heating demand through the year).
b) As above.
c) See 11.

The Heritage Centre has a very large car park area at
the front of the building with excellent vehicular access.
We would anticipate the space requirements of a
potential boiler site being including in a scoping study.
Will seek to provide this information.

Cotswold District Council, who own the site, are
supportive of the proposal to install a woodfuel heating
system and an initial discussion has been held with
Estates staff from Cotswold DC.
The Cotswolds Conservation Board and the team at the

16. Operation and maintenance
Are O&M staff available on site?
17. Possibilities for grant funding/ support for capital costs
How attractive is project likely to be to funders?
Is any additional funding leverage available with site?

18. Fit with Bioscope Timescale
What stage is the project at? (planned dates for seeking/ securing funding;
planning permission, outline/ detailed plans; implementation or boiler
replacement).

Heritage Centre are very supportive of the scheme.
Cotswold DC Estates staff are based at Cirencester, 11
miles away.
As the Heritage Centre would be a high profile wood fuel
heating system, then the project should be very
attractive to funders, through schemes such as Clear
Skies, Bioenergy Inrastructure Scheme, Community
Renewables Initiative and Woodland Renaissance.
Some funding would be available from Cotswold DC /
Cotswolds Conservation Board as part of the overall
refurbishment of the Heritage Centre.
The project is at an early stage, with initial discussions
having been held between the Conservation Board and
the District Council. The Conservation Board team has
also carried out some research into woodfuel heating
systems.
The refurbishment of the Heritage Centre should begin
in summer 2005, so a scoping study in March 2005
would fit perfectly into this timescale, with the proposal
fully developed by spring 2005, ready for implementation
in the summer.

Appendix 7. Details of sites located within AONB areas
The Countryside Agency provided funding for Bioscope, and requested the project include
sites located within AONBs or sourced wood fuel originating from within AONBs. The project
engaged with AONB officers and encountered a mixed response, with some officers keen to
work with the project and others not, citing limited time and a lack of available sites as
reasons.
The following sites are located inside AONBs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cotswold Heritage Centre. Northleach, Gloucestershire. AONB Cotswolds.
Ilfracombe Swimming Pool, Ilfracombe, Devon. AONB North Devon
Calvert Trust Outdoor Activity Centre, Kentisbury, Devon. AONB North Devon
Grimstone Manor, Yelverton, Devon. AONB Tamar Valley
Ruskin Mill Educational Trust, Gloucestershire. AONB Cotswolds
Cotswold Chine School, Stroud, Gloucestershire. AONB Cotswolds
Cerne Abbas First School, Dorchester. AONB
Cornwall County Council school child care centres (some)

The following sites are adjacent to AONBs and could feasibly source their wood fuel from
within the boundaries of AONBs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tapeley House, Bideford, Devon. AONB North Devon
Cockington Court, Torquay, Devon. AONB South Devon
West Devon Borough Council Offices, Tavistock, Devon. AONB Tamar Valley
Anchor Wood Bank, Barnstaple, Devon. AONB North Devon
West Buckland School, Barnstaple, Devon. AONB North Devon
Cannington College, nr Bridgwater, Somerset. AONB Quantock Hills
Tamar Valley Centre at Drakewalls - the project lies just outside the AONB but will house
the AONB team, it has sweeping views over the AONB and beyond to Dartmoor National
Park,
Pewsey Leisure Centre, Pewsey, Wiltshire, AONB Cotswold

Appendix 8. Bioscope feasibility studies

DRAFT
Duchy Square Redevelopment
Princetown, Devon
Feasibility of installing an automatic wood-fired boiler
at Duchy Square Redevelopment,
Princetown, Dartmoor, Devon

A Report
Funded by SWRDA under the BioScope Project
by
Renewable Heat and Power Ltd

April 2005
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1. Introduction
It is proposed that a new arts and crafts centre of excellence be built in the village of Princetown,
Devon. The entire site is in the ownership of the Duchy of Cornwall and lies within the Dartmoor
National Park, forming part of the designated Princetown Conservation Area.
The centre will provide gallery and exhibition space, workshops for artists and teaching studios. A
report has been commissioned to explore the provision of heat and hot water supply for the
building using a single high efficiency automatic biomass boiler system. The feasibility study has
been funded by SWRDA under the BioScope Project.
2. Heat demand and Energy Usage
The total floor area of the gallery, studio and workshop is estimated to be 630m2. A breakdown of
floor areas is shown in table 1. In addition, there will be all necessary stock rooms and service
facilities, office accommodation, communication corridors and toilet facilities.
Table 1: Estimated floor areas within the new development
Description
Gallery/Exhibition Space
Studio
Workshops

Estimated Area (m2)
2

150m
100m2
380m2 comprising:
2 @ 10m2
8 @ 14m2
3 @ 28m2
3 @ 55m2

From architects drawings and using U-Values assuming a high level of building efficiency, the total
heat and hot water requirements for the building would be served by a 50kW automatic wood chip
boiler system. A building of this size and type would expect to use approximately 60,000kWh of
heat and hot water per year.
If an oil-fired boiler supplied this heat and hot water demand, the total fuel usage would be
approximately 6700litres of oil1, corresponding to a cost of approximately £2,000 at current oil
prices of 30p/litre. The resulting CO2 emissions his would correspond to approximately 18 tonnes
per year.
If a high efficiency wood-fired heating system were to provide the full heat and hot water
requirements, the total wood fuel requirement would be approximately 18 tonnes of wood chip at
25% moisture content or about 14 tonnes of wood pellets, assuming a seasonal efficiency of
85% for both boiler systems.

3. Option Appraisal
3.1 Wood Heating Options
The optimum solution using an automatic wood heating system would be to install a “buffer storage
system”, designed to meet full heat and hot water requirements. This would allow a smaller woodfired system to be specified whilst the buffer management system allows the peak demand to be
met. A wood-fired boiler rated at 50kW is recommended with a buffer tank of volume
2000litres.

1

Assuming a seasonal boiler efficiency of 85% for the oil, pellet and wood chip boiler system

3

The buffer storage tank has a further advantage. During the summer period when there is low
demand, without a buffer store the boiler will switch on and off periodically to keep boiler water to
the desired temperature. With a buffer store and management system, the buffer store is heated
up with the minimum boiler load which enables the system to operate at lower output for longer
periods of time, decreasing the amount of switching on and off, thus allowing a more efficient
operation.
A main consideration is the type of wood fuel that is to be used; specifically whether to employ a
boiler system designed to run on either wood chip or wood pellet fuel. Wood chips can be made
from a variety of sources (sawmill residues, round wood from forestry management etc.). Wood
pellets are made from compressed sawdust.

Wood chips

Wood pellets

3.1.1 Wood chips
Advantages
¾ Readily available locally. The opportunity exists to use wood residues from woodland
within a few miles from Princetown.
¾ Low cost fuel. Wood chip will be available at an estimated price of £50/tonne or lower
delivered into the fuel store. This equates to about 40% the cost of heating with oil at
current oil prices.
Disadvantages
¾ Low bulk density. This means that a larger fuel storage facility will be required and/or
more frequent deliveries of fuel.
¾ The boiler house and fuel store requirements. Wood chip fuel does not flow well and
therefore it is difficult, albeit possible, to blow chips into the fuel store. Therefore, a good
solution is to design the fuel store so that the wood chip can be tipped into the store by
standard agricultural tipping trailers or small tipping lorry. A fuel store of 30m3 would be
recommended which corresponds to the volume of a standard tipping trailer. This fuel store
would require filling approximately 3-4 times per year
However, this would necessitate that the fuel store be subterranean or semi-subterranean which
will increase the cost of construction. Equipment does exist whereby wood chip is tipped into a
machine that blows wood chip into an above ground store. However, this will be a noisy operation
and careful consideration needs to be taken as to whether this operation is acceptable at the site,
which would take place 3-4 times per year for perhaps 1 hour.

4

The construction of the fuel store and boiler house is of critical importance; whether to build above
ground or subterranean. Natural sloping of ground may enable semi-subterranean construction.
The other alternative is to use wood pellet fuel.
3.1.2 Wood pellets
Advantages
¾ High bulk density. The energy density of wood pellets is generally three times higher than
wood chip and hence requires significantly less storage than wood chip fuel.
¾ Delivery can be made pneumatically. Wood pellets are physically similar to animal feed
and can be readily blown into an above ground silo by tanker lorry. A pellet tanker lorry is
already operational in the South West using pellets produced in the region (Somerset).
It should also be noted that a wood pellet boiler and associated fuel store would generally have a
lower capital cost than an equivalent wood chip boiler.
Disadvantages
¾ Higher price. Wood pellet fuel is currently about 10% cheaper than heating oil for an
equivalent energy. However, as more local pellet supplies become available, and the
uncertainty over future oil and gas prices, it may well be that by 2006 wood pellet fuel is
significantly cheaper than oil.
¾ Not produced within Devon at present. The nearest pellet mill is currently at Shepton
Mallet in Somerset, which would be able to offer secure long term supplies of wood pellet
fuel. However, to bring full economic benefit to the Dartmoor area, more local pellet
production would be desirable. However, there are various initiatives to start pellet
production within Devon.
3.2 Design of the boiler house and fuel store
The typical dimensions for the fuel store and boiler house for a wood chip boiler system would be
7m by 4m (fuel store 4m x 4m and boiler house 4m x 3m). These dimensions would be adequate
for a 50kW wood chip boiler, buffer storage vessel and auxiliary equipment. A drawing of the boiler
house and fuel store in plan and elevation are shown in Appendix 1.
The fuel store, assuming a chip depth of about 2.5m would give an active volume of about 30m3.
Assuming a total heat and hot water use of about 60,000kWh and a seasonal boiler efficiency of
85%, this would equate to an annual fuel usage of about 18 tonnes or 90m3. The proposed fuel
store would therefore require filling about 3-4 times per year or about every 3 months.
A key consideration in deciding where to site the boiler house and fuel store for a wood chip or
wood pellet boiler is the vehicle access to enable fuel to be delivered quickly and efficiently. In
the case of wood chip fuel this ideally means the provision of a subterranean fuel store, which
allows simple tipping from an agricultural tipping trailer or small tipping lorry.

5

A subterranean wood chip store and boiler house is shown below.
An example of a boiler house and fuel
store (dimensions 3m by 6m) is shown
left. The wood chip store is 3m by 3m
designed for a depth of wood chip of
2.5m.
The construction has been designed for
wood chips to be delivered by standard
agricultural tipping trailer (below left).
The 70kW boiler system is shown below

Pellet silo
Pellet storage would typically be an above ground store using a pellet silo similar to that shown
below. The annual volume required for the Princetown development would typically be 14m3. A
pellet silo would therefore be designed to have sufficient pellet storage for either a single annual
delivery (say 16m3 – this would reduce the delivered cost of pellets but would have a larger space
requirement) or twice per year (say 10m3).

Typical pellet silo allowing
pneumatic delivery

6

3.3 Flue requirements
Modern biomass heating systems have combustion fans driving the primary and secondary air. In
addition, many systems have induced draft fans on the flue and hence do not rely on natural draft
for their operation. This means that the flue can be short, simply being governed by building
regulations. This will minimise the visual impact of the flue.
The picture below shows the flue from a 70kW biomass boiler (with underground boiler house and
fuel store) installed near Tiverton, Devon.

3.4 Wood fuel supply options

3.4 Wood Chip Fuel Supply
It is estimated that a total annual wood requirement would be about 18 tonnes per year. There will
be a large number of potential wood chip fuel suppliers within a 10-mile radius of Princetown.
Details of potential fuel suppliers need to be identified ideally 6-9 months before the anticipated
operation of the wood chip boiler to allow for drying of wood fuel.
Help in establishing wood fuel supply can come from South West Wood Fuels Ltd (SWWF) which
is a publicly funded wood fuel supply cooperative based at Dulverton (Exmoor). SWWF currently
have two project officers who are now supplying high quality wood chip fuel to a number of
biomass heating systems in the South West.
For further information contact:
Richard Tompsett, South West Wood Fuels Ltd, SCC Highway Depot, Station Road,
Dulverton TA22 9AD. Tel: 01398 324 558 email info@swwf.info

3.5. Energy Costs
The total heat and hot water requirements for the whole site are estimated to be 60,000kWh.
Assuming a seasonal efficiency of either a modern the wood boiler and oil boiler of 85%, this
means that a total energy input on site is 70,600kWh/year.
The price of heating oil has increased substantially over the past two years and is currently over
30p/litre. It is estimated that, if heated by oil, the Arts centre would require approximately 6700
litres per annum corresponding to a cost of approximately £2000 per annum at an oil price of
30p/litre.
In contrast, wood chip fuel is likely to be price stable. A typical price of £50/tonne at 25% moisture
would result in an annual wood fuel cost of approximately £900/year. Wood pellet fuel, based on a
cost of £130/tonne would result in an annual fuel cost of approximately £1800/year.
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3.6 Potential CO2 savings
The potential CO2 savings will depend on the type of fuel that is being displaced. From UK
government statistics, the amount of CO2 released per kWh of heating oil is approximately
0.26kg/kWh2. The net CO2 emissions from wood fuel is officially zero, assuming that wood is
obtained from sustainably managed woodlands where new tree growth absorbs the carbon
released from wood combustion.
In a typical domestic scenario, where wood chip or wood pellet fuel directly replaced oil-fired
heating with a current oil usage of say 2000 litres per year, the total annual CO2 savings would be
about 5.5 tonnes of CO2. The CO2 savings made by heating the proposed Arts centre using wood
in a high efficiency boiler system, rather than using oil, is estimated to be 18 tonnes per year.
4. Capital Costs and Economics
The capital cost of automatic wood heating systems is in general considerably higher than
corresponding fossil fuel heating systems, particularly at smaller size. The reason for this is the
complexity of the mechanisms for transporting wood chip and the boiler and control systems
required to combust wood at very high efficiencies over wide range of outputs.
Wood pellet-fired systems tend to be lower cost than wood chip-fired systems since wood pellets
flow much more freely than wood chip and hence the feed mechanisms required are simpler and
lighter duty. Also the low moisture content of pellets simplifies the combustion system. Indicative
costs for a wood chip boiler and wood pellet boiler capable of delivering 50kW peak output
complete with fuel extraction system and silo, control system, buffer management system including
storage tank, fully installed and commissioned would be of order:
•

Wood-chip system £26,000 and

•

Wood pellet system £22,000.

For the purposes of analysis, the cost of an equivalent oil-fired boiler (50kW unit installed with
bunded oil storage tank) is taken to be £6,000. Please note that these costs do not take into
account the down-stream heating system (e.g. under-floor heating and radiators and mechanical
and electrical work within the boiler house). These costs would be similar whether an oil or woodfired system was to be installed.
An important consideration is the cost of buildings required for the boiler house and fuel store. In
general, the area of building required will be considerably more than in the case of oil heating. In
addition, a wood chip boiler and fuel store may well be required to be constructed under ground so
that wood chip can be delivered by tipping trailer or lorry. This could have a major cost implication,
which will have a significant bearing on the economic viability of wood chip, wood pellet or oil
heating.

2

Reference http://www.natenergy.org.uk/convert.htm
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4.1 The cost of fuels
Figure 1 shows a comparison with wood chip and wood pellet fuel in comparison with oil and LPG,
the two fossil fuels options for the development. The graph assumes the following:
¾ Wood chip at £50/tonne
¾ Wood pellets at £130/tonne
¾ Heating oil at 30p/litre
¾ LPG at 30p/litre

Cost of Fuels

Figure 1. The cost of fuels
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It can be seen that wood chip fuel is the cheapest of all fuels and typically less than half the price
of heating oil on an equivalent energy basis. LPG will typically be three times the cost of wood
chip fuel. In comparison heating with electricity on normal rate would cost in the order 6-7p/kWh
about five times that of heating with wood chip.
4.2 Simple Payback of “Wood” vs “Oil”
The simple payback of installing a wood-fired heating system over the main alternative, oil-fired
heating, will be strongly dependent on the long-term cost of heating oil, which has been subject to
large fluctuations over the past few years. This instability is likely to continue although analysts are
predicting further large increases in oil prices.
The simple payback (meaning the cost differential of the wood solution vs the oil solution divided
by the annual fuel saving) will also be dependant on the cost of wood chip and wood pellet fuel
delivered into the fuel store.
For the purposes of the analysis, several prices for heating oil have been taken; 25p/litre and
30p/litre. A third price of 40p/litre has been used which represents a “future scenario” of what
could happen to the price of heating oil in the medium term3. These results, with simple payback
3

It should be noted that oil has recently reached 35p/litre in some regions in the UK in March 2005
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are given in tables 2a and 2b. Taking the indicative costs for a wood chip and wood pellet fired
system and assuming there will be available a 50% grant (under Clear Skies for example) the
differences in capital cost are shown in table 2
Table 2: A comparison of capital costs
Cost before grants

Cost after grants

Cost differential
against an oil system

Wood chip system

£26,000

£13,000

£7,000

Wood pellet system

£22,000

£ 11,000

£5,000

Table 2a: Simple Payback based on Wood Chip at £50/tonne
Oil Price

Oil @ 25p/litre

Oil @ 30p/litre

Oil @ 40p/litre

Annual Oil bill
Annual Wood Fuel bill
Annual Fuel Savings
Simple Payback

£1,675
£900
£775
9 years

£2,010
£900
£1,110
6.3 years

£2,680
£900
£1,780
3.9 years

Table 2b: Simple Payback based on Wood Pellets at £130/tonne
Oil Price

Oil @ 25p/litre

Oil @ 30p/litre

Oil @ 40p/litre

Annual Oil bill
Annual Wood Fuel bill
Annual Fuel Savings
Simple Payback

£1,675
£1,820
-£145
N/A

£2,010
£1,820
£190
26 years

£2,680
£1,820
£860
5.8 years

We can see from tables 2a and 2b that the economic case for installing an automatic wood chip
fired boiler is strong, providing high quality wood chip is available at around £50tonne and provided
the average price of heating oil remains above a level of about 25-30p/litre. However, this analysis
does not take into account any additional building costs that will be necessary to house the woodfired boiler system and fuel store.
The installation of a wood pellet boiler will not be cost effective based on pellet supply outside of
Devon at a delivered price of £130/tonne. However, should the price of heating oil increase
significantly or local pellet production initiated with lower delivered costs, then wood pellet fuel
would be a good solution from both and economic and environmental perspective. The building
works with a pellet boiler and silo can be above ground and use the existing site where the existing
bin store and general store are located.
It should be noted that the expected lifetime of a wood chip-fired boiler would be in excess of 20
years. Operation and maintenance costs for a wood chip boiler will be slightly higher than a
corresponding oil boiler, with indicative costs of £400/year.
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4.3 Grant Funding Opportunities
The government Clear Skies programme offers 50% grant funding for renewable energy projects
for community schemes. However, the Clear Skies programme is due to finish at the end of 2006
with the last round for bidding having a deadline of 4th of November. The dates of the last two
scheduled rounds for bidding are shown below.
Round

Deadline for Grant Applications

Date of Panel Meeting

9

Friday 1st July 2005

Tuesday 16th August 2005

10

Friday 4th November 2005

Tuesday 13th December 2005

A further programme called the Bioenergy Capital Grant Scheme (BCGS) offers around 25%
grants for renewable energy projects, although this will exclude building costs. These funds are
available through specific installers of automatic wood heating equipment. The scheme is due to
end in April 2006 although may be extended. BCGS funds cannot be matched with Clear Skies.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations
High efficiency automatic wood heating is a strong option to supply the heat and hot water demand
for the new Arts and Craft Centre at Princetown. The biomass system will allow the use of locally
derived renewable energy sources and will result in a CO2 neutral heating system. The annual
CO2 savings are estimated to be approximately 18 tonnes per year by using wood heating rather
than oil. It is recommended that a grant application be made under the Clear Skies programme
under round 10 which has a deadline of 4th November 2005.
The installation of a wood chip boiler system will help create local jobs and economic wealth to the
areas. It will also help to catalyse a new industry of biomass heating within Dartmoor National
Park by offering a high profile demonstration project within the region. Automatic wood heating
has the potential for large-scale local job creation and will keep wealth within the local economy.
The use of locally derived renewable energy fits well within the ethos of the new arts and crafts
centre development.
The main conclusions from the report are:
¾

The new Arts and Crafts centre is well suited to having the full heat and hot water
requirements being served by a high efficiency automatic wood heating system. This option
should seriously be considered at the planning stage.

¾

The annual cost savings of using locally derived wood chip fuel against heating oil would be
over £1000 per annum at current oil prices. This annual saving could be substantially
increased as oil prices rise over the coming year. It is likely that local wood chip prices will
remain stable.

¾

The annual cost savings of using locally wood pellet fuel against heating oil would be
approximately £200 per annum at current oil prices. This annual saving could be substantially
increased as oil prices rise over the coming year or local pellet production commences.

¾

The increased cost of a wood chip boiler system against a standard oil boiler for the Arts
centre is estimated to be about £20,000 plus additional building costs to accommodate the
wood-fired boiler and fuel store. The increased cost of a wood pellet boiler system against a
standard oil boiler for the Arts centre is estimated to be about £16,000 plus additional building
costs to accommodate the wood-fired boiler and fuel store. However, it is likely that grant
funding may be available under various renewable energy support schemes, which will help
reduce this cost differential.
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Appendix 1:
Drawing of a typical boiler house and fuel store layout for a wood chip boiler system
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Appendix 2
Wood Chip Fuel Specification
A1. Moisture Content of Wood Chip
It is recommended that wood chip be supplied with maximum moisture content of 25% i.e. well
seasoned wood. This will result in maximum efficiency, the ability to use a boiler system with
automatic ignition and an absence of steam from the flue. It will also mean that the fuel store will
require less frequent filling.
The graph below shows the calorific value of wood as a function of moisture content. It can be
seen that wood at 25% moisture has a calorific value of approximately 3800kWh/tonne, compared
to only 2,250kWh/tonne at 50% moisture content.
The use of “wet” wood chip also causes problems of decomposition. Wood chip below about 30%
moisture is stable an will not decompose. Above about 35% moisture the wood chip will start to
degrade which has two negative impacts.
1. The calorific value starts to decrease significantly, since the carbon content within the wood
is lost.
2. Decomposition of wood can result in fungal spores and dust, which can be detrimental to
health.
Therefore, although it is possible to obtain ‘wet fuel' boilers, such a system is not recommended at
small scale. Clean dry wood chip is recommended at all times.

Energy Value of Wood as a Function of Moisture Content
6

Calorific Value (MWh/tonne)
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The energy content of wood as a function of moisture content. The top line shows the raw calorific
value in the wood. The bottom line takes into account the energy required to boil-off water within the
boiler – therefore actual calorific value available.
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A2. Wood Chip size Specification
The boiler and its fuel handling system must be selected to use the correct wood-chip fuels in
terms of both particle size and moisture content. The following table outlines the Austrian wood
fuel specification. This is now starting to be used as a standard for the UK as the leading
companies supplying wood chip boiler systems all offer Austrian boiler systems, which are starting
to dominate the UK market.

Size Classification
Chip
Designation

Maximum % Particulate Size
<4%

<20%

60-100%

<20%

Maximum Extremes
Area cm²

Length cm

G30

<1mm

1 - 3mm

3 - 16mm

>16mm

3

8.5

G50

<1mm

1 - 6mm

6 - 32mm

>32mm

5

12

G100

<1mm

1 - 11mm

11 - 63mm

>63mm

10

25

Moisture Content Classification
Chip
Moisture Content in %(wet basis)
Designation

MC Definition

W20

<20

Air Dried

W30

20-30

Undercover Stored

W35

30-35

Limited Undercover Stored

W40

35-40

Wet

W55

40-55

Green
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Jumpers Road,
Christchurch Development
Feasibility of the Installation of an
Automatic Wood - fired District Heating Scheme

A feasibility study
By

Renewable Heat and Power Ltd

March 2005

1. Introduction
The report explores the heat and hot water supply options for the Jumpers Road, Christchurch
Development in Dorset, and in particular the feasibility of installing a district-heating scheme using
a automatic wood chip boiler system. The feasibility study has been funded by SWRDA under the
BioScope Project. Haydon Mechanical and Electrical Ltd have supplied information regarding gas
boilers and the heat distribution network. The indicative building costs associated with the heat
and hot water supply have been provided by Dorset District Council.
The Jumpers Road development comprises of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

80 bed care home for elderly people
40 place day centre for elderly people and people with learning disability
Office accommodation for approximately 75 staff
44 units of extra care housing
6 two bedroom houses
12 key worker flats

This report compares the economic and environmental impact of three heating options.
Option 1: The installation of a district heating system supplied by a high-efficiency automatic
wood-fired boiler system with a single gas boiler backup.
Option 2: The installation of a district heating system supplied by a series of centralised gas
boilers.
Option 3: The installation of individual gas boilers in each building.

2. Heat demand and Energy Usage
2.1 Heat Requirement
Heat loss calculations for each of the buildings within the Jumpers development show a total heat
loss of approximately 540kW. The heat losses, broken down by building, are shown in table 1. In
addition, the large hot water requirement at the site adds a further heating requirement, giving a
total peak heat requirement of approximately 800kW.
Table 1: Calculated Heat Losses by building

Quantity

Juniper Centre
Part 3 Accommodation
Cat 2.5 Home
2 Bedroom Houses
2 Bedroom flats
1 Bedroom flats

1
1
1
6
9
3

RC04-0296 Jumpers Road, March 2005

Heat Loss
Each
(kW)
84
197
183
5
4
3.5

Heat Loss
Total
(kW)
84
197
183
30
36
10.5

Total

540.5
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2.2 Annual Energy Usage
The estimated breakdown of the annual heat and hot water usage for each of the buildings are
shown in table 2. This shows a total estimated energy usage of approximately 1934MWh/year.
Table 2: Calculated Annual Energy Usage for the Jumpers Development

Juniper Centre
Part 3 Accommodation
Cat 2.5 Home
2 Bedroom Houses
2 Bedroom flats
1 Bedroom flats
Total

Heating

Hot Water Services

(kWh)
113,167
437,500
408,333
71,847
87,150
26,033

(kWh)
37,164
316,765
223,599
89,439
100,619
22,360

Total Annual
Energy Usage
(kWh)
150,331
754,265
631,932
161,286
187,769
48,393

1,144,030

789,946

1,933,976

3. Wood Fuel Usage and CO2 emissions
3.1 Wood Fuel usage
The calorific value of wood is approximately 3750kWh/tonne for wood at 25% moisture content and
2250kWh/tonne for wood at 50% moisture content. Taking a typical seasonal boiler efficiency of
85%, the total wood fuel requirement to supply the full heat and hot water requirements are 607
tonnes and 1011 tonnes for wood at 25%mc and 50%mc respectively. This is shown in table 3.
Table 3. Estimated wood fuel usage at two moisture contents

Wood Fuel
Wood at 25% moisture
Wood at 50% moisture

Annual Requirement
607
tonnes
1011
tonnes

The above analysis does not include any heat losses within the heat distribution mains. A typical
loss would be 25,000kWh per year per 100m of heat main. This would require approximately 7
tonnes of wood at 25%mc and approximately 11 tonnes of wood at 50% mc per year to maintain
these standing losses.

3.2 CO2 emissions
The standard government figure for CO2 produced by gas-fired heating is 0.19kg/kWh. Using this
figure and assuming a seasonal gas-fired boiler efficiency of 85%, if the new development were
heated using modern gas boilers the resulting CO2 emissions would be approximately 432tonnes
of CO2 per year.
Wood fuel is classified at CO2 neutral and hence employing a wood-fired heating system, rather
than a gas system, would result in an annual CO2 saving of 432 tonnes per year.
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4. The proposed wood chip boiler system
It is important that the boiler supplied should have the following features:
¾ Automatic ignition for convenience and for high efficiency since the machine will be able to
switch on and off rather than have to stay in “kindling” or “slumber” mode.
¾ Lambda Oxygen monitoring to ensure high efficiency across a broad range of wood fuel
moisture content (up to a maximum of 35% or 50% depending on type of boiler chosen).
¾ Fully modulating capacity control ensures the boiler output matches the load on the boiler
at all times (above 20% of full capacity typically). Systems without capacity control will
simply switch between “full output” and “slumber”.
Automatic wood heating systems with efficiencies of over 90% are now available. This is an
important parameter that should be considered when choosing the boiler system.
High efficiency 500kW automatic
wood chip boiler system

4.1 Maximum moisture content of wood chip
An important issue to consider is the quality of fuel that will be available at Jumpers Road,
Christchurch Development. Large-scale boiler systems (above say 200kW) can be designed for
“seasoned” wood chip i.e. with a moisture content of below 35% or for “wet” wood i.e. with a
moisture content of up to about 50-55%. The first option would employ an underfed hearth system
whilst the second option would employ a step-grate machine. Fuel quality issues are discussed in
more detail in Appendix 3.
The main advantage of installing a step-grate machine is that the boiler can accept a wide range of
wood chip fuel quality; from zero moisture up to 50-55% whilst an under-fed hearth machine
requires a stricter wood fuel production process which is able to consistently achieve material with
a moisture content of 30-35% moisture or below.
The disadvantage is that a step-grate machine will have a higher capital cost than a corresponding
under-fed hearth machine.

RC04-0296 Jumpers Road, March 2005
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4.2 Outline Design of wood chip boiler system
The total peak heat requirement for the Jumpers development is estimated to be 800kW. In line
with common practice in mainland Europe for distributed heat networks, it is recommended that an
automatic wood-fired boiler be installed in conjunction with a buffer storage system and energy
management system.
The basic philosophy behind this design is that the peak output will only be required for a few days
per year. This peak can be met by the storage system allowing the output of the biomass boiler to
be reduced. This allows a smaller system to be run “harder” and operate more efficiently.
The buffer storage (a large stratified accumulator tank) is designed to deliver peak output whilst the
boiler is sized at typically 60-65% of the peak load i.e. about 500kW in this case. The buffer
management system performs two important functions.
1. Meeting peek load
If the heat demand briefly exceeds full load output of the biomass boiler (e.g. extreme weather
conditions or a sudden very large hot water demand) energy from the buffer store is used to meet
peak demand.
2. Low demand mode
When a low demand is put onto the biomass boiler system, without a buffer store the boiler will
switch on and off periodically to keep boiler water to the desired temperature. With a buffer store
and management system, the buffer store is heated up with the minimum boiler load which enables
the system to operate at lower output for longer periods of time, decreasing the amount of
switching on and off.
Given that the peak heat and hot water demand is 800kW, a buffer storage tank of 12,000litre is
recommended. Therefore, the outline system proposed would consist of a single 500kW Stepgrate boiler capable of maximum moisture content 50% with a 12,000litre buffer storage tank and
buffer management system. A gas back up boiler would also be employed with output of 500kW.
4.3 The Boiler House & Fuel Store
The estimated amount of wood fuel to be used per year is approximately 600 tonnes (at 25%
moisture content). This quantity of wood chip will typically have a bulk density of 200kg/m3.
Therefore, the wood fuel used will have a total volume of approximately 3,000m3.1
It is suggested that a fuel store be provided with a minimum storage capacity for 2 weeks operation
in mid-winter. This would correspond to about 40 tonnes of wood or 200m3 of wood chip.
For example, a storage volume of 10m by 7m and depth of 3m with a walking floor system would
provide an active volume of about 200m3. Therefore, a storage volume of 200m3 or larger is
recommended. However, careful thought to the mode of operation for wood chip supply should be
made since smaller or larger storage volumes may be considered e.g. if a bulk storage of chip is
close by, a smaller storage volume may be acceptable, whereas if wood chip is being delivered
from a relatively long distance, a larger wood chip store may be more appropriate.

1

It should be noted that the total wood fuel volume using high moisture content wood fuel will actually not be significantly
higher, since although over 1000tonnes of wood fuel will be required at 50% mc, it will be of higher bulk density (due to
the higher water content) and will take up a similar volume to 600tonnes of wood chip at 25%mc.
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5. Options Appraisal for Heat and Hot Water Provision
Three options for the provision of heat and hot water are now analysed.
Scenario A – Centralised biomass boiler plant with gas-fired boiler back up
General Description
A single 500kW high efficiency automatic biomass (wood chip) boiler (Binder RRK/RRF 400-600 or
equivalent) would be installed with a single 500kW gas fired boiler (such as Hoval Cosmo or
equivalent) to provide LTHW (82/62°C) heat source by use of a pre-insulated district heating mains
distribution pipe work system. The installation of a stratified buffer storage tank of 12000 litres is
recommended. Haydon have proposed that a 3100 litre hot water storage calorifier (65°C) should
be installed to provide not only part of the water storage to buffer the biomass boiler but also to
provide domestic hot water services to the three principle buildings. Therefore the 12,000litre
storage tank could be reduced to 9000 litres. Combined heating and hot water storage load units
in each dwelling would provide domestic hot water for the Key Worker homes.
Central Boiler Room area needed = 100 m² plus 3m² per building for pipe entry cupboards. The
volume of the fuel storage would have a minimum capacity of 200 m³
Scenario B – Centralised gas-fired boiler plant
General Description
A gas fired central heating boiler plant located centrally to the north side of the site would provide
LTHW variable temperature (82/62°C) and variable flow heating to all buildings by use of a preinsulated district heating mains distribution pipework system. Each building/Key Worker home
would have the same type of heating system installed as proposed in Option 1 except that the heat
source would be derived from the central gas boiler plant. The Part 3 Elderly Persons Home would
have an injection set to lower the flow temperature to suit underfloor heating at 55/45°C.
Domestic hot water would also be produced centrally (65°C) and distributed to each building and
Key Worker home by a separate pre-insulated district heating mains distribution pipework system.
Central Boiler Plant
Heating – 3no. 300kW condensing boilers (such as Hoval Ultragas or equivalent) with
(duty/standby) variable speed circulation pumps.
Domestic Hot Water – 2no. Andrews R2228 Super-Flo (352.8 kW each) water heaters with 2no.
ST166 (755litre each) storage vessels or equivalent.
Central Boiler Room area needed = 55 m² plus 3m² per building for pipe entry cupboards.

Scenario C – Decentralised gas-fired boiler plant
General Description
Each principle building would have its own dedicated gas fired LTHW heating and domestic hot
water plant. The Key Worker homes would have individual gas fired boilers. The houses would
have conventional indirectly heated hot water cylinders whereas the flats would have combination
boilers.
Juniper Centre and Social Services Offices
Heating would be LTHW radiator system (82/71°C) using variable temperature and variable flow
distribution system. Two number 80kW condensing boilers (such as Hoval Ultragas or equivalent)
with (duty/standby) variable speed circulation pumps.

RC04-0296 Jumpers Road, March 2005
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Domestic hot water would be provided by gas direct fired water heaters (2no. Ygnis Sanigaz 37020 or equivalent).
Part 3 Elderly Persons Home
Heating would generally be LTHW underfloor system (55/45°C) and a few radiators (LST in
occupier areas) using variable temperature and variable flow distribution system. Two number
200kW condensing boilers (such as Hoval Ultragas or equivalent) with (duty/standby) variable
speed circulation pumps. Domestic hot water would be provided by gas direct fired water heaters
(2no. Ygnis Sanigaz 340-60 or equivalent).
Cat 2.5 Elderly Persons Accommodation
Heating would generally be LST radiators (82/71°C) using variable temperature and variable flow
distribution system. Two number 150kW condensing boilers (such as Hoval Ultragas or
equivalent) sized at 60% of total connected load with (duty/standby) variable speed circulation
pumps. Domestic hot water would be provided by gas direct fired water heaters (2no. Ygnis
Sanigaz 340-60 or equivalent).
Key Worker Houses – 6no.
Heating to each house would be a conventional domestic radiator system with room sealed high
efficiency gas fired boiler (Ideal Icos HE15 or equivalent) located in the kitchen. A standard vented
indirect hot water cylinder would be installed into the first floor airing cupboard and fed from a
roofspace mounted cold water storage tank.
Key Worker Flats – 9no.
Heating to each flat would be a conventional domestic radiator system with room sealed high
efficiency gas fired combination boiler (Ideal Isar HE24 or equivalent) located in the kitchen.
Unvented hot water would be provided to each outlet directly from the combination boiler without
the need for a storage cylinder or roof tank.
Boiler Room areas needed: Juniper Centre and Social Services Offices = 20 m²
Part 3 Elderly persons Home = 25 m²
Cat 2.5 Elderly persons accommodation = 25 m²
The costs for the Part 3 are based on standard LST radiators used on previous projects by
Haydons. If underfloor heating or higher specification radiators were provided the uplift cost would
be of order £50k.
5.1 Estimated Capital costs for the three scenarios
The total capital costs for the provision of heat and hot water can be broken down into six
categories;
1. Boiler Plant
2. Heat main costs
3. Mechanical and electrical works including internal heat distribution infrastructure
4. Gas distribution costs
5. Prelims and other costs
6. Building costs associated with boiler plant (and fuel storage)
The capital cost for the heating systems, broken down by parts (as above) for the three scenarios
are given in table 4.
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Table 4. Capital costs for the three scenarios
CAPITAL COSTS

Scenario A Wood District Heating
Scenario B Gas District Heating
Scenario C Individual gas boilers

Boiler System

Heat Main

M&E

Gas Distribution

Prelims and
O/H

Building costs

Total Capital
Cost before
grants

£130,000
£110,000
£114,000

£140,000
£140,000
£0

£473,819
£473,819
£484,819

£20,000
£30,000
£50,000

£258,015
£228,820
£188,402

£276,566
£168,841
£110,866

£1,298,400
£1,151,480
£948,087

A more detailed cost breakdown by site is given in Appendix 1. The capital costs for the boiler
plant in the three scenarios as given in table 4 is as follows
Scenario A
• £40k for Gas Boiler and Water Heater, Estimated cost of 500kW step-grate wood-fired
boiler system and buffer storage system £90,000, which includes a 25% grant under the
Bioenergy capital grant programme.
• Heating Main £140k.
• Heating system to all buildings is £474k including £60k for Trend controls and metering.
Scenario B
• £110k for Boilers and Water Heaters.
• Heating Main £140k.
• Heating system to all buildings is £474k, including £60k for Trend controls and metering.
Scenario C –
• £105k for individual Boilers.
• Heating Main £0.
• Heating system to all buildings is £484k, including £80k for Trend controls and metering.
5.2 Discussion on Capital Costs
It can be seen from table 4 that the main cost differences between the wood-fired district heating
system and the gas-fired district heating system is the boiler plant (an estimated additional
£20,000, after taking into account the Bioenergy Capital Grant of £30,000) and building costs (an
additional £108,000). Other costs are estimated to be an additional £20,000, which brings the total
capital cost of installing a wood-fired heating system over a gas fired centralised boiler to be
approximately £150,000.
The boiler plant and fuel store for the wood-fired heating system have been designed with a total
floor area of 150m2. The costs are based on £1400/m2 since the building is assumed to be
underground. The centralised gas boiler plant room is designed with a floor area of 50m2 with a
lower capital cost of £1050/m2.
It should therefore be noted that a major cost increase for the wood-fired boiler system over
conventional gas fired heating system is that it is proposed that a large (area, 70m2, volume
200m3) subterranean wood chip store be built with an estimated cost of approximately £100,000.
Although the individual gas boiler system costs and M&E work is approximately the same cost as
the single centralised gas boiler system, the savings in heat main costs and lower building costs for
the individual boilers result in an overall cost saving of about £200,000 over the centralised gas
system.
Therefore, in summary, the cost of installing a wood-fired heating system and associated
infrastructure (e.g. fuel store and heat distribution main) is estimated to cost approximately
£350,000 greater than the cheapest option, which is to install individual gas-fired boilers.
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6. Economic Analysis of the three Scenarios
6.1 Fuel costs
The cost of mains gas has increased substantially over the past two years. Typical prices paid for
gas supply by large users such as Local Authorities have risen from around 1p/kWh two years ago
to around 2p/kWh for new contracts. Future price increases whilst unknown are likely to increase
substantially in real terms as the UK becomes evermore dependent on imported fossil fuels.
Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, a gas price of 3.0p/kWh is assumed, which takes into
account probable price increases over the next few years.
In contrast, the price of wood chip fuel has been fairly stable over the past two years. The main
outlet traditionally for wood chip from, for example, woodland management practices, has been the
chipboard-manufacturing sector, with typical prices of £20-25/tonne delivered for green wood.
However, the chipboard-manufacturing sector has been in decline recently and now uses almost
exclusively recycled wood. Therefore, the market for low-grade wood residues from woodland and
land management is very depressed with large areas of woodland across the South West
unmanaged.
The wood fuel supplies within Dorset are large. In particular, the Heathland reclaimation
programme on the west of Poole Harbour on Forestry Commission leased land will produce tens of
thousands of tonnes of wood chip over the next decade which has little or no market. This wood
residue currently has a low value or even negative cost associated with disposing on the wood
residues. It is also important to recognise that the amount of wood fuel is so large that resource
limitation is unlikely to have any impact on either availability or price over the next decade.
Although there is the potential of “free” wood fuel, there will always be costs associated with
processing and delivery of wood chip fuel. Therefore, for this analysis a wood chip price of
£25/tonne at 50% moisture content (i.e. “green”) has been assumed, which is equivalent to
approximately £42/tonne at 25% moisture content This is equivalent to an energy price of
1.1p/kWh i.e. 55% of the assumed price of natural gas.
6.2 Discount Rate and Time period
It is proposed that a grant application under the Community Energy Scheme be made. For this
application, it is required that a standard discount rate of 3% over a period of 25 years be used
within the analysis. Therefore, these figures have been used here. The values used within the
analysis are given in table 5.

Table 5. Values used for the economic analysis
Values used in the Analysis
Price of Wood
Moisture Content of Wood
Energy Value of Wood
Cost of Energy from Wood
Cost of Energy from Gas
No of Year for Analysis
Discount rate used
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6.3 Cost of Ownership – Main Analysis
It has been assumed that the total heat and hot water requirements for the whole site are
1,934MWh. If we assume that the seasonal efficiency of both the wood boiler and gas boilers are
85%, this means that a total energy use for heat and hot water on site 2,275MWh/year.
If we take a gas price of 3.0p/kWh, the annual running costs are £68,260 compared with annual
running costs for wood fuel of £25,280 i.e. a saving of £42,980 per year.
The Cost of Ownership Analysis has been carried out over a total period of 25 years using a
discount rate of 3.5%, in line with the Community Energy Programme guidelines.
Table 6 shows the Cost of Ownership for the three scenarios over 25 years. It can be seen that
without any grant funding support, the total cost of ownership over the 25-year period for the woodfired district heating system is £1,715,000 compared with £2,276,000 for gas centralised district
heating, and £2,073,000 for Scenario 3, using the individual gas boilers
However, Table 7 shows an analysis assuming a 25% capital grant to be available under the
Community Energy Programme. This grant would equate to a total sum of approximately
£325,000. This would reduce the estimated capital cost of the heat and hot water supply by the
wood-fired boiler to £974,000, approximately £25,000 higher than the capital cost using individual
gas boiler.
It should also be noted that, assuming a 25% grant funding was also available to the gas-fired
centralised district heating system, this scenario results in the lowest overall capital cost
requirement.
Provided a 25% grant is available to Scenarios 1 and 2 (i.e. the district heating options), the Cost
of Ownership for the Wood-fired boiler system is the lowest of the three scenarios, being
£1,390,000 compared with £1,988,000 and £2,073,000 for the gas fired district heating system and
individual gas boilers i.e. a saving of approximately £598,000 and £683,000 over the 25-year
period respectively.
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Table 6: Economic Analysis for the wood-fired heating district heating system without grant funding
Economic Analysis of the heating options of the Jumpers Road, Christchurch Development
CAPITAL COSTS

Scenario A Wood District Heating
Scenario B Gas District Heating
Scenario C Individual gas boilers
VARIABLES
Price of Gas
Price of Wood
Moisture Content of Wood
Energy Value of Wood
No of Year for Analysis
Discount rate used
Grant available
CALCULATED VALUES
Unit cost of wood heating
Amount of wood required
Annual cost of gas
Annual cost of wood
Discount factor
Annual Saving
COST OF OWNERSHIP
Scenario A Wood District Heating
Scenario B Gas District Heating
Scenario C Individual gas boilers

Boiler System

Heat Main

M&E

Gas Distribution

Prelims and
O/H

Building costs

Total Capital
Cost before
grants

Total Capital
Cost after
grants

£130,000
£110,000
£114,000

£140,000
£140,000
£0

£473,819
£473,819
£484,819

£20,000
£30,000
£50,000

£258,015
£228,820
£188,402

£276,566
£168,841
£110,866

£1,298,400
£1,151,480
£948,087

£1,298,400
£1,151,480
£948,087

3.0
25
50
2250
25
3.5
0

1.1
1011
£68,259
£25,281
16.48
£42,978

p/kWh
£/tonne
%
kWh/tonne
years
%
%

p/kWh
Tonnes

£1,715,070 over 25 years
£2,276,489 over 25 years
£2,073,096 over 25 years

ASSUMPTIONS
Annual energy demand
Seaonal Efficiency of gas boiler
Seaonal Efficiency of wood boiler

1934
85
85

Assumed Community Energy Grant is applied to
both wood and gas district heating

MWh
%
%

Table 7: Economic Analysis for the wood-fired heating district heating system with grant funding (at a level of 25%)

Economic Analysis of the heating options of the Jumpers Road, Christchurch Development
CAPITAL COSTS

Scenario A Wood District Heating
Scenario B Gas District Heating
Scenario C Individual gas boilers
VARIABLES
Price of Gas
Price of Wood
Moisture Content of Wood
Energy Value of Wood
No of Year for Analysis
Discount rate used
Grant available
CALCULATED VALUES
Unit cost of wood heating
Amount of wood required
Annual cost of gas
Annual cost of wood
Discount factor
Annual Saving
COST OF OWNERSHIP
Scenario A Wood District Heating
Scenario B Gas District Heating
Scenario C Individual gas boilers
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Boiler System

Heat Main

M&E

Gas Distribution

Prelims and
O/H

Building costs

Total Capital
Cost before
grants

Total Capital
Cost after
grants

£130,000
£110,000
£114,000

£140,000
£140,000
£0

£473,819
£473,819
£484,819

£20,000
£30,000
£50,000

£258,015
£228,820
£188,402

£276,566
£168,841
£110,866

£1,298,400
£1,151,480
£948,087

£973,800
£863,610
£948,087

3.0
25
50
2250
25
3.5
25

1.1
1011
£68,259
£25,281
16.48
£42,978

ASSUMPTIONS
Annual energy demand
Seaonal Efficiency of gas boiler
Seaonal Efficiency of wood boiler

p/kWh
£/tonne
%
kWh/tonne
years
%
%

1934
85
85

Assumed Community Energy Grant is applied to
both wood and gas district heating

p/kWh
Tonnes

£1,390,470 over 25 years
£1,988,619 over 25 years
£2,073,096 over 25 years

12

MWh
%
%

7. Conclusions
It is concluded that, provided grant funding at a level of 25% were available, covering the total
capital costs for the provision of heat and hot water for the district heating options, an automatic
wood chip-fired district heating system is the most cost-effective heating option for Jumpers Road,
Christchurch Development.
The analysis shows that employing a high efficiency automatic wood-fired boiler system would
result in an overall saving of £683,000 over a 25-year period, assuming gas prices increase to
3p/kWh in the medium term. Without grant funding, the cost of ownership is £358,000 lower than
that for individual gas boilers over the 25 yers.
In addition to the cost savings, the installation of an automatic wood heating system would provide
the following benefits:
•

The wood-fired heating system would have a strong marketing value and fit in well with the
ethos of Jumpers Road, Christchurch Development

•

Help create a market for locally derived wood residues, thus creating local jobs and helping
woodland management, farm diversification and the local economy

•

Demonstrate the mature renewable energy technology of biomass heating and help
establish biomass heating across Dorset.

•

Result in a reduction in CO2 emission of about 432 tonnes per year, which equates to a
total of 10,800 tonnes of CO2 over a 25 year period

8. Recommendations
¾ A grant application under the Community Energy Programme be made to support the
installation of a high efficiency automatic wood-fired boiler district heating system.
¾ It is recommended that a single 500kW automatic biomass step grate boiler be employed with
a 12,000litre buffer storage tank and buffer management system. The boiler should be of step
grate type, designed for high moisture content fuel, although it should be stressed that lower
moisture content fuel gives better performance. A back-up gas boiler rated at 500kW would
also be employed.
¾ It is recommended that a fuel store be constructed adjacent to the boiler house with minimum
volume of 200m3. This would give a minimum storage for approximately two weeks operation
in mid-winter.

Appendix 1
Breakdown of Capital Costs for the Three Scenarios
Decentralised
Sub Contract
Cost

District/Gas

BWIC

Sub Total

Contract
Prelims & O/H

Sub Contract
Cost

Totals

District/Wood
BWIC

Sub Total

Contract
Prelims & O/H

Sub Contract
Cost

Totals

BWIC

Sub Total

Contract
Prelims & O/H

Totals

Care and Part 3
Boiler Plant

70,000

47,250

117,250

29,078

146,328

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Controls

60,000

3,000

63,000

15,624

78,624

10,000

500

10,500

2,604

13,104

10,000

500

10,500

2,604

13,104

Disribution Int'l

225,219

18,018

243,237

60,323

303,559

225,219

18,018

243,237

60,323

303,559

225,219

18,018

243,237

60,323

303,559

Sub Total

355,219

68,268

423,487

105,025

528,511

235,219

18,518

253,737

62,927

316,663

235,219

18,518

253,737

62,927

316,663

Boiler Plant

44,000

9,450

53,450

13,256

66,706

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Controls

20,000

1,000

21,000

5,208

26,208

15,000

28,700

43,700

10,838

54,538

15,000

750

15,750

3,906

19,656

Disribution Int'l

179,600

14,368

193,968

48,104

242,072

188,600

15,088

203,688

50,515

254,203

188,600

15,088

203,688

50,515

254,203

Sub Total

243,600

24,818

268,418

66,568

334,986

203,600

43,788

247,388

61,352

308,740

203,600

15,838

219,438

54,421

273,859

Main Panel

0

0

0

0

0

35,000

1,750

36,750

9,114

45,864

35,000

1,750

36,750

9,114

45,864

Heating Main

0

0

0

0

0

140,000

17,075

157,075

38,955

196,030

140,000

15,845

155,845

38,650

194,495

Boiler Plant

0

0

0

0

0

110,000

76,500

186,500

46,252

232,752

130,000

213,450

343,450

85,176

428,626

Sub Total

0

0

0

0

0

285,000

95,325

380,325

94,321

474,646

305,000

231,045

536,045

132,939

668,984

50,000

17,780

67,780

16,809

84,589

30,000

11,210

41,210

10,220

51,430

20,000

11,165

31,165

7,729

38,894

648,819

110,866

759,685

188,402

948,086

753,819

168,841

922,660

228,820

1,151,479

763,819

276,566

1,040,385

258,015

1,298,400

Residential

Central System

Gas distribution

Total of sub totals
incl gas

Appendix 2
Wood Chip Fuel Specification
The boiler and its fuel handling system must be selected to use the correct wood-chip fuels in
terms of both particle size and moisture content.
The following table outlines the Austrian wood fuel specification.

Size Classification
Chip
Designation

Maximum % Particulate Size
<4%

<20%

60-100%

<20%

Maximum Extremes
Area cm²

Length cm

G30

<1mm

1 - 3mm

3 - 16mm

>16mm

3

8.5

G50

<1mm

1 - 6mm

6 - 32mm

>32mm

5

12

G100

<1mm

1 - 11mm

11 - 63mm

>63mm

10

25

Moisture Content Classification
Chip
Moisture Content in %(wet basis)
Designation

MC Definition

W20

<20

Air Dried

W30

20-30

Undercover Stored

W35

30-35

Limited Undercover Stored

W40

35-40

Wet

W55

40-55

Green

Appendix 3
Fuel Combustion Systems and Fuel Supply
Underfed Hearth
The hearth consists of a high temperature cast iron segment assembly. It is designed to hold the
fuel and introduce primary air for the initial phase of combustion.

The air passages between the segments allow the primary air to infiltrate the fuel to aid the primary
combustion process. The design of the air passages ensures that they can provide efficient air
ingress into the fuel but they are pivotal to an efficient combustion cycle. The final section of the
stoker auger flight is re-enforced to enable it to withstand the high temperatures developed within
the hearth bottom. This system is typically designed for wood chip up to W35 (i.e. maximum
moisture content of 35%).

Fig. 1. Underfed Hearth

The underfed hearth is suitable for either wood pellet or chip fuel, sawdust and wood shavings up
to a maximum moisture content of between 35% wet basis.
Step Grate Hearth

Fig. 2 Hydraulically driven step grate
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The hydraulically driven step grate hearth is designed primarily for systems where the moisture
content of the fuel is likely to be in the region of 45-50% wet basis. However material with low
moisture contents such as pellets may also be used in this type of hearth construction.
The fuel is fed into the grate at the upper end and the grate itself is a combination of fixed/moving
sections. The moving sections move forwards and backwards horizontally operated by hydraulic
cylinders. The fuel is subsequently transported along and down the combustion chamber and is
dried by the hot gasses flowing over it.
The point of combustion within the chamber varies according to the moisture content of the fuel.
The fuel is then passed down the grate and finally after being fully burnt out is pushed into the ash
pit seen here at the front of the picture. The ash is then either taken out automatically by an ash
screw or manually by removing the ash bins.
The Advantages of low moisture content wood fuel

Although a step grate machine is recommended at Jumpers Road, Christchurch Development,
allowing a wide range of moisture content fuel to be used, reducing the moisture content of fuel
has a number of advantages. The graph below shows the calorific value of wood as a function of
moisture content. It can be seen that wood at 25% moisture has an energy content of
approximately 3750kWh/tonne, compared to only 2,250kWh/tonne at 50% moisture content.
The use of “wet” wood chip also causes problems of decomposition. Wood chip below about 30%
moisture is stable an will not decompose. Above about 35% moisture the wood chip will start to
degrade which reduces the calorific value starts to decrease significantly, since the carbon content
within the wood is lost.

Energy Value of Wood as a Function of Moisture Content
6

Calorific Value (MWh/tonne
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Figure 3. The energy content of wood as a function of moisture content. The top line shows the raw
calorific value in the wood. The bottom line takes into account the energy required to boil-off water
within the boiler – therefore actual calorific value available.
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Summary

This report has been produced in order to present a design study for the installation of a wood boiler for
Severn Beach Primary School.
The site and energy loads


The site to be heated comprises a primary school, mostly single storey, of total floor area 1,078m2.



The design heat load is estimated at 130 kW with annual heat demand estimated at 100 MWh/yr.

The wood boiler


The proposal under consideration is provision of an 80 kW or thereabouts woodchip boiler to meet
the heating requirement of the site, with backup capacity being provided by a 100 kW standby oil
boiler.



The wood boiler and standby oil boiler will be accommodated within the existing boiler room.



It is proposed to site a woodchip hopper some 3m by 3m by 2.5m tall outside the existing boiler
room.

Fuel supply


The most likely sources of woodfuel are forestry chip and primary processing co-products
(slabwood chip) sourced via a locally based wood business, delivered by large tipping agricultural
trailer.



Bristol City Council and South West Woodfuels, amongst others, are establishing woodfuel supply
chains in the region.

Summary logistics


Based upon a winter utilisation of 8 full load hours per day the specified boiler will use a full 15m3
(effective working volume) store of fuel (at 30% moisture content) in just over 14 working days.
Approximately 1 fuel delivery (a single load of some 15m3) every two to three weeks is therefore
anticipated during cold weather, with fewer required in milder weather.

Cost


The budget cost for the proposed wood boiler installation is £66,255. Set against this, grant aid of
up to a maximum of 50% of eligible costs should be achievable, to give a net installed cost of c.
£36,000 to £50,000 (depending upon the grant secured) as compared to a cost of perhaps £35,000
for a refit with gas boilers and new gas supply from just off site.



The proposed installation would deliver net operating cost saving of around £1,800 / yr as against
the current cost of heating with oil or of about £800 / yr as against the future cost of heating with
gas, at current prices.

Conclusions


The conclusion of the report is that the scheme is technically viable and will be economically viable
provided grant funding can be secured for approaching 50% of the eligible costs.



A local, reliable source of high quality woodfuel will need to be firmly identified in order for the
project to proceed.



The detail of the fuel reception will need to be reviewed with reference to locally identified means of
woodfuel delivery.
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Background
Introduction

Curzon C of E Combined School is a primary school in the village of Pen Street, Nr Amersham,
Buckinghamshire.
Space heating and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) to the school is currently provided from central oil boiler plant
situated in the boiler room to the rear of the school, Figure 1.

Chimney

Boilerhouse

Figure 1 – Front view of the School
Econergy have been commissioned, within the Bioscope Study, to undertake a scoping study to include;


specification of wood boiler installation to replace existing oil boiler plant, including associated plant and
ancillaries;



outline design for the mechanical components of the woodfuel reception, storage and handling facility;
and



consideration of the capital cost to install the wood boiler and of the lifecycle economic performance of
the proposed installation.

This report comprises the recommendations of Econergy’s design study along with an initial budget cost for
the proposed wood boiler installation.
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Why woodfuelled heating ?

Wood is an important renewable energy source. Indeed woodfuelled heating is the most widespread form of
renewable energy in Europe. Commonplace in countries ranging from Sweden to France to Austria, it is
used to heat individual homes, schools, hospitals, factories and even whole communities.
Cost effective renewable energy
Woodfuel is generally competitive with oil, LPG or electricity and can be competitive with mains gas. For
non-domestic users, woodfuel is also exempt from the Climate Change Levy. Overall, wood heating offers
perhaps the most cost-effective route to developing renewable energy and can be cheaper than many
energy conservation measures for reducing fossil carbon emissions. At the same time, woodfuel also offers
an opportunity to protect the client from rises ahead of inflation in the price of fossil fuels.
Combating global warming and pollution
Woodfuel is a renewable source of energy. When wood is burned, it only puts back into the atmosphere the
carbon dioxide (CO2)1 it absorbed when it was growing. Woodfuel is therefore Carbon Neutral, unlike coal,
oil and gas, which release fossil carbon when they are burnt, causing Global Warming. Allowing for
emissions of CO2 in planting, harvesting, processing and transporting the fuel, replacing heating oil with
woodfuel will typically reduce emissions by over 90%, equivalent to approximately 360 grams of CO2
reduction for every kilowatt hour of energy.
Modern wood boiler plant burns cleanly and efficiently. Emissions of pollutants are comparable to those from
a gas boiler and, because wood contains very little sulphur (unlike coal or oil), emissions from woodfuelled
heating systems are especially low in the acid gases that cause acid rain.
CO2 emissions per unit of energy supplied

Sources:

450

400

350
Woodfuelled heat

Grams of CO2 per kWh

300
Wind power
250

Solar PV m-si

200

Solar PV p-Si
Natural gas heating

150
Light fuel oil heating
100

50

GaBE Project:
Comprehensive
Assessment of Energy
Systems. Dr Thomas
Heck, Paul Scherrer
Institute, Switzerland,
March 2002.
http://gabe.web.psi.ch/l
ca.html
Greenhouse Gas
Balance of Bioenergy
Systems - A
Comparison of
Bioenergy with Fossil
Energy Systems. G
Jungmeier, Joanneum
Research, University of
Graz, Austria, 1999.
Gerfried.jungmeier@joa
nneum.ac.at

0

Local resources - benefiting the local environment and economy
Woodfuel production provides an outlet for low-grade timber from forestry operations such as thinning, from
arboricultural work and for recycled woody wastes such as pallets and sawmill slabwood.
Production of woodfuel retains moneys spent on energy within the local economy and creates important
employment opportunities in fuel processing and transport.

1

CO2 is the main greenhouse gas.
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The heating requirement

Currently the buildings are heated by two oil fired boilers (Figure 2), approximately 15 years old and each of
110 kW, giving a total installed boiler capacity of 220 kW.

Figure 2 – Existing oil boilers (left) and existing heating controls/ (right)
The school has a floor area of approximately 1,100 m2. Based upon floor area / construction / approximate
glazed area the design space heating load is estimated to be 130 kW.
Historic heating oil consumption is reported at some 16,000 litres/yr. Annual heat demand is estimated at
100 MWh/yr based on an assumed 65% seasonal efficiency for the existing oil boilers. Utilisation of the
current oil boiler capacity is therefore low, at 450 full load equivalent hours per year. It seems likely that
each of the existing oil boilers is sized close to the full design heat load of the school (i.e. duty and standby).
The school has recently had a new roof, which we expect to have improved energy efficiency, and it is
planned to replace the building glazing and cladding in the future to further improve energy efficiency.
We therefore recommend installation of boiler capacity as follows:


One 80kW fully automatic woodfuelled boiler.



One 100kW new standby oil fired boiler.

The wood boiler is sized at about 60% of the full design load of and is expected to provide circa 95% of the
heating load through the year. We have recommended a 100 kW standby oil boiler to bring the new installed
capacity up towards the currently installed capacity allowing for recent and planned insulation improvements.
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The woodfuelled heating installation

Modern woodfuelled boiler technology is fully automatic with sophisticated controls to deliver clean, efficient
and reliable operation. Alongside the boiler plant it is possible to specify a range of fuel handling options
including hoppers, spring or articulated arm out-feeders, standard and drive-on scraper floors, bunkers and
packaged hook-lift bin systems, tailored to suit the needs of the particular site.

2.1

The wood boiler

The boiler model proposed to meet the requirements of the building (see Section 1.3) is the KWB USV D
80kW woodfuelled boiler.
The USV range of woodchip and pellet fuelled boilers from KWB represents the state of the art in automatic
woodfuelled heating systems. The modular KWB system allows a wide range of proven automatic fuel
reception, extraction and handling systems to be teamed with the fully integrated stoker-boiler package.
Features such as automatic ignition, automatic ash extraction, microprocessor combustion control and
automatic boiler tube cleaning are included as standard (see Annex I / product information for further details)
such that, other than emptying of the sealed ash bin about once per month the boiler is maintenance free
between annual servicing.

Figure 3 - KWB USV boiler fitted with spring out-feeder automatic fuel extraction and transfer system.
The spring out-feeder is suitable for both woodchip and pellets and is available up to 5.5m diameter.
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Boiler location

The new wood boiler and the new standby oil boiler are to be located within the existing boiler room
2.1.2

Services

The main heating services within the boiler room are in generally good condition. The pressurisation set and
expansion vessel are in reasonably good order and the DHW calorifier appears to be in good condition. The
main circulating pumps and the pipework within the boiler room appear to be in good condition. The heating
controls are in need of modernisation.
It is provisionally proposed to:
o

Retain the existing DHW calorifier in place

o

Remove the existing oil boilers

o

Retain / relocate the existing pressure set and re-use as much of the existing pipework as is
possible

o

Fit a new main circulating pump and suitable control valve to provide a missed weather
compensating supply to the main heating circuit

o

Install new pipework, pumps and valves to the new woodchip boiler in parallel with a new standby oil
boiler

o

Fit suitable thermal insulation to all boiler room pipework

o

Replace the existing controls with new, modern weather compensating heating controls, which are
integral to the recommended KWB wood boiler controls package

An outline schematic of the proposed installation is provided as Annex II.
The wood boiler will require a three phase and neutral power supply. There is a 415V 3-phasr supply to the
boiler room which it is provisionally assumed will be suitable.
2.1.3

Chimney

The existing oil boilers are serviced by an existing twin flue brick chimney to an approximate height of 8m.
It is proposed to use one flue way of the existing chimney, suitable lined if required, for the new woodchip
boiler, with the new oil boiler flue’s to the other flue way.
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Fuel reception, storage and handling

Any wood boiler requires what is often referred to generically as a ‘fuel handling’ system. In fact, it is
essential to provide for three discreet functions in specifying such a system: fuel reception; fuel storage; and
metering and delivery of fuel into the combustor Key parameters in developing a technical solution for
Severn Beach School are:


Fuel delivery is expected to be by large tipping agricultural trailer with a volume of up to 15m3.



The fuel delivery vehicle (tractor / trailer) will need to manoeuvre in the existing drive / car park area
and reverse up to the woodfuel reception.



Fuel storage on site should be sufficient to run the wood boiler for at least two full weeks in cold
weather.



Fuel out-feed and transfer should be kept as straightforward as possible.



It is not likely to be practical or cost effective to excavate a fuel bunker on site.

We therefore recommend a woodfuel reception, storage and handling facility based on a Kapa spring arm
out-feeder system (Figures 3, 4) anchored within a new steel fuel hopper of 3m by 3m by 2.5m tall,
positioned outside the boiler room with the fuel transfer auger passing through the boiler house wall to the
wood boiler (Section 2.3).

Figure 4 – Spring-arm fuel agitator and auger fuel feed to boiler; typical installation plan
Based upon a peak winter utilisation of 8 full load hours per day the specified boiler will use a full (to the
brim) store of 20 m3 (at 30% moisture content) in just over 19 working days (i.e. heated days).
Fuel will need to be loaded to the store by high-tip trailer, bucket loader or chip blowing system (Section 3.1).
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Plant layout

The proposal is to site the new wood boiler and new oil boiler within the existing boiler room with a woodfuel
hopper located outside the boiler room, adjacent to the chimney stack. The auger fuel feed from the external
fuel hopper to the wood boiler will pass through the back wall of the boiler house directly to the boiler stoking
system. Figure 5 illustaretes the proposed layout.

Figure 5 – Proposed installation layout
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Fuel supply
Fuel demand & delivery

The proposed installation will demand some 25 to 30 tonnes of seasoned woodfuel (at 30% moisture
content) each year, amounting to perhaps 100 m3 of delivered woodchip.
Based upon a peak winter utilisation of 8 full load hours per day the specified boiler will use a full 20 m3 of
fuel (at 30% moisture content) in just over 19 working days. Approximately 1 fuel delivery (a single load of
some 15 m3) every two to three weeks is therefore anticipated during cold weather, with fewer required in
milder weather.
The above-ground steel hopper with opening lid that has been provisionally specified will need to be filled by;


trailer tipping adjacent to fuel store and filling by front-end bucket loader;



trailer tipping into suitable chip blowing system; or



high tip trailer.

Figure 6 - Woodchip reception trough and blower system (left) and filling with bucket loader (right)
Should high-tip delivery not be feasible consideration should be given to the installation of a woodchip
blower and reception trough at the site, at an approximate net additional cost of £5,000. This would allow
standard tipped deliveries to be accepted.

3.2

Fuel specification

Chipped woodfuel must be supplied to the boiler according to a “G30, W33” specification, that is:


maximum particle area 3cm2, maximum length 7cm



chipped, approximately 5-20mm



no more than 20% oversized material



uniform moisture content of under 33%, ideally averaging 30% or less (i.e. chipped ‘seasoned’ timber)



free from contamination

The recommended boiler will combust fuel of up to 33% moisture content (wet basis). The feedstock must
therefore be well seasoned prior to chipping (at least one summer is a good rule of thumb) or barn dried prior
to delivery.
Once chipped the fuel must be stored under cover to prevent re-wetting during the winter; often redundant
agricultural building capacity may be found for this purpose and agricultural contractors employed to load
and deliver the woodfuel.
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Local woodfuel supply

Quality (both of particle size and moisture content) consistency and reliability of woodfuel supply will be vital
to ensure the trouble free operation of the system.
It is anticipated that woodfuel will be sourced from local woodland and tree-care activities. Bristol City
Council is actively working to develop a woodfuel processing and supply capacity for the region and South
West Woodfuels are well placed to facilitate the development of a suitable fuel supply.
Figure 7 illustrates some typical woodfuel supply chain operations.

Chipping roundwood to trailer
Chipping roundwood directly into a store

View of the wood-chips in store

Figure 7 - Typical woodfuel supply chain operations.
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Financial assessment

As a basic rule of thumb, woodfuelled heating is more capital intensive than an oil or gas systems. However,
it is generally less expensive to operate, as the fuel will usually be lower cost than fossil fuels.

4.1

Capital costs

Budget costs for the new wood boiler and associated works amount to £66,225, as further detailed in Annex
III, made up in outline as follows:
Item
Design, project management & commissioning
Wood boiler
Fuel extraction and transfer
Wood boiler mechanical & electrical services & chimne
Additional M&E services, including standby boiler plant
Builders works
T&S
Warranty, training & manuals

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Cost
1,701
15,866
3,206
9,692
12,045
21,600
1,552
594

Total capital cost

£

66,255

The budget includes the complete boiler house refit, including scrapping of old plant and replacement of
heating controls. The costing assumes that one of the existing oil boilers is refurbished and retained –
subject to detailed examination.

4.2

Grant funding

Against the installed cost, grant funding of up to 50% is available from Clear-Skies for the eligible costs of
wood boiler installation, which would leave a net installed cost of circa £35,000 to be funded from other
sources.
Should a Clear-Skies grant not be available for any reason Econergy would be able to provide approximately
25% of the eligible installed cost from the Bioenergy Capital Grant Scheme. This funding may not be
combined with Clear Skies grant aid.

4.3

Heating costs

Currently an estimated 16,000 litres per year of oil is used, giving heating costs of around £3,250 per year.
Assuming that seasoned chipped woodfuel is purchased at a generous retail price of £45/tonne (at 30%
moisture) delivered to the fuel store, the cost of woodfuel would be £1,200 per year.

4.4

4.5

Financial summary
o

Assuming a Clear Skies Grant is awarded the net cost for the woodfuelled system will be
approximately £36,200.

o

The alternative to installation of a woodchip boiler would bring mains gas to the boiler room from just
off site and refit the boiler room with two new gas boilers and new controls at an estimated cost of
£35,000.

o

The proposed woodchip heating system would provide an estimated fuel cost saving of £2,050 per
year but will also require specialist servicing at an estimated cost of £250 per year, giving a net
operating cost saving of £1,800 per year as against current oil costs or some £800 / yr as against
current gas costs.

o

Assuming that Clear-Skies is available there will be a small, c. £1,200, additional cost arising from
the selection of wood fired heating and the school would quickly benefit from running cost savings.

o

Should Clear Skies not be secured the net cost after Bioenergy Capital Grant scheme funding would
be c. £53,000, an additional cost of £18,000 over the gas boiler option.

CO2 benefit

The proposed renewable heating system would deliver CO2 emissions reduction of 29 tonnes per year.
H-3-2148_report_04-05-05.doc
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Annex I: Wood boiler operation and maintenance
Boiler attendance
The modern wood-fired boiler plant specified is completely automated and does not require intervention or
attendance in normal operation.
If desired the boiler operation may be remotely monitored and servicing staff automatically alerted should
attendance be required for any reason.
Maintenance & servicing
A fully automatic woodchip boiler fitted with automatic ignition, automatic boiler tube cleaning and automatic
soot and ash extraction to an external sealed ash bin is recommended.
Apart from loading the fuel hopper the only regular task required of the end user is emptying the ash
container, typically every 2 weeks. Clean wood is typically 1% ash by weight. If tramp material (mainly soil)
becomes entrained in the woodfuel this will increase, but ash production will always be relatively modest.
Wood ash is an innocuous material and is well suited to use as a fertiliser / compost admixture.
It is recommended that the boiler be serviced by specialist engineers once per year.
The boiler supplier should provide all operating instructions, method statements and risk assessments as
required within any turnkey installation package. Appropriate training should be provided to on site staff.
Availability, outage & back-up
As indicated previously, modern wood boiler plant is highly automated and it has concomitantly high levels of
availability. However, the use of a solid fuel inevitably distinguishes it from oil or gas boiler plant by
introducing a requirement for mechanical handling, and it is from this that any enforced outage is likely to
stem. This must not be taken to imply high levels of outage, which will not be the case.
Nevertheless, during the operating life of such plant it is likely that there will be some interruption due to fuel
quality problems. It is therefore important to pay particular attention to the quality of woodfuel used and to
ensure that woodfuel stocks are not contaminated with foreign objects that might jam fuel feed systems.
Warrantees & plant life
The KWB boiler recommended is supplied with a full two-year warrantee, which is extended by the
manufacture to three-years on the condition that an annual service is carried out by a KWB approved
engineer.
The main reasons for which wood boiler plant becomes life-expired are corrosion and failure of the boiler
heat exchange surfaces or high wear levels and associated outage and high maintenance costs of moving
parts. However, the KWB plant is built to very high quality standards and should have at the very least a 15year operating life and is likely to last for 20 or more years.
Efficiency & emissions
The KWB boiler plant is fully modulating with programmable combustion controls that automatically adjust to
operating conditions. This makes it extremely efficient, with concomitantly clean emissions. In tests to
EN303-5 the USV range achieves exceptionally high efficiency at both full and part load; 89% at worst, 93%
at best. The KWB boiler therefore falls comfortably within the top, Class III bands for emissions and
efficiency under the EN303-5 standard and would certainly produce a cleaner emission than the existing oil
boiler plant.
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Annex II: Proposed system schematic
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Annex III: Specification and cost
SPECIFICATION & COST
TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH DRAWINGS
Note
Drawing no.
Provisional layout
H-3-2148_00
Provisioanl Schematic
H-3-2148_60
Description

Code

Specification & other notes

Qty

Subtotals
£

Design, project management & commissioning
Design
Project management
Commissioning
1,701
Wood boiler
KWB USV D 80 left
Heat circuit control
Buffer tank
Buffer tank insulation
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation

ZUSD80LI
ZM01

fully automatic, complete
for one VT circuit
1,500 litres
NB: fit before piping
exc offloading & positioning

1
1
1
1
1
1
15,866

Fuel extraction and transfer
Drive unit
Screw conveyor
Spring agitator
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation

ZA1530
ZSCHKV
ZRU5030

provisionally 3.0 m
provisionally 3.0 m c/w service free gearbox
exc offloading
excluded

1
3
1
1

3,206
Wood boiler mechanical & electrical services & chimney
Flue / chimney
Flue / chimney - components
Chimney - shipping & delivery
Chimney - plant hire
Erection / installation
Electrics / wiring
Electrical components
Installation
Mechanical services
Wood boiler pump
Boiler return mixer valve
Wood boiler pipework
Thermal insulation
Fire stop water supply
Safety valve
SV outlet pipes
Pressure gauges
Temp gauges
HP switch
LP switch
Pressurisation plant
Expansion vessel
Fill loop
Heat meter
Shipping & delivery
Plant hire
Installation

PC Sum; flue to existing & line
exc offloading & positioning

1
1
1

PC Sum; subject to detail specification
All from KWB, panel for oil blr

1

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

Move existing
Move existing
Move existing

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9,692

Additional M&E services, including standby boiler plant
Standby boiler
Standby boiler and burner
Oil tank & feed
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation
Third party commissioning
Flue / chimney
Flue / chimney - components
Erection / installation
Electrics / controls
Components
Installation
Mechanical services
Boiler pump
Boiler /system pipework
Thermal insulation
Safety valve
SV outlet pipes
Heating pump
Heating mixer valve
Mixer valve actuator
Pressure gauges
Temp gauges

100 kW Oil boiler & burner
Oil pipe modifiy only
Exc offloading & positioning

1
1
1
1
1

PC sum; flue to existing

1

PC Sum; contractor
Contractor

1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec
Contractor

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12,045

Builders works
Clear old plant
Access to fuel store
Fuel store base
Fuel store walls
Fuel store roof
Move oil access hatch & openings
Shipping & delivery
Installation

inc disposal
tarmac & kerb, from existing drive
concrete slab, 3.3m square
steel painted, 2.5m tall
Steel, hydrualic lifting, all inslcusive
Fuel store lid & hydraulics
Fuel store lid & hydraulics

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
21,600

T&S
1,552
Warranty, training & manuals
594
TOTAL
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Summary

This report has been produced in order to present a design study for the installation of a wood boiler for
Cannington College.
The site and energy loads


The site to be heated comprises a residential college campus with multiple period and modern
buildings.



The design heat load is estimated at 1,044 kW with annual heat demand estimated at 714 MWh/yr.

The wood boiler


The proposal under consideration is provision of an 500 kW or thereabouts woodchip boiler to meet
the heating main requirement of the site, with backup capacity being provided by a standby oil boiler
and existing oil boiler plant.



The wood boiler and standby oil boiler will be accommodated within a new stand-alone boiler house
local to the proposed site of the new Animal Husbandry building.



It is proposed to include a hook-lift bin based fuel delivery and reception system.

Fuel supply


It is anticipated that the boiler would be fuelled by clean recycled woodchip from one of a number of
suppliers currently being cultivated by Somerset County Council.

Summary logistics


The proposed installation will demand some 175 tonnes of chipped woodfuel (at 25% moisture
content) each year, amounting to perhaps 940 m3 of delivered woodchip. During the coldest
weather fuel might be delivered twice per week at most with deliveries typically once per week for
most of the year.

Cost


The budget cost for the proposed wood boiler installation is £277,141. Set against this, grant aid of
at least 50% of costs is likely to be required, and should be achievable, to give a net installed cost of
£138,571.



The proposed installation would deliver net operating cost saving of around £ 14,000 / yr as against
the current cost of heating with oil.

Conclusions


The conclusion of the report is that the scheme is technically viable and will be economically viable
provided grant funding can be secured for approaching 50% of the cost.



A suitable woodfuel supplier and woodfuel supply prices should be confirmed to verify the economic
and practical viability of the proposals.



The detail of the fuel reception should be reviewed with reference to locally identified means of
woodfuel delivery.
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Background

1.1

Introduction

The Cannington College site comprises the main campus building and teaching block, a four storey
accommodation block, a set of 5 smaller accommodation lodges and a number of stand alone buildings used
variously for staff accommodation, administration and teaching, with some currently unheated units. The
collage has plans to construct a new Animal Husbandry centre on the site in the next 18 to 24 months which
would provide an additional heat load.
Econergy have been commissioned, within the Bioscope Study, to undertake an outline scoping study to
include provisional specification of a suitable wood boiler installation, outline specification of a suitable
woodfuel reception, storage and handling facility and consideration of the capital cost to install the wood
boiler and of the lifecycle economic performance of the proposed installation.
This report comprises the recommendations of Econergy’s design study along with an initial budget cost for
the proposed wood boiler installation.

1.2

The heating requirement

Space heating and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) to the college is currently provided from a number of oil and
natural gas boiler plant situated within the various buildings. Current installed capacity and expected future
requirements (including the new small animal centre) may be summarised as follows:
Blr House

Jeanes Hall
Brian Galloway
Animal Care
Montgomery hs
The Lodges
Animal Husbandry*

Fuel use
oil - l/yr

Fuel cost
£/yr

Heat use
kWh/yr

Est util
flh/yr

66,600
6,000
4,200
1,600

17,316
1,560
1,092
416
1,063
4,457

466,200
42,000
29,400
11,200
45,000
120,000

2,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
1,500
1,500

25,904

713,800

gas
17,143

Totals

Av load Peak load
kW
kW
233
42
24
9
30
80

Old blrs
kW

583
105
59
22
75
200

800
100
50
22
75
200

1,044

1,247

Note

2 x 400 kW
estimated
estimated
estimated
estimated
estimated

Having surveyed the site with client representatives we provisionally propose:


a new energy centre should be constructed adjacent to the new Animal Husbandry Centre (both of
which will be across the road from the main site)



to provide heat for the new Animal Husbandry Centre and to the main Jeanes Hall boiler room,
which together will account for an estimated 80% of heat demand on the site; and



with heat main branch connections to further buildings on the site to be considered separately,
subject to an assessment of the financial viability of each at the detail design stage.

We would usually recommend a biomass boiler sized for base load at 60% of the connected design load,
which for the base case proposal (i.e. the two main loads only) would equate to 410 kW to be installed in
conjunction with a suitable “buffer tank” heat storage facility.
Allowing for the potential to connect existing premises on the site we have provisionally specified a 500kW
biomass boiler, installed with a 5,000 litre buffer tank.
While some of the existing oil boiler plant may be retained to provide standby and peak capacity we would
recommend that the new energy centre include a standby oil or gas boiler of 200 to 300 kW capacity with
provision made (in space and pipework) for the later addition of a second standby plant, should it be
required, to accommodate later remove of older boiler plant from the system or future expansion of the
system.
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Why woodfuelled heating ?

Wood is an important renewable energy source. Indeed woodfuelled heating is the most widespread form of
renewable energy in Europe. Commonplace in countries ranging from Sweden to France to Austria, it is
used to heat individual homes, schools, hospitals, factories and even whole communities.
Cost effective renewable energy
Woodfuel is generally competitive with oil, LPG or electricity and can be competitive with mains gas. For
non-domestic users, woodfuel is also exempt from the Climate Change Levy. Overall, wood heating offers
perhaps the most cost-effective route to developing renewable energy and can be cheaper than many
energy conservation measures for reducing fossil carbon emissions. At the same time, woodfuel also offers
an opportunity to protect the client from rises ahead of inflation in the price of fossil fuels.
Combating global warming and pollution
Woodfuel is a renewable source of energy. When wood is burned, it only puts back into the atmosphere the
carbon dioxide (CO2)1 it absorbed when it was growing. Woodfuel is therefore Carbon Neutral, unlike coal,
oil and gas, which release fossil carbon when they are burnt, causing Global Warming. Allowing for
emissions of CO2 in planting, harvesting, processing and transporting the fuel, replacing heating oil with
woodfuel will typically reduce emissions by over 90%, equivalent to approximately 360 grams of CO2
reduction for every kilowatt hour of energy.
Modern wood boiler plant burns cleanly and efficiently. Emissions of pollutants are comparable to those from
a gas boiler and, because wood contains very little sulphur (unlike coal or oil), emissions from woodfuelled
heating systems are especially low in the acid gases that cause acid rain.
CO2 emissions per unit of energy supplied

Sources:

450

400

350
Woodfuelled heat

Grams of CO2 per kWh

300
Wind power
250

Solar PV m-si

200

Solar PV p-Si
Natural gas heating

150
Light fuel oil heating
100

50

GaBE Project:
Comprehensive
Assessment of Energy
Systems. Dr Thomas
Heck, Paul Scherrer
Institute, Switzerland,
March 2002.
http://gabe.web.psi.ch/l
ca.html
Greenhouse Gas
Balance of Bioenergy
Systems - A
Comparison of
Bioenergy with Fossil
Energy Systems. G
Jungmeier, Joanneum
Research, University of
Graz, Austria, 1999.
Gerfried.jungmeier@joa
nneum.ac.at

0

Local resources - benefiting the local environment and economy
Woodfuel production provides an outlet for low-grade timber from forestry operations such as thinning, from
arboricultural work and for recycled woody wastes such as pallets and sawmill slabwood.
Production of woodfuel retains moneys spent on energy within the local economy and creates important
employment opportunities in fuel processing and transport.

1

CO2 is the main greenhouse gas.
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The woodfuelled heating installation

Modern woodfuelled boiler technology is fully automatic with sophisticated controls to deliver clean, efficient
and reliable operation. Alongside the boiler plant it is possible to specify a range of fuel handling options
including hoppers, spring or articulated arm out-feeders, standard and drive-on scraper floors, bunkers and
packaged hook-lift bin systems, tailored to suit the needs of the particular site.

3.1

The wood boiler

We have specified a Fröling Turbomat 500 kW boiler. The Fröling Turbomat is the latest generation of
woodchip boiler from Austria’s leading manufacturer. The unique design includes:


auger fed, full moving grate combustor and
quadruple wall, high temperature combustion
chamber for exceptionally clean and efficient
combustion



high fuel moisture tolerance; up to 40%
moisture for TM150 & 220, 50% for TM320 &
500



vertical smoke tube heat-exchanger fitted
with patented turbulator multi-cyclone dust
separators and automatic tube cleaning
system



automatic de-ashing for bottom ash (from the
grate and below the grate) and soot to
separate external sealed containers for easy
emptying



sophisticated lambda combustion control
automatically adjusts to fuel characteristics to
deliver:
o

very high efficiency; 91 - 95%
across the full output range

o

fully modulating combustion
control from 30 -100% MCR

o

extremely
clean
emissions;
particulate emissions far exceed
EN 3035 Class III limit



automatic hot-air gun ignition systems



optional exhaust gas recirculation for
reduced
emissions
and
enhanced
performance on very wet or very dry fuels



optional double combustion chamber for TM
320 & 500 for optimised dry fuel operation



designed to be uniquely easy to operate and to
maintain
with
all
components
easily
replaceable with low cost spares for an
exceptionally long service life

Turbomat 320, front view showing heat exchanger

Please see product sheet and brochure for further details.
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Turbomat 150, cutaway view
3.1.1

Boiler location

The new wood boiler and the new standby oil boiler are to be located within a new-build energy centre
across the main road from the main campus, local to the site of the proposed new small animal centre.
3.1.2

Distribution infrastructure and interfaces

Hot water would be distributed from the central boiler house to each of the buildings via a pre-insulated
underground heat main. The heat mains cost has been estimated and is reflected in the figures provided
below.
In order to maximise the temperature differential between the hot water flow and return (and thereby
minimise the distribution pipe sizes and cost), a ‘direct’ heating system is preferred, with hot water circulated
directly from the heat main into the secondary heating systems within the buildings, the temperature in the
latter being controlled by local mixing valves.
3.1.3

Chimney

The new wood boiler and standby oil boiler plant would each require a suitable chimney. It is anticipated
that the wood boiler would require a stainless steel insulated chimney of the order of 10m tall. This would
most likely take the form of a sectional flue supported by a suitable steel mast, which would also support the
oil boiler chimney to an equal height.

3.2

Fuel reception, storage and handling

Any wood boiler requires what is often referred to generically as a ‘fuel handling’ system (see Annex III). In
fact, it is essential to provide for three discreet functions in specifying such a system:


fuel reception;



fuel storage; and



metering and delivering of fuel into the combustor.

While these may be unified into a single facility, it is nevertheless important to ensure that each function is
adequately provided for. In the present instance, the size of the wood boiler means that these logistics are
particularly critical since the 500kW boiler will use approximately 0.8m3 of fuel per hour (based on forestry
derived woodfuel at 35% mc; the figures would be marginally reduced for recycled timber which is drier
(c.20%mc)).
It is recommended that the fuel handling system should incorporate:


Reception for reasonable sized deliveries, each sufficient for at least 4 days running under assumed
design conditions.



Total on-site storage sufficient to accommodate greater than one weeks running under design
conditions.



Provision for quick and trouble-free deliveries.

While it is understood that Somerset County Council would prefer that the plant be able to accept substantial
tipped deliveries we have concerns that the capital costs (especially building costs) of a large excavated
bunker or drive-on scraper floor system (see annex III) would be excessive in this context. We have
therefore provisionally specified a fuel reception and storage facility comprising;


35m3 hook-lift bin fuel delivery and storage bin complete with scraper floor system;



40m3 fixed buffer store fed by inclined auger from hook-lift bin out-feed; fitted with



articulated-arm outfeeder and fuel transfer auger to boiler stoking mechanism.

We believe that such a system offers the best balance between up-front installation costs and economy and
size of fuel deliveries for an installation of this scale.
H-3-2145_report_17-05-05.doc
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Fuel demand & delivery

The proposed installation will demand some 175 tonnes of chipped woodfuel (at 25% moisture content) each
year, amounting to perhaps 940 m3 of delivered woodchip.
Based upon a peak winter utilisation of 10 full load hours per day the specified boiler will use a full 35 m3
delivery of fuel (at 25% moisture content) in just over 4 working days.
During the coldest weather fuel might be delivered twice per week at most with deliveries typically once per
week for most of the year.

3.3

Fuel specification

Chipped woodfuel must be supplied to the boiler according to a “G50, W50” specification, that is:


maximum particle area 5cm2, maximum length 12cm



chipped, approximately 15-30mm



no more than 20% oversized material



uniform moisture content of under 50%, ideally averaging 35% or less (i.e. chipped ‘seasoned’ timber)



free from contamination

The recommended boiler will combust fuel of up to 50% moisture content (wet basis), providing valuable fuel
tolerance and flexibility.
However we recommend for optimum performance ad economics that the feedstock must therefore be well
seasoned prior to chipping (at least one summer is a good rule of thumb) or barn dried prior to delivery.
Once chipped the fuel must be stored under cover to prevent re-wetting during the winter; often redundant
agricultural building capacity may be found for this purpose and agricultural contractors employed to load
and deliver the woodfuel.
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Local woodfuel supply

Quality (both of particle size and moisture content) consistency and reliability of woodfuel supply will be vital
to ensure the trouble free operation of the system.
It is anticipated that woodfuel will be sourced from wood recycling activities. Somerset County Council are
actively engaged with a number of business producing clean woodfuel from recycled wood and are actively
developing quality assurance systems for such fuel supply chains.
Alternatively, or in addition, fuel may be sourced form local forestry and woodland management options.
Figure 7 illustrates some typical woodfuel supply chain operations.

Chipping roundwood to trailer
Chipping roundwood directly into a store

View of the wood-chips in store

Figure 7 - Typical woodfuel supply chain operations.
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Financial assessment

As a basic rule of thumb, woodfuelled heating is more capital intensive than an oil or gas systems. However,
it is generally less expensive to operate, as the fuel will usually be lower cost than fossil fuels.

4.1

Capital costs

Budget costs for the new wood boiler and associated works amount to £277,141, as further detailed in
Annex III, made up in outline as follows:
Item
Design, project management & commissioning
Wood boiler
Fuel extraction and transfer
Wood blr mechanical & electrical services & chimney
Heat main
Additional M&E services, including standby boiler plant
Builders works
T&S
Miscellaneous
Warranty, training & manuals

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Cost
9,240
57,893
50,649
16,500
42,240
39,336
46,200
5,986
8,041
1,056

Total capital cost

£

277,141

This budget includes all anticipated works for the delivery of a working system. It excludes additional heat
main branches to the smaller boiler locations which should be assessed an judged on their merits at the
detailed design stage.

4.2

Grant funding

Grant funding is available from a number of sources, including;


Bioenergy Capital Grants Scheme (~25%);



Clear Skies (up to 50%, up to £100k);



Community Energy Programme (up to 40%);



Green electricity funds (e.g. EDF, up to £30k).

As the client is public sector a high level of grant funding (50% +) may be achievable, though BCGS and CS
may not be matched.
It is anticipated (see below) that a high level of grant support will be required to allow the project to proceed.
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Heating costs & financial assessment

Current heat costs (including allowance for the new Animal Husbandry building) are estimated as follows:
Blr House

Fuel use
oil - l/yr

Jeanes Hall
Brian Galloway
Animal Care
Montgomery hs
The Lodges
Animal Husbandry*

66,600
6,000
4,200
1,600
gas
17,143

Totals

Fuel cost
£/yr
17,316
1,560
1,092
416
1,063
4,457
25,904

Equivalent costs to heat the base case connection load (including Jeanes Hall boiler room and the new
Animal Husbandry building only) and available annual running cost savings are estimated as follows, for a
range of delivered woodfuel costs:
Woodfuel price
£30/tonne
£35/tonne
£40/tonne

Woodfuel cost
5,254
6,130
7,006

Service cost
2,500
2,500
2,500

Oil saving
21,773
21,773
21,773

Net saving
14,019
13,143
12,267

The payback on the initial investment will clearly be dependent upon the level of grant aid available. From a
simple net present vale analysis we calculate that a grant of at least 50% is required to give the project a
positive NPV (Annex III), based upon a 6% discount rate over a nominal 15 year life-time, as follows:
Woodfuel price
£30/tonne
£35/tonne
£40/tonne

Payback
9.88
10.54 11.30 -

NPV
18,349
3,078
11,586

A relatively low fuel price and capital grant of at least 50% is therefore required to deliver sufficient savings
to achieve a viable project pay back.

4.4

CO2 benefit

The proposed renewable heating system would deliver CO2 emissions reduction of 205 tonnes per year.
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Annex I: Wood boiler operation and maintenance
Boiler attendance
The modern wood-fired boiler plant specified is completely automated and does not require intervention or
attendance in normal operation.
If desired the boiler operation may be remotely monitored and servicing staff automatically alerted should
attendance be required for any reason.
Maintenance & servicing
A fully automatic woodchip boiler fitted with automatic ignition, automatic boiler tube cleaning and automatic
soot and ash extraction to an external sealed ash bin is recommended.
Apart from loading the fuel hopper the only regular task required of the end user is emptying the ash
container, typically every 1 - 2 weeks. Clean wood is typically 1% ash by weight. If tramp material (mainly
soil) becomes entrained in the woodfuel this will increase, but ash production will always be relatively
modest. Wood ash is an innocuous material and is well suited to use as a fertiliser / compost admixture.
It is recommended that the boiler be serviced by specialist engineers at least once per year, depending upon
utilisation levels.
The boiler supplier should provide all operating instructions, method statements and risk assessments as
required within any turnkey installation package. Appropriate training should be provided to on site staff.
Availability, outage & back-up
As indicated previously, modern wood boiler plant is highly automated and it has concomitantly high levels of
availability. However, the use of a solid fuel inevitably distinguishes it from oil or gas boiler plant by
introducing a requirement for mechanical handling, and it is from this that any enforced outage is likely to
stem. This must not be taken to imply high levels of outage, which will not be the case.
Nevertheless, during the operating life of such plant it is likely that there will be some interruption due to fuel
quality problems. It is therefore important to pay particular attention to the quality of woodfuel used and to
ensure that woodfuel stocks are not contaminated with foreign objects that might jam fuel feed systems.
Warrantees & plant life
The KWB boiler recommended is supplied with a full 12 month warrantee. The main reasons for which wood
boiler plant becomes life-expired are corrosion and failure of the boiler heat exchange surfaces or high wear
levels and associated outage and high maintenance costs of moving parts. However, the Fröling plant is built
to very high quality standards and should have at the very least a 15-year operating life and is likely to last
for 20 or more years.
Efficiency & emissions
The Fröling boiler plant is fully modulating with programmable combustion controls that automatically adjust
to operating conditions. This makes it extremely efficient, with concomitantly clean emissions. In tests to
EN303-5 the Turbomat range achieves exceptionally high efficiency at both full and part load; 90% at worst,
95% at best. The Fröling boiler therefore falls comfortably within the top, Class III bands for emissions and
efficiency under the EN303-5 standard and would certainly produce a cleaner emission than the existing oil
boiler plant.
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Annex II: Specification and cost
SPECIFICATION & COST
TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH DRAWINGS
Note
Drawing no.
not yet designed

Description

Code

Specification & other notes

Qty

Subtotals
£

Design, project management & commissioning
Design
Project management
Commissioning
9,240
Wood boiler
Fröling Turbomat 500 boiler & combustor 12583
De-ashing screw & motor (bottom ash)
12485
Mobile ash container 300 l
95483AA
Auto-cleaning of heat exchanger - WOS 12497
De-ashing screw & motor (heat exchanger)12486
Ash box 30 l
95483D
Auto-ignition
18864
ID fan
13716
Stoker auger
12651
Burn-back flap
12755
for 200mm screw
Control cabinet for TM500
18823
H3000 lambda control
18806
Combustion temp controller
12616A
Draught controller
12619C
Return temp controller
18810
Shipping & delivery
exc offloading & positioning
Craneage / offload & position
Installation

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
57,893

Fuel extraction and transfer
Atriculated arm agitator
12738A
Screw extension
12732V
Hook-lift fuel bin, mobile
Bin stand
Cross auger, transfer housing
Hydraulic power pack, pipes and controls
Inclined fuel store loading auger
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation

200mm screw
per 1000mm for 200mm screw
c/w scraper floor system
to concrete slab by main contractor
~7.5m total auger length
inc guarding to pipes and wires
~ 6m length, open within fuel store, inc support
exc offloading & positioning

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
50,649

Wood blr mechanical & electrical services & chimney
Flue / chimney
Flue / chimney

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1

Electrics / wiring
Electrical installation

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1

Mechanical services
Budget subject to detailed spec

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1

Within local M&E budget
Within local M&E budget
PC Sum; subject to detail specification
PC Sum; subject to detail specification
PC Sum; subject to detail specification

250
1
275
1
1

16,500
Heat main
Connection to new small animals
Plant interface at new small animals
Connection to main plant room
Plant interface at main plant room
Trenching, drilling etc
Shipping & delivery
Plant hire
Installation

42,240
Additional M&E services, including standby boiler plant
Standby boiler
Standby boiler and burner
Oil tank / gas connection
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation
Third party commissioning
Flue / chimney
Flue / chimney - components
Electrics / controls
Components
Mechanical services
Budget subject to detailed spec
Builders works
Boiler house / fuel store

250 kW
4,000 litre
Exc offloading & positioning

1
1
1
1
1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1

39,336

46,200
T&S
5,986
Miscellaneous
3%

8,041

Warranty, training & manuals
1,056
TOTAL
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Annex III: Net Present Value Analysis
Net present value over 15 years

@

50% grant rate

Woodfuel at £30 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

14,019

1
0

2
1

3
2

13
12

14
13

15
14

138,571
-124,552
-124,552

14,019
-110,532

14,019
-96,513

14,019
43,678

14,019
57,697

14,019
71,716

NPV
@

18,349
6.0% discount

Woodfuel at £35 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

13,143

1
0

2
1

3
2

13
12

14
13

15
14

138,571
-125,428
-125,428

13,143
-112,284

13,143
-99,141

13,143
32,290

13,143
45,433

13,143
58,576

NPV
@

-3,078
6.0% discount

Woodfuel at £40 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

12,267

1
0

2
1

3
2

13
12

14
13

15
14

138,571
-126,304
-126,304

12,267
-114,036

12,267
-101,769

12,267
20,902

12,267
33,169

12,267
45,436

NPV
@
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Annex IV: Woodfuel reception and storage options
Well specified woodfuel reception, storage and transfer is vital to the smooth operation of any woodfuelled
boiler installation. The key challenges are usually;




ensuring good access for a suitable delivery vehicle;
transferring the fuel from the delivery vehicle to the store in a reasonably short amount of time;
maximising the useful volume of fuel store (i.e. making sure that it is filled up).

There are a wide range of solutions to these challenges including; excavated fuel bunkers; mobile hook-lift
bin systems; use of high-lift tipping trailers and front end loaders to fill above ground stores; woodchip trailers
with integral blower units; and fixed or mobile reception trough and blower systems.
Excavated fuel store
An excavated bunker that delivery vehicles can tip directly into may provide a good solution for a broad
range of installation types and scales. This is especially true where the boiler house and fuel store structure
may be built into a suitable slope on-site, thus avoiding deep excavations and keeping the fuel transfer
mechanism as simple as possible. However excavated bunkers can be expensive and in some cases onsite ground conditions may not suit this solution.

Semi-excavated tipped woodfuel reception examples, with sliding (left) and lifting (right) lids
High-tip hoppers
A simple above ground hopper with lifting lid provides a straightforward solution, but does require the use of
a high-lift tipping trailer or front end loader to fill the hopper, which can present logistical problems and may
increase the cost of fuel deliveries. Hoppers of this type are most often specified when the chip is stored
locally and a front end loader is available to fill the fuel store, typically for boilers of up to 250 kW or so.

Econergy designed & built fuel store (3m x 3m x 2.5m) with hydraulic lifting lid, for RSPB Dearne Valley
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Reception trough and blower
Econergy have recently supplied reception trough and blower systems to two woodfuelled boiler installations
(one 320 kW and one 100 kW, as shown below). The main advantages of this system are:


Deliveries may be accepted from a wide range of tipping delivery vehicles.



A good sized fuel delivery (perhaps 25m3 or so) may be offloaded within an acceptable time period;
30 to 60 minutes, depending upon the blower unit specified.



With correct positioning of the blower pipes it is possible to fill the fuel store right to the roof.



The fuel store building is kept simple and low cost; no, excavations, powered lifting lid or similar
access is required.



Dust production during deliveries is minimised by re-circulating the blower air return from the store
back into the fan inlet.

If this system has a drawback it is that it is relatively noisy in operation. However, we are currently
specifying systems for a number of sites where the blower unit and chip pipes will be housed within the
boiler room to avoid any noise issues during deliveries.

Econergy installed trough and blower fuel reception system to fill a 40m3 internal fuel store supplying a state
of the art 100 kW KWB woodchip boiler installed at Oakengates Theatre, Telford.
Mobile hook-lift bins
Econergy have designed, fabricated and installed specialist mobile hook-lift bin fuel delivery and reception
systems for two installations to date. The hook-lift bins act as both the delivery vehicle (carried by a suitable
hook-lift truck) and as an on-site fuel store (fitted with integral scraper floor fuel out-feed system), usually in
conjunction with a buffer hopper.
The main advantage of this system is that it minimises the amount of builder’s works required on site and
allows good sized fuel deliveries (35m3) to be made quickly and easily. The system is also easily retro-fitted
to a wide range of sites.
In combination with an internal buffer store the hook-lift system provides a particularly robust, two stage fuel
handling system whereby any poor quality fuel loads may be spotted in the movable hook-lift store and
easily removed from site by the fuel supply contractor.
The hook-lift bin system is best suited to supply fuel to boilers ranging from perhaps 300 to 1,000 kW. For
smaller installations the cost of the bin system tends to be out of proportion to the overall cost of the
installation.
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Econergy designed & built mobile hook-lift bin fuel delivery, reception & storage systems. Twin bin system
at Worcestershire County Hall, single bin and buffer store system at Oakengates Leisure Centre
Woodchip blower vehicles
Woodchip blower delivery vehicles are suited for delivery to small installations; unloading is quite noisy and
rather slow (15m3/hr) and fuel quality must be high. Currently there are no woodchip blower delivery
vehicles in the UK, though it may be that fuel suppliers will invest in this technology in the future. Please
note that to the best of our knowledge there is no system currently available whereby woodfuel is augured or
belt conveyed directly from a delivery vehicle into a fuel store.
Belt / chain conveyor systems
Econergy have researched the use of belt and chain conveyor systems to load tipped woodfuel deliveries
woodfuel stores, both examining the existing application of these technologies and through consultation with
our Austrian and French woodfuelled boiler suppliers, both of whom have been manufacturing and installing
woodchip boiler systems for more than 40 years.
While belt conveyor systems are successfully used at large scale to handle woodfuel for power stations our
research has only uncovered one system of this type at “small” scale, of which one of our suppliers has
experience; it does not work satisfactorily and is not recommended.
As for chain conveyors our current experience is that such systems are designed and used for relatively low
volume fuel transfer from store to boiler (usually for large, ram-stoker fed wood boilers). We believe that
chain conveyors are unsuited to the high throughput rates required to sensibly accept tipped fuel deliveries
within a reasonable delivery turnaround period.
We do not therefore currently specify belt / chain fuel reception and loading systems.
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Drive-on scraper floors
For larger installations where there is a requirement to accept bulk (60m3 +) tipping or walking floor
deliveries a ‘drive-on’ scraper floor may be specified, usually housed in a lightweight building with
retractable roof, allowing delivery vehicles to reverse in and tip whilst drawing forward.
The active element of this system is a ‘scraper floor’: the reciprocal action of the scrapers recovers fuel to
the rear of the store where it drops into a cross auger and from there into a transfer screw to feed the boiler.
The pictures provided below illustrate this system.
While this system does enable large deliveries to be accepted, reducing the delivered cost of fuel, the upfront capital investment, particularly in building costs, is high and the system requires a relatively large area
both for the fuel store itself and for delivery vehicle manoeuvring.

Right: delivery
into a drive-on
woodfuel store

Above: drive-on woodfuel store, empty

END
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Summary

This report has been produced in order to present a design study for the installation of a wood boiler system
to serve Pewsey Sports Centre a d Primary and Secondary Schools.
The site and energy loads


The sites to be heated comprise a sports centre, swimming pool, secondary school and small
primary school.



The design heat load is estimated at 800 kW with annual heat demand estimated at 1,100 MWh/yr.

The wood boiler


The proposal under consideration is provision of an 500 kW or thereabouts woodchip boiler to meet
the heating main requirement of the site, with backup capacity being provided by a standby oil boiler
and existing oil boiler plant.



The wood boiler and standby oil boiler will be accommodated within a new stand-alone boiler house
to the side of the sports centre adjacent to the existing oil tank.



It is proposed to include a hook-lift bin based fuel delivery and reception system.

Fuel supply


It is anticipated that the boiler would be fuelled by woodchip sourced from local forestry and
sawmilling operations.

Summary logistics


The proposed installation will demand some 345 tonnes of chipped woodfuel (at 30% moisture
content) each year, amounting to perhaps 1,700 m3 of delivered woodchip. During the coldest
weather fuel might be delivered twice per week at most with deliveries typically once per week for
most of the year.

Cost


The budget cost for the complete wood boiler, standby boiler and heat distribution infrastructure is
£376,244.



The proposed installation would deliver net operating cost saving of around £ 25,000 / yr as against
the current cost of heating with oil.



Grant aid of at least 25% of costs should be achievable, giving a 10 to 11 year simple pay back.



Grant aid of up to 50% of costs may be achievable, giving a 7 to 8 year simple pay back.

Conclusions


The scheme is technically viable and will be economically viable over its lifetime.



A suitable woodfuel supplier and woodfuel supply prices should be confirmed to verify the economic
and practical viability of the proposals.



Detailed design work should pay particular attention to the pool area air heating and should confirm
heating load design assumptions and boiler and heat main specifications.



The proposed renewable heating system would deliver CO2 emissions reduction of 375 tonnes per
year.
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Background
Introduction

Pewsey Sports Centre, Secondary School and Primary School lie on adjacent sites in the town of Pewsey,
Wiltshire (see below). All are heated by oil, with little prospect of mains gas becoming available. The
arrangements of the buildings and boiler houses and access to and around the site lend themselves well to
the application of a centralised biomass boiler system and underground heat distribution network.

Above left; Sports centre, reception and pool.
Above right; Sports centre, sports hall and oil tank – proposed new boiler house site.

Above left; Secondary school boiler house.
Above right; Primary school.
Econergy have been commissioned, within the Bioscope Study, to undertake an outline scoping study to
include provisional specification of a suitable wood boiler installation, outline specification of a suitable
woodfuel reception, storage and handling facility and consideration of the capital cost to install the wood
boiler and of the lifecycle economic performance of the proposed installation.
This report comprises the recommendations of Econergy’s design study along with an initial budget cost for
the proposed wood boiler installation.
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Why woodfuelled heating ?

Wood is an important renewable energy source. Indeed woodfuelled heating is the most widespread form of
renewable energy in Europe. Commonplace in countries ranging from Sweden to France to Austria, it is
used to heat individual homes, schools, hospitals, factories and even whole communities.
Cost effective renewable energy
Woodfuel is generally competitive with oil, LPG or electricity and can be competitive with mains gas. For
non-domestic users, woodfuel is also exempt from the Climate Change Levy. Overall, wood heating offers
perhaps the most cost-effective route to developing renewable energy and can be cheaper than many
energy conservation measures for reducing fossil carbon emissions. At the same time, woodfuel also offers
an opportunity to protect the client from rises ahead of inflation in the price of fossil fuels.
Combating global warming and pollution
Woodfuel is a renewable source of energy. When wood is burned, it only puts back into the atmosphere the
carbon dioxide (CO2)1 it absorbed when it was growing. Woodfuel is therefore Carbon Neutral, unlike coal,
oil and gas, which release fossil carbon when they are burnt, causing Global Warming. Allowing for
emissions of CO2 in planting, harvesting, processing and transporting the fuel, replacing heating oil with
woodfuel will typically reduce emissions by over 90%, equivalent to approximately 360 grams of CO2
reduction for every kilowatt hour of energy.
Modern wood boiler plant burns cleanly and efficiently. Emissions of pollutants are comparable to those from
a gas boiler and, because wood contains very little sulphur (unlike coal or oil), emissions from woodfuelled
heating systems are especially low in the acid gases that cause acid rain.
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Local resources - benefiting the local environment and economy
Woodfuel production provides an outlet for low-grade timber from forestry operations such as thinning, from
arboricultural work and for recycled woody wastes such as pallets and sawmill slabwood.
Production of woodfuel retains moneys spent on energy within the local economy and creates important
employment opportunities in fuel processing and transport.

1

CO2 is the main greenhouse gas.
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Proposals

2.1

The heating requirement

Space heating and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) to the properties is currently provided from a number of oil
boiler plant. Current installed capacity may be summarised as follows:
Location

Age

Rating
kW

Oil cons
l/yr

Sports centre rear blr room

1991

280

38,300

11,107

275,547

Sports centre pool air
Sports centre pool water
Total pool

????
1987

294
184
478

63,000

18,270

453,250

Schools central to prim
Schools central main
Schools central water ht

1985
1998
????

120
460
60

10,008
38,363
2,502

2,902
11,125
726

72,000
276,000
18,000

497

1,398

152,173

44,130

1,094,797

799

Total

2.2

Oil cost
£/yr

Heat dem
kWh/yr

Est load
kW
170

132

Outline proposals

Having surveyed the site with client representatives and considered the estimated heating design loads and
heat demand, we provisionally propose:
2.2.1

Boiler plant

We would usually recommend a biomass boiler sized for base load at 60% to 70% of the connected design
load, which in this case equates to 480 to 560 kW woodchip boiler
Woodchip boilers are usually installed with a suitable “buffer tank” heat store. In this case, with automatic
ignition fitted, to allow for the responsiveness and ignition / shut down cycle times of woodchip boiler, thus
maximising the proportion of heat supplied by the woodchip boiler and optimising operation on low and
intermittent loads.
The main oil boiler plant in the central school boiler room is relatively new and should be retained to provide
standby / peak capacity for the schools.
We therefore propose:


A 500kW fully automatic woodchip boiler, installed with a 5,000 litre buffer tank and suitable fuel
reception, storage and handling plant (see section 3.2).



A 450 kW standby oil boiler within the new energy centre to provide standby and peak load
provision for the sports centre and pool.

2.2.2

Boiler location

The new wood boiler and the new standby oil boiler are to be located within a new-build energy centre to the
side of the sports centre adjacent to the existing oil tank.
2.2.3

Chimney

The new wood boiler and standby oil boiler plant would each require a suitable chimney. It is anticipated
that the wood boiler would require a stainless steel insulated chimney of the order of 10m tall. This would
most likely take the form of a sectional flue supported by a suitable steel mast, which would also support the
oil boiler chimney to an equal height.
H-3-2147_report_04-06-05
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Distribution infrastructure and interfaces

Hot water would be distributed from the central boiler house to each of the three boiler houses via a preinsulated underground heat main. The heat mains cost has been estimated and is reflected in the figures
included in section 4 of this report.
In order to maximise the temperature differential between the hot water flow and return (and thereby
minimise the distribution pipe sizes and cost), a ‘direct’ heating system is preferred, with hot water circulated
directly from the heat main into the secondary heating systems within the buildings, the temperature in the
latter being controlled by local mixing valves.
Within the swimming pool plant room the existing oil fired hot air unit would be replaced by a suitable water
to air heat exchanger unit.
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The woodfuelled heating installation

Modern woodfuelled boiler technology is fully automatic with sophisticated controls to deliver clean, efficient
and reliable operation. Alongside the boiler plant it is possible to specify a range of fuel handling options
including hoppers, spring or articulated arm out-feeders, standard and drive-on scraper floors, bunkers and
packaged hook-lift bin systems, tailored to suit the needs of the particular site.

3.1

The wood boiler

We have specified a Fröling Turbomat 500 kW boiler. The Fröling Turbomat is the latest generation of
woodchip boiler from Austria’s leading manufacturer. The unique design includes:


auger fed, full moving grate combustor and
quadruple wall, high temperature combustion
chamber for exceptionally clean and efficient
combustion



high fuel moisture tolerance; up to 50% for
TM320 & 500 models



vertical smoke tube heat-exchanger fitted
with patented turbulator multi-cyclone dust
separators and automatic tube cleaning
system



automatic de-ashing for bottom ash (from the
grate and below the grate) and soot to
separate external sealed containers for easy
emptying



sophisticated lambda combustion control
automatically adjusts to fuel characteristics to
deliver:
o

very high efficiency; 91 - 95%
across the full output range

o

fully modulating combustion
control from 30 -100% MCR

o

extremely
clean
emissions;
particulate emissions far exceed
EN 3035 Class III limit



automatic hot-air gun ignition systems



optional exhaust gas recirculation for
reduced
emissions
and
enhanced
performance on very wet or very dry fuels



optional double combustion chamber for TM
320 & 500 for optimised dry fuel operation



designed to be uniquely easy to operate and to
maintain
with
all
components
easily
replaceable with low cost spares for an
exceptionally long service life

Turbomat 320, front view showing heat exchanger

Please see product sheet and brochure for further details.
Turbomat 150, cutaway view
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Fuel reception, storage and handling

Any wood boiler requires what is often referred to generically as a ‘fuel handling’ system (see Annex III). In
fact, it is essential to provide for three discreet functions in specifying such a system:


fuel reception;



fuel storage; and



metering and delivering of fuel into the combustor.

While these may be unified into a single facility, it is nevertheless important to ensure that each function is
adequately provided for. In the present instance, the size of the wood boiler means that these logistics are
particularly critical since the 500kW boiler will use approximately 0.8m3 of fuel per hour (based on forestry
derived woodfuel at 35% MC.
It is recommended that the fuel handling system should incorporate:


Reception for reasonable sized deliveries, each sufficient for at least 4 days running under assumed
design conditions.



Total on-site storage sufficient to accommodate greater than one weeks running under design
conditions.



Provision for quick and trouble-free deliveries.

We have therefore provisionally specified a fuel reception and storage facility comprising;


35m3 hook-lift bin fuel delivery and storage bin complete with scraper floor system;



40m3 fixed buffer store fed by inclined auger from hook-lift bin out-feed; fitted with



articulated-arm outfeeder and fuel transfer auger to boiler stoking mechanism.

We believe that such a system offers the best balance between up-front installation costs and economy and
size of fuel deliveries for an installation of this scale.
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Fuel demand & delivery

The proposed installation will demand some 345 tonnes of chipped woodfuel (at 30% moisture content) each
year, amounting to perhaps 1,700 m3 of delivered woodchip.
Based upon a peak winter utilisation of 10 full load hours per day the specified boiler will use a full 35 m3
delivery of fuel (at 30% moisture content) in just over 4 working days.
During the coldest weather fuel might be delivered twice per week at most, with deliveries typically once per
week for most of the year.

3.4

Fuel specification

Chipped woodfuel must be supplied to the boiler according to a “G50, W50” specification, that is:


maximum particle area 5cm2, maximum length 12cm



chipped, approximately 15-30mm



no more than 20% oversized material



uniform moisture content of under 50%, ideally averaging 35% or less (i.e. chipped ‘seasoned’ timber)



free from contamination

The recommended boiler will combust fuel of up to 50% moisture content (wet basis), providing valuable fuel
tolerance and flexibility.
However for optimum technical and economic performance we recommend that the feedstock should be well
seasoned prior to chipping (at least one summer is a good rule of thumb) or barn dried prior to delivery.
Once chipped the fuel must be stored under cover to prevent re-wetting during the winter; often redundant
agricultural building capacity may be found for this purpose and agricultural contractors employed to load
and deliver the woodfuel.
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Local woodfuel supply

Quality (both of particle size and moisture content) consistency and reliability of woodfuel supply will be vital
to ensure the trouble free operation of the system.
It is anticipated that the boiler would be fuelled by woodchip sourced from local forestry and sawmilling
operations. South West Wood Fuels (www.swwf.info) are well established in the region and are able to
assist in the identification of a suitable supplier.
Some typical woodfuel supply chain operations are illustrated below.

Chipping roundwood to trailer
Chipping roundwood directly into a store

View of the wood-chips in store

Figure 7 - Typical woodfuel supply chain operations.
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Financial assessment

As a basic rule of thumb, woodfuelled heating is more capital intensive than an oil or gas systems. However,
it is generally less expensive to operate, as the fuel will usually be lower cost than fossil fuels.

4.1

Capital costs

Budget costs for the new wood boiler and associated works amount to £367,244, as further detailed in
Annex II, made up in outline as follows:
Item
Design, project management & commissioning
Wood boiler
Fuel extraction and transfer
Wood blr mechanical & electrical services & chimney
Heat main
Additional M&E services, including standby boiler plant
Builders works
T&S
Miscellaneous
Warranty, training & manuals

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Cost
14,388
58,157
53,619
21,120
91,674
40,656
52,800
25,714
7,163
1,954

Total capital cost

£

367,244

This budget includes all anticipated works for the delivery of a working system.

4.2

Grant funding

Grant funding is available from a number of sources, including;


Bioenergy Capital Grants Scheme (~25%);



Clear Skies (up to 50%, up to £100k);



Community Energy Programme (up to 40%);



Green electricity funds (e.g. EDF, up to £30k).

As the client is public sector a high level of grant funding (50% +) may be achievable, though BCGS and CS
may not be matched.
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Heating costs & financial assessment

Current heat costs are estimated as follows:
Location

Oil cost
£/yr

Sports centre rear blr room

11,107

Sports centre pool air
Sports centre pool water
Total pool

18,270

Schools central to prim
Schools central main
Schools central water ht

2,902
11,125
726

Total

44,130

For a base case where the new wood boiler is assumed to provide 95% of heating requirements, woodfuel is
priced at £40/tonne (30% MC) and heating oil is priced at 29p/litre (35 sec) the proposed system would
deliver annual running cost savings as follows:
Annual cost saving from woodfuelled system
Substitution of oil
kWh/yr from wood
Wood boiler rating
Wood boiler utilisation

95%
1,040,057 kWh
500 kW
2,080 FLH

Woodfuel price
Cost of woodfuel
Additional servicing cost

40 £/tonne @ 35%MC
15,518 £
4,000 £

Heating oil price
Equivalent oil cost

29 p/l
41,924 £

Annual saving

22,406 £

The payback on the initial investment will clearly be dependent upon the level of grant aid available, as well
as on the relative costs of heating oil and woodfuel.
The project as a whole will deliver a simple pay back of between 7 and 11 years depending upon the level of
grant funding (25% to 50%) attracted. The table below summarises Net Present Value’s (see Annex III) for
the project (25yrs, 6%) for a realistic range of delivered heat costs for 50% and 25% grant funding of the
capital cost.
Woodfuel price
£35/tonne
£40/tonne
£45/tonne

Annual saving
£25,850
£24,130
£22,406

NPV, 50%
£157,222
£135,234
£113,196

NPV, 25%
£70,608
£48,620
£26,582

We can conclude that based upon reasonable assumptions the proposed project will have a substantially
positive value over its lifetime.

4.4

CO2 benefit

The proposed renewable heating system would deliver CO2 emissions reduction of 375 tonnes per year.
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Annex I: Wood boiler operation and maintenance
Boiler attendance
The modern wood-fired boiler plant specified is completely automated and does not require intervention or
attendance in normal operation.
If desired the boiler operation may be remotely monitored and servicing staff automatically alerted should
attendance be required for any reason.
Maintenance & servicing
A fully automatic woodchip boiler fitted with automatic ignition, automatic boiler tube cleaning and automatic
soot and ash extraction to an external sealed ash bin is recommended.
Apart from loading the fuel hopper the only regular task required of the end user is emptying the ash
container, typically every 1 - 2 weeks. Clean wood is typically 1% ash by weight. If tramp material (mainly
soil) becomes entrained in the woodfuel this will increase, but ash production will always be relatively
modest. Wood ash is an innocuous material and is well suited to use as a fertiliser / compost admixture.
It is recommended that the boiler be serviced by specialist engineers at least once per year, depending upon
utilisation levels.
The boiler supplier should provide all operating instructions, method statements and risk assessments as
required within any turnkey installation package. Appropriate training should be provided to on site staff.
Availability, outage & back-up
As indicated previously, modern wood boiler plant is highly automated and it has concomitantly high levels of
availability. However, the use of a solid fuel inevitably distinguishes it from oil or gas boiler plant by
introducing a requirement for mechanical handling, and it is from this that any enforced outage is likely to
stem. This must not be taken to imply high levels of outage, which will not be the case.
Nevertheless, during the operating life of such plant it is likely that there will be some interruption due to fuel
quality problems. It is therefore important to pay particular attention to the quality of woodfuel used and to
ensure that woodfuel stocks are not contaminated with foreign objects that might jam fuel feed systems.
Warrantees & plant life
The KWB boiler recommended is supplied with a full 12 month warrantee. The main reasons for which wood
boiler plant becomes life-expired are corrosion and failure of the boiler heat exchange surfaces or high wear
levels and associated outage and high maintenance costs of moving parts. However, the Fröling plant is built
to very high quality standards and should have at the very least a 15-year operating life and is likely to last
for 20 or more years.
Efficiency & emissions
The Fröling boiler plant is fully modulating with programmable combustion controls that automatically adjust
to operating conditions. This makes it extremely efficient, with concomitantly clean emissions. In tests to
EN303-5 the Turbomat range achieves exceptionally high efficiency at both full and part load; 90% at worst,
95% at best. The Fröling boiler therefore falls comfortably within the top, Class III bands for emissions and
efficiency under the EN303-5 standard and would certainly produce a cleaner emission than the existing oil
boiler plant.
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Annex II: Specification and cost
Description

Code

Specification & other notes

Qty

Subtotals
£

Design, project management & commissioning
Design
Project management
Commissioning
14,388
Wood boiler
Fröling Turbomat 500 boiler & combustor 12583
De-ashing screw & motor (bottom ash)
12485
Mobile ash container 300 l
95483AA
Auto-cleaning of heat exchanger - WOS
12497
De-ashing screw & motor (heat exchanger) 12486
Ash box 30 l
95483D
Auto-ignition
18864
ID fan
13716
Stoker auger
12651
Burn-back flap
12755
for 200mm screw
Control cabinet for TM500
18823
H3000 lambda control
18806
Combustion temp controller
12616A
Draught controller
12619C
Return temp controller
18810
Shipping & delivery
exc offloading & positioning
Craneage / offload & position
Installation

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
58,157

Fuel extraction and transfer
Atriculated arm agitator
Screw extension
Hook-lift fuel bin, mobile
Bin stand
Cross auger, transfer housing
Hydraulic power pack, pipes and controls
Inclined fuel store loading auger
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation

12738A
12732V

200mm screw
per 1000mm for 200mm screw
c/w scraper floor system
to concrete slab by main contractor
~7.5m total auger length
inc guarding to pipes and wires
~ 6m length, open within fuel store, inc support
exc offloading & positioning

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
53,619

Wood blr mechanical & electrical services & chimney
Flue / chimney
Flue / chimney

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1

Electrics / wiring
Electrical installation

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1

Mechanical services
Budget subject to detailed spec

PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1
21,120

Heat main
Pre-insulated pipe & materials
Plant interface at sports centre
Plant interface at pool
Plant interface at school
Trenching, openings etc
Sundries
Shipping & delivery
Plant hire
Installation

PC Sum; subject to detail specification
PC Sum; subject to detail specification
PC Sum; subject to detail specification
PC Sum; subject to detail specification
PC Sum; subject to detail specification

1
1
1
1
220
1
1
1
91,674

Additional M&E services, including standby boiler plant
Standby boiler
Standby boiler and burner
Oil tank
Shipping & delivery
Craneage / offload & position
Installation
Third party commissioning
Flue / chimney
Flue / chimney - components
Electrics / controls
Components
Mechanical services
Budget subject to detailed spec

450 kW
use existing, new oil pipe work
Exc offloading & positioning

1
1
1
1
1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1
40,656

Builders works
Boiler house / fuel store

PC sum; subject to detailed spec

1
52,800

T&S
25,714
Miscellaneous
2%

7,163

Warranty, training & manuals
1,954
TOTAL
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Annex III: Net Present Value Analysis
Net present value over 25 years

@

50% grant rate

Woodfuel at £35 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

25,850

1
0

2
1

3
2

23
22

24
23

25
24

183,622
-157,772
-157,772

25,850
-131,922

25,850
-106,072

25,850
410,928

25,850
436,778

25,850
462,628

NPV
@

157,222
6.0% discount

Woodfuel at £40 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

24,130

1
0

2
1

3
2

15
14

15
14

15
14

183,622
-159,492
-159,492

24,130
-135,362

24,130
-111,232

24,130
371,368

24,130
395,498

24,130
419,628

NPV
@

135,234
6.0% discount

Woodfuel at £45 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

22,406

1
0

2
1

3
2

15
14

15
14

15
14

183,622
-161,216
-161,216

22,406
-138,810

22,406
-116,404

22,406
331,716

22,406
354,122

22,406
376,528

NPV
@
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Net present value over 25 years

@

25% grant rate

Woodfuel at £35 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

25,850

1
0

2
1

3
2

23
22

24
23

25
24

275,433
-249,583
-249,583

25,850
-223,733

25,850
-197,883

25,850
319,117

25,850
344,967

25,850
370,817

NPV
@

70,608
6.0% discount

Woodfuel at £40 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

24,130

1
0

2
1

3
2

15
14

15
14

15
14

275,433
-251,303
-251,303

24,130
-227,173

24,130
-203,043

24,130
279,557

24,130
303,687

24,130
327,817

NPV
@

48,620
6.0% discount

Woodfuel at £45 / tonne
Year
Indexation year
Wood scheme costs
Net (additional) capital cost - £
Saving
Cumulative saving

22,406

1
0

2
1

3
2

15
14

15
14

15
14

275,433
-253,027
-253,027

22,406
-230,621

22,406
-208,215

22,406
239,905

22,406
262,311

22,406
284,717

NPV
@
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Annex IV: Woodfuel reception and storage options
Well specified woodfuel reception, storage and transfer is vital to the smooth operation of any woodfuelled
boiler installation. The key challenges are usually;




ensuring good access for a suitable delivery vehicle;
transferring the fuel from the delivery vehicle to the store in a reasonably short amount of time;
maximising the useful volume of fuel store (i.e. making sure that it is filled up).

There are a wide range of solutions to these challenges including; excavated fuel bunkers; mobile hook-lift
bin systems; use of high-lift tipping trailers and front end loaders to fill above ground stores; woodchip trailers
with integral blower units; and fixed or mobile reception trough and blower systems.
Excavated fuel store
An excavated bunker that delivery vehicles can tip directly into may provide a good solution for a broad
range of installation types and scales. This is especially true where the boiler house and fuel store structure
may be built into a suitable slope on-site, thus avoiding deep excavations and keeping the fuel transfer
mechanism as simple as possible. However excavated bunkers can be expensive and in some cases onsite ground conditions may not suit this solution.

Semi-excavated tipped woodfuel reception examples, with sliding (left) and lifting (right) lids
High-tip hoppers
A simple above ground hopper with lifting lid provides a straightforward solution, but does require the use of
a high-lift tipping trailer or front end loader to fill the hopper, which can present logistical problems and may
increase the cost of fuel deliveries. Hoppers of this type are most often specified when the chip is stored
locally and a front end loader is available to fill the fuel store, typically for boilers of up to 250 kW or so.

Econergy designed & built fuel store (3m x 3m x 2.5m) with hydraulic lifting lid, for RSPB Dearne Valley

H-3-2147_report_04-06-05
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Reception trough and blower
Econergy have recently supplied reception trough and blower systems to two woodfuelled boiler installations
(one 320 kW and one 100 kW, as shown below). The main advantages of this system are:


Deliveries may be accepted from a wide range of tipping delivery vehicles.



A good sized fuel delivery (perhaps 25m3 or so) may be offloaded within an acceptable time period;
30 to 60 minutes, depending upon the blower unit specified.



With correct positioning of the blower pipes it is possible to fill the fuel store right to the roof.



The fuel store building is kept simple and low cost; no, excavations, powered lifting lid or similar
access is required.



Dust production during deliveries is minimised by re-circulating the blower air return from the store
back into the fan inlet.

If this system has a drawback it is that it is relatively noisy in operation. However, we are currently
specifying systems for a number of sites where the blower unit and chip pipes will be housed within the
boiler room to avoid any noise issues during deliveries.

Econergy installed trough and blower fuel reception system to fill a 40m3 internal fuel store supplying a state
of the art 100 kW KWB woodchip boiler installed at Oakengates Theatre, Telford.
Mobile hook-lift bins
Econergy have designed, fabricated and installed specialist mobile hook-lift bin fuel delivery and reception
systems for two installations to date. The hook-lift bins act as both the delivery vehicle (carried by a suitable
hook-lift truck) and as an on-site fuel store (fitted with integral scraper floor fuel out-feed system), usually in
conjunction with a buffer hopper.
The main advantage of this system is that it minimises the amount of builder’s works required on site and
allows good sized fuel deliveries (35m3) to be made quickly and easily. The system is also easily retro-fitted
to a wide range of sites.
In combination with an internal buffer store the hook-lift system provides a particularly robust, two stage fuel
handling system whereby any poor quality fuel loads may be spotted in the movable hook-lift store and
easily removed from site by the fuel supply contractor.
The hook-lift bin system is best suited to supply fuel to boilers ranging from perhaps 300 to 1,000 kW. For
smaller installations the cost of the bin system tends to be out of proportion to the overall cost of the
installation.
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Econergy designed & built mobile hook-lift bin fuel delivery, reception & storage systems. Twin bin system
at Worcestershire County Hall, single bin and buffer store system at Oakengates Leisure Centre
Woodchip blower vehicles
Woodchip blower delivery vehicles are suited for delivery to small installations; unloading is quite noisy and
rather slow (15m3/hr) and fuel quality must be high. Currently there are no woodchip blower delivery
vehicles in the UK, though it may be that fuel suppliers will invest in this technology in the future. Please
note that to the best of our knowledge there is no system currently available whereby woodfuel is augured or
belt conveyed directly from a delivery vehicle into a fuel store.
Belt / chain conveyor systems
Econergy have researched the use of belt and chain conveyor systems to load tipped woodfuel deliveries
woodfuel stores, both examining the existing application of these technologies and through consultation with
our Austrian and French woodfuelled boiler suppliers, both of whom have been manufacturing and installing
woodchip boiler systems for more than 40 years.
While belt conveyor systems are successfully used at large scale to handle woodfuel for power stations our
research has only uncovered one system of this type at “small” scale, of which one of our suppliers has
experience; it does not work satisfactorily and is not recommended.
As for chain conveyors our current experience is that such systems are designed and used for relatively low
volume fuel transfer from store to boiler (usually for large, ram-stoker fed wood boilers). We believe that
chain conveyors are unsuited to the high throughput rates required to sensibly accept tipped fuel deliveries
within a reasonable delivery turnaround period.
We do not therefore currently specify belt / chain fuel reception and loading systems.
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Drive-on scraper floors
For larger installations where there is a requirement to accept bulk (60m3 +) tipping or walking floor
deliveries a ‘drive-on’ scraper floor may be specified, usually housed in a lightweight building with
retractable roof, allowing delivery vehicles to reverse in and tip whilst drawing forward.
The active element of this system is a ‘scraper floor’: the reciprocal action of the scrapers recovers fuel to
the rear of the store where it drops into a cross auger and from there into a transfer screw to feed the boiler.
The pictures provided below illustrate this system.
While this system does enable large deliveries to be accepted, reducing the delivered cost of fuel, the upfront capital investment, particularly in building costs, is high and the system requires a relatively large area
both for the fuel store itself and for delivery vehicle manoeuvring.

Right: delivery
into a drive-on
woodfuel store

Above: drive-on woodfuel store, empty
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Appendix 9. Dissemination seminar notes
Avon & Somerset dissemination seminar notes
What is your impression of the availability of wood fuel in your district/ area?
•

South Gloucestershire representatives cited that wood fuel supply is unreliable in the
district. They believe there to be limited resource in the area and they have major
reservations about the quality (and quantity) of wood fuel.

•

The Forest of Avon suggested there is plenty of wood fuel resource, what is lacking
is a coordinated approach to wood fuel processing and delivery.

•

Bristol City Council stated, there is plenty of wood chip available but the lack of
knowledge about supply, processing equipment and procedure, and the absence of
a coordinated delivery infrastructure are the problems.

•

B&NES stated that within their district there is a noticeable fear of doing things
differently, for example, investing in new technologies, and perhaps this is a
sentiment shared by other local authorities. The B&NES representative suggested
that many executive decision makers believe biomass is an unproven technology.

What wood fuel supply initiatives are in operation or planned in your area?
•

South Glos suggested that plenty of proposals are coming through but there is an
absence of discernable performance, and how can there be with no infrastructure for
delivery and processing in place! Property Services are keen to invest in biomass,
however client departments still need convincing.

•

North Somerset notes that there are approximately 100K available wood resource
for use as fuel, but there is nothing in place to capitalise on this.

•

Forest of Avon mentioned the South West Wood Fuels biomass cluster project, a
BiCal initiative near Frome, the Bronze Oak Castle Cary project, and a potential
CHP system planned for Charlton Abbott.

•

Bristol City Council mentioned their Defra Bioenergy Infrastructure application in
partnership with Forest of Avon, South Glos and North Somerset. Two wood fuel
stations are proposed .

•

B&NES are further behind, however the appointment of the new Sustainability
Officer will help to move initiatives forward. They are beginning their research into
potential resource, sites and work with property services.

What support would you like to see from regional bodies to help with biomass initiatives in
your area?
•

•

South Glos representatives suggested the South West Regional Development
Agency (SWRDA), should offer part funding for a key biomass installation in each
county that could serve as an exemplar site. SWRDA should also facilitate strategic
wood fuel processing sites, either pelletization or wood chip production or both.
RegenSW could investigate the state of wood heating in the South West, to make
sense of the multitude of initiatives and bring them together.

•

Forest of Avon and Kevin Lindegaard of Wondertree proposed the region should
adopt a target for biomass supply in the absence of a heat Renewables Obligation.
There should be a pot of money that projects can apply for, guaranteed to be in
place for 5 years and able to fund 5 strategic projects each year.

•

There needs to be some regional coordination for biomass, 22 Defra Bioenergy
Infrastructure Grant applications in the South West, demonstrates significant activity
but in an uncoordinated fashion.

•

SWRDA and central government funding is necessary. Clear Skies is difficult to
access from the South West and limiting funding to community benefits will exclude
some good projects. The SOUTH West has significant wood fuel resource and
SWRDA need to appreciate this and enable the industry. VAT on equipment is still
17.5%!! Sub-regional targets are not statutory, aspirational targets do not force
action; perhaps a nod towards the approach used for recycling targets should be
entertained!? There is a real need for all SW biomass stakeholders to get
connected. CPA needs to encourage CO2 reduction.

How could LAs get involved with and encourage wood fuel supply?
•

There is a need to convince client departments, particularly within South Glos
Council. The anecdotal evidence from early biomass systems which is on the whole
negative, this influences key stakeholders and undermines positive news about
installations.

•

Local authorities need to consider biomass for new build projects (other
technologies should also be investigated), specifically for urban regeneration /
renewal.

•

GOSW are actively blocking sustainable development projects and initiatives!

•

There is a need for LAs to get their house in order! LAs need to install RE
technologies in their own properties. Officers need to improve knowledge and seek
to remove objections from executive members.

What are the main barriers to installing biomass heating systems into public/LA buildings?
•

A main barrier is cost, within South Gloucestershire Council capital projects will
usually not be considered if the payback is beyond 6 years. In order for biomass to
become a reality in public buildings the payback period requirement should be set
at a 10 year minimum. Suggestion – If the installations are packaged with EE
measures and the capacity decreased then systems may become more economic.

•

Critical to get exemplar installations completed for the region and to raise
awareness amongst executive members about biomass technology

•

High capital cost and lack of grant support

•

A working supply chain structure needs to be implemented, until such time as this
happens this will serve to undermine any confidence there is in the technology.
Government grants need to be linked with LA budget setting/capital project
planning.

•

For Somerset the barriers are capital cost, availability of trained staff (heating
engineers), payback periods and complicated grant application procedures.

Are there any installations planned in your area?
•

Nothing planned in South Glos.

•

For N.Somerset - Goblin Coombe and possibly biomass for new schools planned
for construction in 2008

•

In Bristol – Blaise Nursery and Florence Brown School have both secured Clear
Skies funding

•

B&NES are currently reviewing resources and potential sites via a resource and
capacity mapping exercise

What is the general attitude of stakeholders towards wood heating in your area?
•

The client departments in South Glos council are very sceptical for the reasons
mentioned above

•

For North Somerset a site visit to a reliable working system needs to happen as
councillors, senior officers and budget holders all need convincing

•

End users need to be happy, e.g. caretakers should be engaged from the beginning
of a project. Awareness raising potential with the public is significant, they could
ultimately put pressure on LAs.

•

LA view is largely positive in Bristol, property services and M&E still need
convincing, but pending installations may help on this.

•

A discussion with members needs to take place in B&NES

•

Wood heating is viewed positively by most stakeholders in Somerset, Property
Services occasionally prove obstructive.

Who are the decision makers when it comes to installing new boiler plant?
•

Heads of services, senior officers, client departments. South Glos Council
suggested there should be a list of energy consultancies who will favourably
consider renewables, because the consultancies currently used by executive
members are pro-fossil fuel.

•

Perhaps RegenSW could host a list of case studies with contact details decision
makers could refer to, problems and their solutions should be documented

•

Wood Energy Ltd and Econergy ltd are struggling to cope with the demand for
feasibility and scoping work, which has tended to leave smaller customers ‘out in
the cold’. Both organisations could train organisations like CSE, SWEA, CSEP to
provide this service on enquiries they receive?

Gloucestershire dissemination seminar notes
The Gloucestershire event was run in conjunction with a day seminar organised by Severn
Wye Energy Agency (SWEA) in the Forest of Dean. The aims of Bioscope and the results of
the scoping study for the Cotswold AONB office were presented to the attendees.

Although the response to Bioscope was limited in Gloucestershire, there are a considerable
number of projects coming forward in the area now. The main reason for the low response
was that projects were either past the scoping study stage already (e.g. Ruskin Mill,
Cotswold Chine School, Star College, The Wilderness Centre) or not yet sufficiently
advanced to warrant a scoping study (e.g. integration of wood fuel into a proposed waste
reprocessing cluster in the Gloucester area).
The meeting also included information on other SWEA initiatives on wood fuel that can
provide advice and support to developing projects. This encouraged further interest in wood
fuel, clearly showing that ongoing support is available.

Wiltshire dissemination seminar notes
22nd September 2005
Attendees
Graham Ayling
Severn Wye Energy Agency (Speaker)
Pam Gough
Wiltshire County Council (Speaker)
Jim Birse
Econergy Ltd (Speaker)
Ian Bright
Somerset County Council (Speaker)
Parvis Khansari
Wiltshire County Council (Assistant Director)
John Shorto
Wiltshire County Council (Property Services)
Phil Durston
Wiltshire County Council (Property Services)
Tom Brewster Wiltshire County Council (Property Services)
Graham Harris
Wiltshire County Council (Central Bidding Unit)
Pete Nobes
Kennet District Council
Apologies:
Richard Thompsett
Belinda Fowler
John Murray

South West Wood Fuels
North Wessex Downs AONB
Wiltshire County Council (Children & Education)

Meeting notes
•

Pam Gough (Wiltshire County Council) introduced the meeting and described how the
Bioscope project would fit with the Wiltshire County Council’s project to promote Carbon
Management, The Wiltshire Renewable Energy Strategy and the North Wessex Downs
AONB management plan.

•

Graham Ayling (Severn Wye Energy Agency) explained the Bioscope project and
outlined some of the advice support and funding services available for the promotion of
biomass energy.

•

Ian Bright (Somerset County Council) described how Somerset County Council had
implemented wood heating projects within its properties. He described the drivers for the
projects and used case studies to highlight the lessons learned and the positive impact
of the wood heating projects.

•

Jim Birse (Econergy Ltd) presented the scoping study for Pewsey Leisure Centre,
described the system planned for the site and answered technical questions from the
attendees. He outlined the opportunity for a central boiler to provide the base heat load
for the leisure centre and two adjacent schools.

•

The group then discussed how the Pewsey Leisure Centre project could be progressed.

Issues raised in discussion:
•

Finance – the group discussed:
• how to deal with the issue of devolved budgets in secondary schools
• LEA bulk purchase of fuels for schools
• the level of risk associated with grant applications
• current increases in fossil fuel prices and likely future trends in both fossil and
wood fuel prices

•

The group discussed the use of fossil fuel heating as a back-up for wood fuel as the
scoping study included this within the design.

•

Wiltshire County Council needs to move forward and install a biomass system in order
to learn about the technology.

Conclusion:
Following discussion of the Pewsey scoping study the attendees felt that the appropriate
way to progress the project would be to incorporate it into Wiltshire County Council’s Carbon
Management Programme.
Wiltshire has recently joined the Carbon Trust’s Carbon Management programme and is
drawing up an action plan for completion by spring 2006. It was agreed that the Pewsey
leisure centre biomass project would be included within the opportunities assessment as a
chance to develop an exemplar project within the County. Further discussion would be
carried out in the Property Section over winter 2005/06 on financing and technical issues in
order to establish whether the Council wishes to include it in the implementation plan after
spring 2006.
The timescale for implementation was discussed. It was agreed that the existing fossil fuel
boilers should last for 1 to 2 year, allowing time for implementation of the biomass system
after spring 2006. There was also consensus that the short delay should not adversely affect
the chances of securing grant funding

Cornwall dissemination seminar notes
13 June 2005
Draft agenda:
10.00
10.15
10.20
10.35
10.50
11.00
11.30

Tim German: Introduction (Local Background: Beacon Council
status and Energy Strategy for Cornwall)
Dionne Jones: Bioscope introduction - purpose of the project,
how sites were selected.
Robin Cotton: Overview of wood heating technology, what will
work, what won't (site selection criteria)
Robin Cotton: Report back on feasibility of County Hall biomass boiler
proposal.
Robin Cotton: Report on 2nd potential scheme at Pencalenick School,
Truro & Conclusions.
SW Woodfuels: Presentation by Sam Whatmore on the wood fuel
supply chain
Panel Question time (Chaired by Tim German)

13.00

Latest finish time

22 stakeholders were in attendance and discussion centred around two projects, Cornwall
County Hall and Pencalenick School. The event gave interested stakeholders from local
authorities, NHS, the AONB gateway and housing associations an opportunity to raise their
technical and financial questions with technology and supply chain experts. As many present
were already Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership partners they also used the event as
an opportunity to discuss how the biomass agenda could be taken forward in Cornwall.
There was a lot of enthusiasm and political support for the County Hall proposal and it was
felt that the planning constraints were not insurmountable.
Following the County Council’s interest in the project the Pencalenick School proposal has
been allocated funding to progress a wood chip installation. The boiler replacement for
County Hall hinges upon a reliable pellet supply in Cornwall, proposals for establishing a
pellet plant facility in the county are in progress. The attendees recognised that Cornwall
needs a large exemplar scheme in a public building and this is a priority.

Devon dissemination seminar notes
The Bioscope results were presented at a combined event with the first meeting of the
Renewable Energy sub-group of the new Devon Sustainable Energy Network. 35 people
and organisations attended, including representatives of the successful scheme and others
that were shortlisted. After an introduction by Paul Baker, Robin Cotton gave a presentation
on the Bioscope process, outlined the key schemes and provided more details on the
successful scheme. Whilst the success of the Princetown project to acquire funding etc is
not yet clear, at least one of the other shortlisted schemes (Calvert Trust) has been
successful in obtaining a major part of its funding requirement.
1. The projects (successful and unsuccessful), we identified may benefit from longer
term support to help them through to installation.
2. Bioscope did not provide capital funding for projects, and it is difficult to avoid raising
the hopes of some project promoters that biomass development is being taken very
seriously and that their schemes have a good chance of gaining financial support.
3. The reality is that financial support is very tight, Clear Skies won’t fund Biomass
down here regardless of project quality because they feel that adequate money has
already been invested in the region. There are a number of very high profile
schemes that would make a huge impact on the Biomass image but are still not
getting supported.

Appendix 10. Barriers, action points recommendations for each county, based on Bioscope seminars
County

Barriers

Avon and Somerset

•

•
•
•

Stakeholders and client groups lack
of knowledge about biomass heating
technology to make objective
decisions
Lack of meaningful co-ordinated fuel
delivery instrastructure
Concern over quality of wood fuel
Early installations used as biomass
heating references, inherent
problems with such installations
gives negative impression to
decision makers

Action points
• Structure of funding needs to be in
place to get exemplar biomass
installations in place (ideally financed
by SWRDA)
• Call for RegenSW to take lead on
bringing together disparate activity for
a regionally coordinated approach
• Payback periods should be reviewed
and fuel price forecasts analysed by
decision makers
• Lack of trained engineers a potential
problem for large scale installations.
• Lack of awareness about biomass
heating amongst executive members
– training required for this audience

Recommendations
•

•
•
•
•

•

Cornwall

•

Objective One status has provided
opportunities for farmers in Cornwall
to access funds through the
programme for the establishment
and processing of industrial crops
(including energy crops). Access to
the national Energy Crops Scheme
is not permissible for Cornish
landowners according to Rural

•
•

•

To document all activity completed, in
progress and planned around biomass by
local authorities, the commercial sector,
energy agencies, schools and universities
in former Avon.
To assess the commitment of LAs towards
wood heating and assess availability of
woodfuel in former Avon
Establish two woodfuel stations able to
produce high quality wood chip and pellets
for the area
Establish a network of advice, via the
county champions
Training programme for stakeholders on
technology and wood fuel. Could potentially
involve European partners – installers and
users
Provide a training programme for qualified
heating engineers on wood heating
technology installation and maintenance,
perhaps in conjunction with European
partners
Lobby for Cornwall to be made eligible for
the national energy crops scheme.
Source funding for the installation of wood
pellet plant/s in Cornwall (CSEP has
received expressions of interest from three
companies interested in leading this, but
there is no funding available)
SWRDA should have an active policy of
ensuring biomass heating/chp is

•

•

•

•

Development Regulations as the
two funds are mutually exclusive.
Objective One funds, however, are
now under so much pressure that
there is no longer the opportunity to
access grant support. Clear Skies
applications from the South West
are also being discouraged. This
situation places the development of
a number of biomass projects in
jeopardy, and limits the potential of
Cornwall to address climate change
and contribute to regional and
national targets for CO2 reduction.
There is a lack of will, knowledge
and/or incentive amongst clients,
developers and their cost advisers
to ensure renewable energy is
included in new developments.
They look only at initial capital cost
and have yet to be persuaded of the
wisdom of investing for
medium/long term benefit to the
environment or that whole life
costing makes sense.
Housing Associations in Cornwall
are interested in installing clusters
of wood fuel boilers but are put off
by the lack of small domestic
affordable automatic-feed boilers
and the costs of fuel for tenants.
Actual or perceived cost of
installation (boiler) and supply
(pellets) – there is doubt amongst
stakeholders as to the
competitiveness and affordability of
biomass.
Stakeholders have concerns about

•

•

•

considered on all their developments and
refurbishments. This should also consider
single and district uses.
SWRDA should bring whatever pressure
they can bear on to district planners who
should be encouraged and supported to be
more innovative in their roles, rather than
entirely custodially conservative.
To overcome the ‘chicken and egg’ marketsupply chain problem, focus on creating the
Market (we can import initially while
building up the local supply chain) - the
public sector can make this possible.
Source funding to subsidise the cost of
boilers - to stimulate demand/ grow the
market. Gap-fund what social housing
providers would have paid anyway to

•
•

•

Gloucestershire

•
•

the reliability and serviceability of
wood fuel boilers and the supply of
pellets.
There is a lack of confidence about
there being a sustained and
profitable market for growers.
There is a lack of confidence about
proven technology to counter
planning and regulatory hurdles to
building and running power stations
and other installations.
Fossil fuel is still too cheap relative
to the costs of growing and
processing.
Stakeholders and client groups lack
of knowledge about biomass heating
Political will is absent in many key
areas

•

Lack of trained engineers is a
potential problem for large scale
installations.

•

•
•

•

Devon

• Short-term support of Bioscope is a
major limitation
• Stakeholder and decision maker
awareness of biomass technology
insufficient

•
•
•

Develop an ongoing programme, as a short
term offer of scoping studies cannot help
projects that are at an early or later stage of
development. A longer term programme
would help to grow a local industry.
Develop a regional support programme that
links support for supply and demand to
build a sustainable local industry.
Develop best practice guidance for
integrating wood fuel supply with
sustainable woodland management. This is
especially relevant for the regions AONBs
and National Parks.
Support the guidance with supply
development support (e.g. capital funding
for appropriate harvesting machinery to be
available for rent)
Establish quality controlled pellet and chip
production in Devon.
Establish advice network accessible by all
client sectors.
Establish network of quality installations.

•
•
•

Dorset

Wiltshire

•
•
•

Lack of political will for the
encouragement of renewables in
general
Renewable Energy Strategy still in
development
Key client departments within
County Council unsupportive of
biomass wood heating

•

Dorset County Council has recently
adopted the Bournemouth, Dorset
and Poole Renewable Energy
Strategy which contains a number of
actions on the development of
biomass boiler installations, including
the need to use council owned
property to get the ball rolling.

•

There is a momentum building in
Dorset that needs to be encouraged:
- there is still a need for at least
one successful project that can
be used as an exemplar.
- there is still uncertainty as to
how the supply chain problems
are to be resolved.
- Renewable energy options are
being considered more and
more in new developments and
biomass is one of these options.
•

•

Establish Funding stream for feasibility
work.
Establish capital grant fund.
Undertake educational work with
architects/developers.

Encourage integration of wood heating into
carbon management programmes,
especially in view of potentially high £ per
tonne of carbon benefits.
A small investment from the RDA
generated a lot of interest, particularly
within local authorities. The “PR” value of
RDA investment/grants should not be
underestimated.

•

There are still considerable numbers of
rural properties heated using LPG,
electricity or oil. Wood heating can be
viable (even at relatively small scale) in
these locations with minimal support. These
locations should be used for exemplar
installations.

